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I. Pref ace

At the 1980 *Symposium on Aeroelasticity in Turbomachines 1I-31, held in
Lausanne, Switzerland I, it became clear that It was virtually impossible to
compare different analytical models for predicting flutter and forced
vibration and establish their validity.
The Scientific Committee2 of this meeting decided to initiate a workshop on
'Standard Configurations for Aeroelasticity in Turbomachine-Cascades'. The
aim of this project is to establish a data base with some well documented
experimental data, and to initiate and coordinate future experimental
investigations in existing test facilities. The standard configurations to be
compiled should also serve as test cases for present and future models for
predicting aeroelastic phenomena in turbomachine-cascaJes. It was decided by
the Scientific Committee that this study should be coordinated by the

"Laboratoire de thermique appliqude et de turbomachines" at the EPF-
Lausanne, and that Mr. T. Fransson should undertake the task under an United
States Air Force Contract.
A first report with a set of standard configurations was distributed to all the
participants at the end of 1983 [413. Calculations were subsequently

1 Three symposia have been held in this sere (Paris, France 1976;

Lausanne, Switzerland 1980; Cambridge, UK 1964) and a fourth is scheduled
for 1987 (Aachen, West Germany).

2 Scientific Committee:

Germany - H. F6rsching
Switzerland A. B61cs (P. Suter 1980. G. Gyarmathy 1976, 1980)
France E. Szechenyi (R. Legendre, M. Roy 1976, 1980)
UK D.S. Whitehead (+ J.E. Ffowcs Williams, D.G.M. Davis,

RJ. Hill 1984)
Japan Y. Tanida
USA M. F. Platzer (+ M.E. Goldstein 1984, A.A. Mlkolajczak

1980)

3 Please note that, at the request of some participants, a few symbols
and standard configurations in the present report do not correspond to those
in Ref. 4. Refer to the section entitled "Updating of Nomenclature' for these
changes.

.1 2
.,:
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performed and comparisons between experimental data and theoretical results
were presented at the Third Symposium (1984) [71. The conclusion drawn from
the work was promising and it was decided to continue the comparative
efforts, while encouraging new experimental and theoretical investigations,
until the Fourth Symposium (1987).
Special emphasis should now be put on defining a small set of aeroelastic
test cases for detailed comparison between experiments and theories, to
coordinate new investigations and to discuss the physical phenomena of
aeroelasticity.
The objective of the present report is to conclude the workshop initiated in
1980, and look ahead to the Aachen Symposium, by which time the methods so
validated may be used for detailed and systematic calculations, In order to
obtain a better understanding of the aeroelastic phenomena.
This exercise should serve as a guideline for the improving the numerical
modeling that will be required to achieve the goal of providing an efficient
and reliable unsteady aerodynamic analyses, which can be used in
turbomachinery aeroelastic design investigations 15).
The Scientific Committee hopes that this report will constitute a bench-
mark for the validation of both experimental and theoretical aeroelastic
investigations in turbomachines.
The present report will be updated at the Aachen Symposium, so that any new

experimental and/or theoretical investigations can be included.
The members of the Scientific Committee express their thanks to Mr. T.
Fransson, who coordinated, compiled and evaluated all the results, and to all
research colleagues who participated in the study.
For the Scientific Committee

A B6cs

AL-
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II. Abstract

The aeroelastician needs reliable, efficient methods for calculatinq unsteady
blade forces in turbomachines. The validity of such theoretical or empirical
prediction models can be established only if researchers apply their flutter
and forced vibration predictions to a number of well documented experimental

test cases.
In the present report, the geometrical and time-averaged flow conditions of
nine two-dimensional and quasi-three-dimensional experimental (mainly)
standard configurations for aeroelasticity in turbomachine-cascades are
given. Some aeroelastic test cases are defined for each configuration,
comprising different incidence angles, Mach numbers, interblade phase angle,
reduced frequencies, etc.

Furthermore, a proposal for uniform nomenclature and reporting formats is
included, in order to facilitate the comparison of different experimental data
and theoretical results.
In total, results from 15 theoretical prediction methods have been compared
with each other, and with experimental data.
The comparative investigation has shown that present theoretical models can
predict accurately the aeroelastic behavior of certain cascade configurations
in two-dimensional flow. Other configurations, on the other hand, cannot be
predicted as well.
It is concluded that, although present methods can predict stability limits in
some cases, the physical reasons for flutter in cascades are not yet fully
understood. Further investigations, both experimental and theoretical, are
thus urgently required.

BI
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IV. Nomenclature

Note:

a) At the request of some participants, the nomenclature of the first

report 141 has been slightly modified. A complete list of the changes is given

in section V.

b) Throughout this report, "standard configuration" will designate a

cascade geometry and "aeroelastic case" or "aeroelastic test case- will

indicate the different time-dependent (and, in some cases time-averaged)

conditions within a standard configuration.

c) The tables and figures will be numbered as the sections For example,

Figure 3.7-2 denotes the second figure in section 3.7

d) In order to be consistent with Appendix A5 in which all results

obtained in the project are presented (in format A4), an identification is

given in each figure as a plotnumber.

These plots are numbered according to the sections, with separation for the

type of result presented such as plot K.L-M.N where

* K indicates the section (for example 7)

9 L " standard configuration number (for example. 7 4

indicates results on the fourth standard configura-

tion, given in section 7

* M indicates the type of result:

M=I time-averaged pressure coefficient (Cp)

and/or Mach number (MIS)

M=2 : time-dependent pressure coefficient (=Ep)

M=3 : difference coefficient (=A'p)

M=4 lift, force coefficient (= EI, ch' Cf)

M=5 moment coefficient

M=6 " aerodynamic damping coefficient (-)
* N • indicates the plot number of type K.L-M

(for example, Plot 7.1-6.2 indicates the second plot of type 6 of the

Ist standard configuration in section 7)

! -
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e) The terms "controlled excitation", "forced excitation" and *flutter' tests
will be extensively used throughout the report. In the present context, they
are defined as follows:
* Controlled excitation test:

When the blades are vibrated with a force (mechanical,electro magne-
tic,...) external to the flow.

* Forced excitation test:
The blades are excited by the flow, but in a known way (for example
blade passing frequency from upstream blades).

* Flutter test:

Self excited vibrations, i.e. the blades vibrate even though there is no
controlled or forced excitation in the experiment.

AL.
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Symbol Explanation Dimension

Latin Alphabet

A amplitude (A=h for pure sinusoidal bending)
(A=a for pure sinusoidal pitching) rad

A Fourier coefficient
c chord length m
E(t) unsteady perturbation force coefficient vector

per unit amplitude, positive in positive coordi-
nate directions (Eq. 5):

Wf~) = ef e{Wt+4f) if

real amplitude of the unsteady perturbation force

coefficient per unit amplitude (Eq. 5)
6l(t) unsteady perturbation lift coefficient per unit

amplitude, positive in positive y-direction (Eq. 4):

c-1(t) = 91 el(w t+f'l} e-

Note: In the present study, the lift coefficient

is defined as the force component perpen-
dicular to the chord!

ElI  real amplitude of the unsteady perturbation lift

coefficient per unit amplitude (Eq. 4)
em(t) unsteady perturbation moment coefficient per-

unit amplitude, positive in clockwise direction (Eq. 6):

cm(t) = Em ei{(t+*m) ez

em real amplitude of the unsteady perturbation
moment coefficient per unit amplitude. (Eq. 6)

ep(xt) unsteady perturbation blade surface pressure
coefficient per unit amplitude (Eq. 3):

Cp(Ot = pX) ei{(W1 p W)}
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Zp(X) real amplitude of the unsteady perturbation

pressure coefficient per unit amplitude (Eq. 3)

Ep time-averaged pressure coefficient = -

cW coefficient of aerodynamic work done on

the airfoil during the oscillation cycle (Eq. 12, 13)

d maximum blade thickness (dimensionless with chord) -

ef unit vector in force direction

eh unit vector in bending direction -

e. unit vector normal to blade surface, positive inwards) -

'3 sunit vector tangent to blade surface, positive -

in positive coordinate directions

ex unit vector in x-direction

e, unit vector in y-direction

f vibration frequency Hz

f function

h (xy,t) dimensionless (with chord) bending vibration,

positive in positive coordinate directions

h dimensionless (with chord) bending amplitude -

i complex notation = (- )0-5

i incidence angle, from mean camberline at leading edge deg

k reduced frequency

k=[c'w]/[2'Vref]

M Mach number

p (x,y,t) pressure N/m2

(with superscript time-dependent perturbation)

(with superscript :time averaged)

dimensionless vector from mean pivot axis

to an arbitrary point on the mean blade surface

Re real part of complex value

Re Reynolds number = (vref c)/V

T dimensionless time: T = t/T o

To  period of a cycle s

t time s

v velocity m/s

Vre f  reference velocity for reduced frequency m/s

Vref Y for compresor cascade

Vref = v 2 for turbine cascade

j - . - - m m m m m l
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x dimensionless (with chord) chordwise coordinate °
xU dimensionless (with chord) chordwise position -

of torsion axis

y dimensionless (with chord) normal-to-chord coordinate -
dimensionless (with chord) normal-to-chord position -

of torsion axis
z dimensionless (with chord) spanwise coordinate

6reek Alphabet

(t) pitching vibration, positive nose-up (Eq. 2) rad
a pitching amplitude rad

flow angle, from axial direction, positive in direction deg

of rotation (Fig. 4.1-1)
1 chordal stagger angle, from axial direction, (Fig. 4.1-1) deg

i bending vibration direction = tan-l(hy/hx) deg
'0(x,t) unsteady perturbation pressure difference coefficient (Eq. 6): -

Aep(x,t) = p(X) ei{wt+*Ap(X)} = E,1l(x,t) - EpUS(x,t)

&Ep(X) real amplitude of unsteady blade surface perturbation -

pressure difference coefficient (Eq. 6)
g0(m) phase lead of pitching motion towards heaving deg

motion of blade (i)

V kinematic viscosity m/s
3 aeroelastic damping coefficient, positive for

stable motion
a interblade phase angle between blade "m-I" and deg

blade m. m= for constant interblade phase angle
gm is positive when blade "m" precedes blade "m-r"

For idealized conditions (constant Interblade

phase angle between adjacent blades, 6; and
identical blade vibration amplitude for all blades)

the motion of the (m)th blade, for flexion,

is given by:

_mlxyt) _hlx,y) eilwtmv) eh
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Tdimensionless (with chord) blade pitch (: gap-to-chord ratio) -
#f phase lead of perturbation force coefficient dog

towards motion
#1 phase lead of perturbation lift coefficient towards motion deg

*M phase lead of perturbation moment coefficient towards deg

motion
Op(X) phase lead of perturbation pressure coefficient towards deg

motion
#*Ap(X) phase lead of perturbation pressure difference deg

coefficient towards motion
phase angle in Fourier series dog

6) circular frequency = 21rf rad/s

Subscripts:

A A = h for bending
a for pitching

aero aeroelastic damping
c stagnation value in the absolute frame of reference

exp experimental result (used only in ambiguous contexts)

6 center of gravity
global global (= time-dependent + time-averaged) (see Eq. 7)
I imaginary part
is "isentropic" values, defined with total head pressure

in measuring station "I' upstream of the cascade. This value is

thus not the true Isentropic value as it includes losses in the

static pressure.
k k-th harmonic in Fourier series

LE leading edge
mech mechanical (damping)

n n-th harmonic in Fourier series

e real part
ref reference velocity for reduced frequency

Yref = VI for compressor cascade

Vref = V2 for turbine cascade
TE trailing edge

theory theoretical results (used only in ambiguous contexts)

w stagnation value in the relative frame of reference
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I' component In x-direction
9 component in U-direction

z component in z-direction
a ~position of Ditch axis (See Fig. 4.1-1)

1 measuring station upstream of cascade
2 measuring station downstream of cascade

-00 values at "Infinity" upstream
+oo values at "infinity' downstream

Sulpescripts:

(5) (5) designates lower or upper surface of profile
(5) = (is) for lower surface of profile

(us) 'upper
c complex value (used only In ambiguous contexts)
(is) lower surface of profile
(in blade number m =... -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ... If the ampli-

tude, Interblade phase angle, etc. are constant for
the blades under consideration, this superscript will
not be used

(us) upper surface of prof Ile
time-averaged (= steady) values. This superscript will
be used only in ambiguous contexts
time-dependent perturbation values. This superscript
will be used only in ambiguous contexts
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V. Updating of Nomenclature

Upon the request of some participants, the nomenclature from the first report

141 has been slightly modified. The modifications are:

Symbol Explanation Dimension

Greek Alphabet

flow angle, from axial, positive in direction of rotation deg

(Fig. 4.1-1) (in [41, from circumferential)

I chordal stagger angle, from axial, positive in direction deg
of rotation (Fig. 4.1-1) (141, from circumferential)

Subscrpts

c stagnation value in the absolute frame of reference (in [41,
"t' was used)

w stagnation value in the relative frame of reference (in 141,

"t" was used).

Superscripts

time averaged values (was time-dependent in 141)
time dependent values (was time-averaged in [41)



I. Introduction

Considerable dynamic blade loads may occur in axial-flow turbomachines as a

result of the unsteadiness of the flow. The trend towards ever greater mass

flows, or smaller diameters, in the turbomachines leads to higher flow

velocities and to more slender blades. It is therefore likely that aeroelastic

phenomena, which concern the motion of a deformable structure in a fluid

stream, will continue to increase in future turboreactors (fan stage) and

industrial turbines (last stage) [61.

The considerable complications, and the high cost, involved in taking unsteady

flow measurements in turbomachines make it necessary for the aeroelastician

to rely on cascade experiment and theoretical prediction methods, to
minimize blade failures due to aeroelastic phenomena. It is therefore of great

importance to validate the accuracy of flutter and forced vibration predic-

tions as well as experimental cascade data, and to compare theoretical

results with cascade tests and trends of results obtained in turbomachines.

Various well-documented unsteady experimental cascade data exist through-

out the world, as well as many separate promising calculation methods for

solving the problem of unsteady flow in two-dimensional and quasi-three-

dimensional cascades. However, because of the different basic assumptions

used in these prediction methods, and the many individual ways of

representing the results obtained , no real effort has been made to compare

the different theoretical methods with each other. Furthermore, since hardly

any exact solutions are known, the validity of these theoretical prediction

analyses can be verified only by comparison with experiments. This is very

seldom done, partly because of the reasons mentioned above, and partly

because well-documented experimental data are normally of a proprietary

nature.

2. Objectives

At the Lausanne Symposium on Aeroelasticity in 1900 121 it was proposed

that this situation could be partly remedied by selecting a number of standard

configurations for aeroelastic investigations In turbomachine-cascades, and

defining uniform reporting format. This would facilitate the comparison of

different theoretical results with the experimental standard configurations.

-A

.".5..
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It was also expected that, by defining the state-of-the-art of flutter
prediction models, new experiments and theories would be initialized as a
logical continuation of the workshop.
The final objective of a comparative work of the present kind is, of course, to

validate theoretical prediction models with experiments performed under
operating conditions in the turbomachine, i.e. considering unsteady rotor-
stator interaction, flow separation, viscosity, shock-boundary lager

interaction, three-dimensionality, etc. However such a far-reaching objective

does not correspond to the present state-of-the-art of aeroelastic knowledge,
either for prediction models or as regards well-documented experimental data
to be used for validation of the theoretical methods.
The scope of the present report will thus be limited to fully aeroelastic
phenomena under idealized flow conditions in two-dimensional or quasi-
three-dimensional cascades. Such interesting phenomena as rotor-stator
interactions, stalled flutter and fully three-dimensional effects will thus be
excluded, unless as they are an extension of the idealized two-dimensional

cascade flow.
In the first report on the project 141, nine standard configurations were
selected, ranging from flat plates to highly cambered turbine bladings, and
from incompressible to supersonic flow conditions, and a certain number of
aeroelastic test cases, mostly based on existing experimental data, were
defined for analysis by existing prediction methods for flutter and forced
vibrations.

A number of 'blind test" calculations were performed by different prediction
models before the 1984 Aeroelasticity Symposium, and subsequently compared
with the experimental data. A preliminary discussion on these results was
presented at the Cambridge Symposium 171, where also several of the methods
used for prediction were examined in detail [3).
The first objective of the present report is to sum up the work of the
project, as initiated in 1980 by reporting on the comparison between the
different theoretical results and the experimental data. Secondly, as it was
concluded at the Cambridge Symposium that not all of the aeroelastic cases
presented in the first report 141 are of interest in modern turbomachines
(there were also too many for them to serve as good test cases), and as the

participants decided to continue the workshop until the 1987 Symposium,
some of the standard configurations and aeroelastic test cases have been
updated. This is also true for the nomenclature which has been slightly
changed to accommodate observations and remarks by the participants (see
section V above).
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The third objective is to stimulate critical discussions between experimental

and theoretical research groups through the report (for example as regards
the accuracy of experiments, assumptions In theories) in the hope that from
these discussions new ideas will emerge.

3. MetMod of Attack

The project for establishing the mutual state-of-the-art of flutter prediction
models and experimental Investigations was dealt with in three parts.
First a proposal for a uniform nomenclature and representing format was
defined, as presented in section 4. Secondly, a set of standard configurations
was selected (see section 5) upon which, thirdly, the theoretical prediction

models, as presented In section 6, are validated (see section 7).

- ....



4. Recommendations for Uniform Presentation of the Results

The physical reasons for self-excited blade vibrations in turbomachines are

not presently understood in detail. Various representations of experimental
and theoretical results are thus used by different researchers. The number of
separate reporting formats employed may be very large, as a different
importance is attached to the various results, depending upon the scope of the

aeroelastic investigation.

However, as the main objective for both experimental and theoretical
aeroelastic studies is to provide a tool for the designer of turbomachines to
minimize blade failures, the important results from the different
investigations should be standardized so they can be easily interpreted by
non-specialists in aeroelasticity.

In order to facilitate comparisons and establish the mutual validity of both
theoretical and experimental results, a certain amount of information must be
unified. This is also desirable in order to avoid misinterpretation of some
results.
In the present project, a minimum number of requirements have been defined.
Both the nomenclature and the presentation formats are based upon references
[ - 141, especially the publication by Carta [6 (1121). Furthermore,they have
been chosen, as similar as possible to the presentation previously sed for
the experiments serving as standard configurations, 'his to avoid excessive
retreatment of the data.
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4.1 Steady Two-Dimensional Cascade Nomenclature

The profiles under investigation are arranged in a two-dimensional section of

the cascade as in Fig. 4.1-1. In this figure, all the physical lengths are scaled

with the chordlength 'c'.

It is important to note here that the chord is defined as the straight line

between the intersections of the camber line and the profile surface, and that

the x-coordinate is aligned with the chord.

The incidence angle, i, is defined in the way mostly used in theoretical

investigations, i.e. between the inlet flow direction and the camber line. It is

positive for increased static load.

Throughout this report, extensive use will be made of the time averaged blade

surface pressure coefficient, which will be defined as

EP(x) z [ -ooJ/I _-ol (1)

Y
/ (xa,Ya)

p r o f i le 'O " _ --- x
cascade leading / 0.00

edge p lane upper surface ,. ..
' "Iprorlle -

lower surface

Fig. 4.1-1. Steady two-dimensional cascade geometry
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4.2 Unsteady Two-Dimensional Cascade Nomenclature

I: Blade Motion

Fig. 4.2-1 is a schematic representation of cascaded two-dimensional

airfoils; the form of the profiles is considered to remain rigidly fixed during

bending and/or pitching oscillations, h(x,y,t) and a(t) resp., in which the
components hx, hq and a of the motion vectors h and a are noted in real form

and 8O(m) accounts for phase differences between translation and rotation.

We will therefore define

Am(x,y,t) = hrn(x,y)ei{w(m)t}4h (for bending motion)
(2)

rm(t) = n(,,y)ei{w(m)t} (for pitching motion)

where h(m), a(m) are the dimensionless amplitudes, and (a(m) the circular

frequency, of the vibration of the blade (m).

It is also assumed that the torsional motion, for the (m)th blade, preceeds the
bending motion by a phase angle @,(m). Furthermore, if the amplitude, circular

frequency or phase lead is identical for all blades, the superscript (n) will be

omitted on the corresponding symbol.

profile '-

/ -. deflected position

a ~~ - ._

lower surface

Fig. 4.2- 1. Unsteady two-dimensional cascade nomenclature
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If: Two-Dimensional Aeredgnamic Coefficients

The unsteady (complex) blade surface pressure coefficient CON t0, as well as
the lift E1(t), force df(t) (Zh(t), NO~)) and moment Zm(t) coefficients (per unit
span), are scaled with the amplitude of the corresponding motion (amplitude
="A', where A~h(m) or a(m)). According to the conventional definitions of
these parameters, we thus have:

EpA8(K't) [PB(x,0) A1 ~ ~ I
(3)

EIAMt {((,t)1~Ji.ijds)/ Av...oI
(4)

- lt@(EA3(X,t)-EAUS(X,t)),dx

NOA~) = (j0(x,t)(e, 1 IfJds) / (A(-j~vw-_) (5)

CmAnt) xI~c X IO,t)-ds-inJ) / (A-p_"-5I) ez (6)

where
- (g,t) is the unsteady perturbation pressure

- the force Eh is defined in the direction of bending vibration ih (see Fig. 4.2-
1)
- 'lft' coefficient is defined normal to chord
- force components are positive when acting In positive coordinate direc-
tions
- moment coefficient (Em) is positive when acting in the clockwise direction
- superscript (0) denotes the lower blade surface (is) or upper blade surface
(us).
Furthermore, the overall (=time-averaged + time-dependent) blade surface
pressure coefficient is defined as

Cp,q1obaI cp + A (-E-P1/ (7)

A further important quantity, for slender blades, is the normalized unsteady
pressure difference along the blade chord, AEx 0).
This is defined as the difference of the time dependent pressures on the
lower and upper blade surfaces:
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Obviously, this definition is justified only f or very thin blades-
All of the above mentioned variables can be expressed either in complex
exponential form or in component form as. if a harmonic response is assumed:

- EPC(x)eiwt =RPRC(X) - Ep1C(X)) eit (9)

Here, the subscripts "R" and "I denote the real and imaginary parts of the
complex pressure coefficient Epc(x). Physically, these two parts can be
Interpreted as the components of the pressure coefficient which are in-phase
(real part) and out-of-phase (imaginary part) with the blade motion.
Furthermore, the phase angles 0(N), thp(x), #l, #f, #m are all defined as
positive when the pressure (pressure difference, lift, force or moment, resp.)
leads the motion.
The amplitude and phase relationships in Eq. (9) are defined in the usual way,

cp(x) 14042+4R42.cl~)".
#p(x) z tan- 1 ZPC(x)/zPRC(x))

(10)

ZPACx) Y~x)csn1#(x))

It should be noted here that, in computing the blade surface pressure
distribution, only components, and not amplitudes or phase angles may be
differentiated 151. Therefore

ACpRC(x) z ppRC(l3)(x)_E pRC(u3)(X)

A'&1cx) z 9 1C0l)(X)... 9jC0)(X)

P (13)X)-# P((11)X
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IlI: Two-Dimensional Aerodgnamic Work

The two-dimensional differential work, per unit span, done on a rigid system

by the aerodynamic forces and moments is conventionally expressed by the

product of the real parts (in phase with motion components) of force and

differential translation, as well as moment and differential torsion. Thus, the

total aerodynamic work coefficient, per period of oscillation, done on the

system is obtained by computing

-i ChV+Cc+rhU+c_,Vh (12)

Expressed in this way, the aerodynamic work coefficients c., cVh, cva,cvah,

cvhu are all in nondimensionalized form, with the product of the pressure

difference (p,-,- p-,,) and chord3 as a normalizing factor.

From the definition (Eq. 12 and 13) it is seen that these coefficients become

negative for a stable motion.

As the force and moment coefficients each have time-dependent parts from

both the bending and pitching oscillations, ch is defined as the work done on

the profile during a pure bending cycle (no torsion). Similarly, rvo is the

work done on the blade during a pure pitching cycle (no bending); cvuh and

Cvhu is the work done by the pitching force due to bending and by the bending

moment due to pitching, respectively.

Thus, the work coefficients can be expressed in conventional form as

Cvh z jRe{h'-h(t)}'Re{dh(x,y,t)}

c - IRe(auEma(t)}'Re{du(t) (13)

Cvhu =  JRe{h'dmh(t)j'Re{dc(t))

C vch = JRe( 'hda (t)}'Re~dh(x,y,t)

In the case of pure sinusoidal normal-to-chord bending, or pure sinusoidal
torsional vibration, as well as sinusoidal lift and moment responses, respec-
tively, the expressions (13) can be integrated to give the following simple

formulas4 (Appendix AI):

4 More generally, for pure bending vibration in the 6h direction, the aero-

dynamic work coefficient becomes: cvh=%fh2 EhI=rh2ehsin~h 1

it| . ...,i I i I
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C Vh = hI{h frh2.j~ =I -h-sifoh)
EVC= jG.M6j=1U 2 -Cm51nf1m) (14)

Cvhul 0.

Zvcth = 0.

It can thus be seen that the aerodynamic work depends only on the value of
the out-of-phase component of the lift and moment coefficients, and that the

P" airfoil damps the motion when the imaginary part of the lift or moment
coefficient, resp. is negative.
The aerodynamic work can be expressed in normalized form as the aerody-
namic damping parameter a [81. With the same assumptions as in Eq. (14), this
parameter is defined as

S' -vh/1 2  -m~)(15)
NotECC/r0 -Im{4M)

The normalized parameter *is thus positive for a stable motion.
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4.3 Precise Reporting Formats

One of the main problems which arose in comparing experimental and

theoretical aeroelastic investigations at the 1980 "Symposium on

Aeroelasticity in Turbomachines" was the lack of coherency in the reporting

formats; the researchers participating in the present project were therefore
invited to follow certain guidelines for a standardized reporting format, given

in this section.

Two main groups of representation are employed:

I: The first is for the detailed comparison of measured and

calculated blade pressure distributions.

II. The second is directed towards the physical mechanism

of the flutter phenomena and its important parameters and towards

the establishment of flutter boundaries for the different cascades.

It is evident that all participants are encouraged to use any further repor-

ting formats to establish other comparisons, or to emphasize any special

point of interest in their Investigations.

I: Detailed comparison of experimental results and theoretical

approaches

The validity of theoretical results can be established only by mutual

agreement between the measured and calculated unsteady pressure

distributions on both blade surfaces. This detailed comparison is made on the

basis of Figure 4-3-I which is presented for different combinations of

0 Interblade phase angle

• reduced frequency

0 inlet conditions

* cascade geometry

depending upon the existing experimental data for the configuration being

investigated.

Quite a few prediction models for flutter or forced vibrations are based upon

small perturbation theories, where the steady pressure distribution on the

blade is an input data. The experimentally determined time-averaged blade

surface pressure distributions are therefore specified for such studies, either

as a pressure coefficient (Fig. 4.3-2a) or an Isentropic Mach number (Fig. 4.3-

2b).
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The comparison between the experimental and calculated time-averaged

results also gives the first indications of eventual discrepancies in the
boundary conditions between the experimental and theoretical set-up.
Moreover the comparison between the steady (Fig 4.3-2) and unsteady (Fig
4.3-1) blade pressure distributions may in some cases give a quantitative
notion of the aeroelastic phenomena under investigation (instabilities due to
stall, choke, shockwaves, coupling effects between the steady and unsteady
flow fields...).
The distribution of the blade surface pressure difference coefficient along the
blade, A(x), indicates the presence of stable and unstable zones. This
information is thus also of interest for slender blades, and is represented as

in Figure 4.3-3.
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Fig. 4.3-4 to 4.3-5. Proposed presentation format of the results
from the standard configurations.
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II. Flutter boundaries

The second form of representation concerns the values of the resultant
aerodynamic blade forces and moments, as well as the aerodynamic work and
damping coefficients.
Two different presentations (see Figures 4.3-4 and 4.3-5) are used to
elaborate the influence of several important parameters on the flutter

boundaries
0 reduced frequency

* interblade phase angle

* inlet flow velocity

* inlet flow angle
* outlet flow velocity

* cascade geometry
Firstly, the unsteady blade pressure coefficients should be integrated to yield
the aerodynamic force, or lift, and moment coefficients as In Figure 4.3-4.
The phase angles # and #m resp., in this representation give immediate

information about the aeroelastic stability of the system (see section 4.2).

Secondly, the aerodynamic work and damping coefficients per cycle of
oscillation may be calculated if the mode-shape of the motion Is well-

defined. Most of the problems dealt with in the present work will concern
motion of nondeformed profiles (at least for the theoretical predictions), so
the aerodynamic damping coefficient can easily be computed and plotted.
This information is useful to the turbomachine designer for judging the

aeroelastic behavior of a specific cascade (Figure 4.3-5).

I i ~ i lI Ii III~
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4.4 Guidelines for Validation of Experimental and Theoretical

Results

It is often found that experimentalists and theoreticians do not always
recognize each other's major difficulties in obtaining aeroelastic results.

Under some circumstances this may lead to wrong conclusions, for example if
an attempt is made to approximate a theoretical result to experimental data

by artificial means, without first carefully investigate the experimental

accuracy.

This section aims to give a few indications about some of the important

aspects of experiments and theories, and thus to eleiminate some

inaccuracies in the evaluation and comparison of results.

I: Experiments

In the case of

* sinusoidal blade vibrations
* sinusoidal pressure response (i.e. no flow turbulence)

* identical vibration frequencies for all blades

* constant interblade phase angles

* in bending mode, normal-to-chord vibration

the experimental data are expected to have small inaccuracies from

measurements and data reduction. The formulas for lift, moment, etc.

coefficients, as given in section 4.2 can then be integrated to produce

equations which can be evaluated in a straightforward manner.

However, these assumptions cannot be fulfilled in all experiments, especially

in the transonic flow region at realistic reduced frequencies.

The large energy input needed to drive a cascade with prescribed frequencies,

amplitudes and phase angles makes it difficult (or virtually impossible,

depending on how the excitation mechanism is constructed) to keep these
constant for all blades, apart from tests with low frequencies and/or small

amplitudes. Even in this case, the pressure response on the profiles In general

will not be sinusoidal, due to unsteadiness in the flow from sources other
than the vibrating blades (upstream, downstream, tirbulence, boundary layer,

shock interactions, separations, perturbations, etc.). Furthermore, the smaller

the amplitude, the lower the signal/noise ratio, which reduces the accuracy

of the results.
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For a detailed comparison between the experimental data and the prediction
model, it is therefore important to know to what extent the theoretical
assumptions approximate the experiment.

Blade Vibration Difficulties

The amplitude of the blade vibrations during experiments with controlled
excitation cannot always (depending whether mechanical or electromagnetic
excitation is performed) be kept constant, either in time or between the
different blades. The interblade phase angle is even more difficult to control
accurately.
During flutter, indications exist that the mean blade vibration frequency, both
in rotating machines and in cascades [18, 28J, is fairly constant in time and
between the separate blades. However, the blade vibrations do show a certain
amplitude and phase modulation, which indicates the simultaneous presence of
different cascade eigenmodes.
During experiments with controlled excitation in the bending mode, the
experimental set-up is usually performed so as to simulate the bending
direction of a turbomachine blade. This direction is mostly not normal-to-
chord or in the circumferential direction, as often assumed in the
calculations.
Although most experiments should simulate single-degree-of -freedom
vibrations, the modes of the cascade may sometimes be coupled. The blades in
experiments can usually be considered as rigid bodies but, if the blades are
suspended on springs and vibrated with electromagnetic excitation, the
instrumented blades may have eigenfrequencies slightly separate from the
others. The mode shapes of the cascade are thus somewhat modified due to
the mistuning introduced by the instrumented blades [281.

Instrumentation and Data Reduction

For a flutter prediction model to be used as part of a design method for a
turbomachine it should accurately predict the stability margins of the
machine. Furthermore, some models also predict locai flow phenomena, and so
a validation of the pressure fluctuation amplitudes and phase angles is of
interest. If possible, this evaluation should be the final test, as in some
cases the stability limits (if zero mechanical is assumed) can be predicted
accurately, despite disagreement in the local pressure values.

- . .I
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For experimental determination of the detailed unsteady blade surface

pressure distributions, and the aerodynamic coefficients, high frequency

response pressure transducers are usually mounted on one blade (or two

adjacent ones). As it is not always possible to mount these transducers in the

high pressure gradient regions, care should be taken to report how the time-

dependent aeroelastic forces and moments are integrated from the finite

number of transducers5 .

This is all the more important for cascade tests in the transonic flow region

as two other problems usually arise here. First of all, the blades are often

thin and can thus accommodate only a fairly limited number of transducers.

Secondly, shock waves departing from or impinging upon the blade surfaces

may significantly influence the accuracy of the local pressure response on the

blade, for example as a lower signal/noise ratio.

If these shock waves are correlated with the blade motion they are part of

the aeroelastic flow phenomenon and should be taken into account in the data

reduction procedure. If they are not correlated, they are independent of the

blade vibration and contribute marginally to the aerodynamic work (Appendix

Al). They should thus be eliminated during the data reduction procedure (281.

Several data reduction methods exist for aeroelastic cascade tests. Among

these the three most widely used are:

a: Averaging over a certain number of vibration cycles (e.g. 1361)

b: Fourier analyses (e.g. (51)
c: Spectral analyses (e.g. [271)

The fundamental consideration of these methods is that, although the pressure

response on the vibrating blades may be highly non-harmonic, it is only the

frequency (or frequencies in the case of higher harmonics) of the pressure

response spectra corresponding to the blade vibration that contributes to the

aerodynamic work. (see Appendix Al).

a: If the blade vibration frequency is known (controlled excitation) the

first method mentioned above is often used.

Here the signals are sampled at a multiple of the blade vibration frequency.

The data for each period are averaged, thus eliminating random fluctuations

for a sufficiently large number of periods averaged. *The number of samples

5 In contrast to this indirect method, it is also possible to measure the
forces directly on the suspension (34, 35!. If both the indirect and direct

methods are used simultaneously, information about the data accuracy can be

obtained [35.

dl-
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per vibration cycle determines the number of harmonics that can be resolved

The main advantage of the procedure is the short computing time needed.

This method therefore gives directly, and in most cases on-line, information

about the amplitude and phase lead of the unsteady blade pressure response.

Details about this testing procedure can be found for example in [36].

b: If it is also of interest to retain some information about eventual

higher harmonics in the pressure spectra, a Fourier analysis is often used.

This has the advantage of giving detailed information about the accuracy of

the independent pressure signals. Thus can be helpful in analyzing the data

since, for example under some operating conditions, the amplitudes of a

higher harmonic may approach the fundamental. It can also give valuable

information about how far disturbances propagate away from one specific

blade.

c: If the blade vibration frequency is not controlled, and thus not known a

prion (as for example dunng flutter experiments), it is not possible to use

the averaging procedure as above. In such a case, either a "auto-or cross-

correlation approach"or a Fourier analyses is often used.

If the correlation model is used the amplitude of the physical quantities can

be defined as the root-mean-square value (RMS) times a factor 20.5 (for

example: h = (2 . jOTh2(4)dt/T) 0 -5 = (2)0.5 - RMS

This RMS-value may take the form e.g. of the output of a narrow-band filter

applied to the unsteady pressure signal, centered at the blade oscillation

frequency; the factor 20.5 is introduced to equalize the RMS-amplitude with

the full amplitude for a purely sinusoidal fluctuation, to compare the data

with theoretical results.

Information about the quality of the signal (i.e. signal/noise ratio) should be

given if possible. This can be achieved for example by indicating a confidence

interval for the signals.

This confidence interval should not be given only for the amplitudes of the

time-dependent data, but also for the phase angles. This is especially

important as the valupe of the phase angle determines the stdbility limits of

the bladings, and since it has been found in the present study that some

disagreement between the analyses and the experiments can be found in the

absolute value of the phase angles.
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Error Analyses

Aeroelastic experiments mainly include two kinds of error sources [281:
- Measuring equioment, reliability of calibration
- Nature of the signals: The data reduction procedure cannot entirely
eliminate the effects of noise, and there is an a priori uncertainty
independent of the data acquisition system. This uncertainty may be different
for separate transducers, depending on the local signal/noise ratio.
In this context it is also important to mention that such phenomena as wind
tunnel disturbances may introduce higher harmonics in the local unsteady

pressures 115].
As already mentioned, indications about the accuracy of the results should be
given if possible.

II: Prediction Models

In the theoretical computations, several assumptions have to be made. These
normally include, among others, harmonic blade vibrations and constant
interblade phase angles (traveling wave formulation). For comparing different
theoretical results, and for the mutual validation of the theories and
experiments, these assumptions should be clearly stated. For the evaluation
of numerical results, it is also of great interest to have information about
the treatment of the far field boundaries (reflective or radiative boundary
conditions) and grid generation, especially in the leading edge and shock
regions.

Ill: Conclusions

From the above it is evident that the data reduction procedure used should be
clearly stated, and that a detailed error analyses should, if possible,
accompany the experimental data. This is especially important when the
prediction models, as is presently the case for certain configurations (see
section 7), can accurately predict the aeroelastic response of a cascade, as
eventual discrepancies between experimental and theoretical results may then
be explained.
A detailed description of major assumptions should accompany theoretical
results.
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It is also important to perform experimental and theoretical investigations
simultaneously. This may help to put into evidence, in the early stages of a
project, eventual inaccuracies in the experimental or theoretical procedure.
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5. Standard Configurations

On the basis of existing test facilities in the participating laboratories, and
with relation to the state-of-the-art of theoretical methods, nine standard
configurations 6 for establishing the mutual validity of two-dimensional and
quasi three-dimensional aeroelastic cascade experiments and prediction
models have been selected. The configurations should approximate idealized
flows, therefore stall effects have been excluded, except as extensions of
unstalled experiments.
In order to guarantee a correct validation of the theoretical models, the
quality of the experimental results must also be verified. If possible, two
similar experimental cascade geometries have therefore been identified as
standard configurations for each of the following flow regimes:
" low subsonic (= incompressible)
* subsonic
* transonic
* supersonic
Of the nine standard configurations, which are summarized in Table 5-1.
seven are based on experimental cascade results; the eighth is directed
towards the establishment of validity for prediction models in the limiting

-case of flat plates and for comparison of the large number of existing flat
plate theories. The final configuration (ninth) Is defined so as to investigate
blade thickness effects on the aeroelastic behaviour of the cascade, and on
the theoretical results, especially at high subsonic flow velocities.
Each of the standard configurations selected allows for a systematic varia-
tion of one or several aerodynamic and/or aeroelastic parameters. However,
too large a number of aeroelastic cases in each standard configuration would
limit the usefulness in this report in providing comparisons for
experimentalists and analysts working independently of each other.
For this reason, a restricted number of aeroelastic configurations for each
test case, based upon available experimental data, has been chosen

6 Throughout this report, 'standard configuration" will designate a
cascade geometry and "aeroelastic case" or "aeroelastic test case" will
indicate the different time dependent (and, in some cases, time averaged)
conditions within a standard configuration.

- .3 .- . b I m llld m I -I
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°  
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Table 5.0-1. Brief Summary or nine standard configurations
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for priority analyses, giving a total of 131 test cases (a larger number was
defined in the first report 14, 7]). This number still seems to be rather large,

but it concerns configurations over the whole velocity domain from

incompressible to supersonic flow velocities. It is therefore not likely that

any participant will calculate more than a limited number of these cases.
Furthermore, some of the standard configurations, especially those with

fairly thick blades and large deviations, probably do not correspond with the
present state-of-the-art of aeroelasticity. If this is so, they may instead

serve as a base for future developments.

Configurations 1 and 2 (see Table 5-1) treat thin cascaded airfoils of rather
low camber in the low subsonic velocity domain. The blades oscillate in the

torsion mode with a relatively low frequency.

Standard configurations 3 and 4 concern modern high turning turbine rotor hub

sections; they have therefore relatively thick blades, with subsonic inlet and

subsonic or supersonic outlet conditions. In both configurations, the blade
vibration frequencies correspond to the ones found in the actual

turbomachine-blade.

Configuration 6 concerns low turning transonic turbine rotor tip sections with
relatively thin blades with high stagger angle. The inlet condition is subsonic,

with subsonic, transonic or supersonic outlet conditions.
Configurations 5 and 7 treat tip sections of fan stages in modern jet-engines

and thus have rather thin profiles. The inlet flow conditions in configuration

5 are subsonic, with incidence ranging from attached to stalled flow
conditions on the blades. In configuration 7, the Inlet conditions are

supersonic followed, in most cases, by strong in-passage shock waves.
The profiles in configurations 3-7 correspond to sections of actual turbo-

machine-bladings. Both linear (configurations 1, 2, 5 and 7) and annular

(configurations 3, 4 and 6) cascade test facilities are used.
The last two standard configurations (8 and 9) are of theoretical nature

mainly. They are included to validate numerical methods against each other,

especially in the high subsonic velocity domain, and to look into some

physical aspects of the flutter phenomena. However, experimental results for

symmetric Double Circular Arc cascades have recently become available and

should, in the future, included herein as a base for discussion.

*1
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6. Introduction to the Prediction flodels

Several prediction models were applied to the standard configurations. In the

beginning of the project, 19 methods were offered as a basis for comparison.

Finally, 15 methodologies Mave been employed up till now.

Table 6.1 identifies the separate models in relationship with the predictions

performed on the different standard configurations.

Method Name/Affiltation Standard Configu-
NO rations Computed

D. S. Whitehead/ I, 2, 5, 8

Cambridge University,

Cambridge, UK

2 D. S. Whitehead/ 5, 8, 9
Cambridge University,
Cambridge, UK

3 J M. Verdon/ 1, 5, 8, 9

United Technologies

Research Center,
East Hartford, USA

M Atassi,!
University of Notre Dame,

USA

5 P Sala~n/ Office National 1, 7, 0

d'Etudes et de lo Recherche
Aerospatiale, Paris, France

6 S Zhou/ Beijing 1, 2,5
Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, China

7 S. G. Newton, P. D. Cedar/ 1,4, 7,0
,. Rolls Royce Ltd, Derby, UK

Table 6.1 Continued on next page
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6 V Carstens/ DFVLR-AVA,1
Gbttingen, Germany

9 F. Molls/ NASA Lewis a
Research Center, Cleveland,
USA

10 S. Kaji/ Unversty of Tokyo, 4, 6
Japan

Ii 1 a. 0.endiksen/ Princeton 8
University, USA

12 T. Araki/ Toshiba Corporation, -

Japan

13 K. Vogeler/ Technische Hochschule -

Aachen, Germany

14 J. M. R. Graham/ imperial College, 1
London, UK

15 S. Stecco/ University of Florence, 6 (Presently, steady
Italy state)

16 D. Nixon/ Nielsen Engineering and -

Research, Inc., Calif orna, USA

17 P. Niskode/ General Electric,
Cincinatti, USA

18 H. Joubert/ SNECMA, 7
Moisy Cramayel, France

19 M. Namba/ Kushuy University, 6,86
Japan

Table 6.1: Aeroelastic Prediction Models
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Method 1: LINSUB (Courtesy of 0 S. Whitehead)

The program calculates the unsteady two-dimensional linearized subsonic

flow in cascades in travelling wave formulation, using the theory published in
[501. The blades are assumed to be flat plates operating at zero incidence.
Both the pressure jump and lift and moment coefficients are computed for
different options:
* Translational vibration of the blades normal to their chord.

* Torsional vibration of the blades about the origin at the leading edge.
* Sinusoidal wakes shed from some obstructions upstream, which move
relative to the cascade in question.
* Incoming acoustic waves, coming from downstream.

* Incoming acoustic waves, coming from upstream.
Furthermore, the condition of acoustic resonance is calculated.

Method 2: Finite Element Method (FINSUP (Courtesy of D. S. Whitehead)

As an example of a numerical field method, a computer program called FINSUP

will be briefly described. The program has three sections: mesh generation,
analysis of steady flow, and analysis of unsteady flow. The mesh generation
and analysis of steady flow have been described by Whitehead and Newton

(1985) [431. The analysis of unsteady flow has been described by Whitehead
(1982) 1441.
A typical mesh is composed of triangular finite elements covering a strip, one
blade spacing high, with the blade in the middle. The fluid is assumed to be a

perfect gas with no viscosity or thermal conductivity, and the flow is
assumed to be adiabatic, reversible and irrotational, so the equations are
those for a velocity potential. The potential is continuous, except for a jump
across the wake. In order to calculate in regions of supersonic flow it is
necessary to use 'upwind* densities; that means that instead of taking the
density at the element under consideration, the density is taken from the
neighbouring element in the most nearly upwind direction. This device

stabilizes the compution in supersonic flow, but is unnecessary in subsonic
flow. Weak shock waves are well simulated, but are 'potential' since there is
no entropy increase across the shock, and they are smeared over a few
elements. The flow is matched to a linearized solution at the inlet and outlet
faces of the computational domain, and is arranged to repeat between
corresponding points on the top and bottom faces. The conditions specified to
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the prnilram arp etfrctivP.Iy the inlet circumferential velocity and the jump in

potential between the bottom left and the bottom right corners of the domain.

This choice of input conditions uniquely specifies the location of a shock in a

cascade of flat plates at zero incidence, which no specification of flow

conditions at either inlet or outlet can achieve. The non-linear equations are

then solved by the Newton-Raphson technique. Convergence is usually achieved

in three or four iterations, although up to about twelve may be necessary in

difficult cases with supersonic inlet velocities. The nodes are numbered in

such a way as to minimize the bandwidth of the dividing matnx at each

iteration, so the method is fast. Good agreement with other methods of

calculating steady transonic cascade flow in cascades has been demonstrated.

The program then goes on to the third stage in which small unsteady

perturbations of the steady flow due to vibration of the blades is analysed.

Solid body motion of the blades is assumed, either in bending or torsion. The

unsteady calculation is therefore similar to one more iteration of the steady

calculation, except that the potential perturbation is complex, and the

boundary conditions are different. Again the flow at the inlet and exit faces

is matched to a linearized solution, which includes propagating or decaying

acoustic waves and in the downstream flow the effect of the unsteady wake

shed from the trailing edge. The repeat condition between corresponding

points on the top and bottom surfaces is arranged to give the required phase

difference between neighbouring blades. It is again necesary to use upwind

densities in regions of supersonic flow in order to stabilize the calculation. A

difficulty arises due to the term

(;.Av).n (M2. 1)

for the boundary condition at the blade surface. A modified perturbation

potential is defined by

9" 0474 (M2.2)

where r is given by

F 64xi (M2.3)

and this equation is now extended over the whole domain of calculation, and

not just at the blade surface. This device gets rid of the awkward term in the

boundary condition at the blade surface, and also eliminates a similar
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awkward term in the calculation of the pressure perturbation at the surface.
The unsteady pressure perturbations at the surface are then integrated to give
the axial and circumferential blade forces and the moment.

Method 3: Linearized Unsteady Aerodynamic Analydes (Courtesy of J. M.
Verdon)

The isentropic and irrotational flow of a perfect gas through a two-
dimensional cascade of vibrating airfoils is considered. The blades are
undergoing identical harmonic motions at frequency w, but with a constant
phase angle u between the motions of adjacent blades. It is assumed that the
flow remains attached to the blade surfaces and that the blade motion is the
only source of unsteady excitation.
The flow through the cascade is thus governed by the field equations, written
in form of the time-dependent velocity potential 151. In addition to the field
equations, the flow must be tangential to the moving blade surfaces and
acoustic waves must either attenuate or propagate away from or parallel to
the blade row in the far field. Finally, we also require that the mass and
tangential momentum be conserved across shocks and that pressure and the
normal component of the fluid velocity be continuous across the vortex-sheet
unsteady wakes which eminate from the blade trailing edges and extend

downstream.
In order to limit the computing resources required to solve the equation
system, a small-unsteady-disturbance assumption is involved. Thus, the
blades are assumed to undergo small-amplitude unsteady motions around an
otherwise steady flow. The resulting first-order or linearized unsteady flow
equation is solved subject to both bound'ry conditions at the mean positions
of the blade, shock and wake surfaces and requirements on the behavior of the
unsteady disturbances far upstream and downstream from the blade row.
Moreover, because of the cascade geometry and the assumed form of the blade
motion, the steady and linearized unsteady flows must exhibit blade-to-blade
periodicity. Thus, the numerical resolution of the steady and the linearized
unsteady flow equations can be restricted to a single extended blade-passage
region of the cascade.

4i
• ),
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Method 4: Aerodynamic Theory for Two-Dimensional Unsteady Cascades of
Oscillating Airfoils in Incompressible Flows (Courtesy of H. Atassi)

A complete first order theory is developed for the analysis of oscillating

airfoils in cascade in a uniform upstream flow. The flow is assumed to be
incompressible and irrotational. The geometry of the airfoil is arbitrary. The

angle of attack of the mean flow and the stagger and solidity of the cascade

can assume any prescribed set of values. The airfoils have a small harmonic
oscillation about their mean position with a constant interblade phase angle
Both translational and rotational oscillations are considered.

The boundaru-value problem for the unsteady component of the velocity is
formulated in terms of sectionally analytic functions which must satisfy the

impermeability condition along the airfoils surfaces, the Kutta condition at

the trailing edges of the airfoils, and the jump condition along the airfoils

wakes. The expression for the velocity jump in the wakes is derived to a

multiplicative constant from the condition of pressure continuity across the
wakes. The velocity field is split into two components: one satisfying the
oscillating motion along the airfoils surfaces and the other accounts for a
normalized jump conditions along the wakes. This leads to two singular

integral equations in the complex plane. The two equations are coupled by

Kelvin's theorem of conservation of the circulation around the airfoils and

their wakes. The integral equations are solved by a collocation technique.
The results obtained from this theory show that the airfoil geometry and

loading and the cascade stagger and solidity strongly affect the aerodynamic

forces and moments acting upon oscillating cascades As a result stability
and flutter boundaries are significantly modified for highly loaded cascades.

Method 5: (Courtesy of P. Salaun).

The two-dimensional cascade is an infinite array of thin blades.

The fluid is an inviscid perfect gas and the flow is assumed to be irrotational

and isentropic
The blades are performing harmonic motions of so small amplitude that the
theory can be linearized about the undisturbed, uniform flow.
The supersonic theory is restricted to the case of subsonic leading edge

locus.

... . ..I
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The pressure differpnce between the two sides of the blades are taken into

account when they are replaced by sheets of pressure dipoles in both subsonic

and supersonic flow.
Then, the perturbation velocity potential is expressed and the boundary

conditions on the blades give an integral equation where the unknown is the

pressure difference on the reference blade, and the right hand side the angle

of attack.

This integral equation is solved numerically.

Method 6: Zhou Sheng

A finite difference method is used to solve the unsteady velocity potential

equation. The velocity potential is split into one steady and one unsteady

part, and the unsteady small perturbation is solved with a relaxation

procedure.

Method 7: Extended FINSUP (Courtesy of R. D. Cedar)

The flutter calculation used at Rolls Royce is an extension of the finite

element method developed by D. S. Whitehead (Method 2). Since the programs

introduction to Rolls Royce in 1981 it has been continually developed and

evaluated [43). The finite element mesh generator has been fully automated to

the extent that it now contains 'rules' about how good a mesh is. Using these
"rules" the mesh construction parameters are automatically changed until a

satisfactory mesh is obtained.

The steady flow calculation has been extended from being purely two-

dimensional to include the quasi-three-dimensional effects of blade rotation

and variations of streamtube height and streamline radius 1511. This has

allowed the program to be included in the quasi-three-dimensional design

system used at Rolls Royce [52). Improvements to the upwinding scheme has

been made that produce sharp shocks. A coupled boundary layer calculation

(using both direct and semi-inverse coupling) has been developped 153 as well

as a design or inverse calculation [541. This allows transonic blades to be

designed, including the removal of shocks, to give a controlled diffusions.

The unsteady flow calculation has been extended to include the quasi-three-

dimensional effects. It has been found that it is essential to include the
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effect nf variation in stre;mtujhP heignt if test data is to he predicted

correctly.

Method U: Theoretical Flutter Investigation on a Cascade in Incompressible

Flow (Courtesy of V. Carstens)

1. Calculation of unsteadi aerodynamic coefficients

The calculation of the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients due to harmonic

bending and torsion of the cascade's blades is based on an integral equation

technique. The main idea of this technique is to replace each blade's surface

and its wake by a distribution of vorticity. The kinematic boundary condition

and the law of vorticity transport allow the formulation of the flow problem

as an integral equation, the solution of which yields the correct value of the

unknown unsteady blade vorticity.

Two important items in the formulation of the problem should be mentioned

1) The prescribed harmonic motion of the entire cascade unit is a

fundamental mode, in which all blades perform oscillations with the same

amplitude but with a constant phase lag from blade to blade (intertilade phase

angle).

2) The influence of the steady flow on the unsteady quantities is obtained

by a special linearizing procedure.

The unsteady pressure distribution and the aerodynamic lift and moment

coefficients are calculated as a function of the blade vorticity by means of

Bernoulli's equation.

2. Flutter analysis

The flutter analysis is done on the basis of a two-degree-of freedom modei,

which allows for bending perpendicular to the chord and torsion around a

given elastic axis. The rearrangement of the two linearized equations of

motion for a blade section in nondimensional matrix form yields the

formulation of the flutter problem as a nonlinear eigenvalue problem.

Stability boundaries are found by determining the real eigenvalues of the

matrix equation in an iterative procedure if a set of elastomechanical and

aerodynamic parameters is prescribed. The result of each flutter calculation

is a stability curve in a reduced frequency - interblade phase angle diagram,
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the maximum of which yields the absolute stability boundary and hence the

nondimensional flutter speed for the given configuration.

Method 9: (Courtesy of F. Molls)

The model allows for two shock waves to occur in a tip blade passage in
which the inlet Mach number is supersonic. A weak oblique shock from the
leading edge lies off the pressure surface of the upper blade and its angle is

great enough that the shock intersects the lower blade. Off the suction

surface of the lower blade there is a normal wave at the trailing edge which

intersects the upper blade. The oblique shock angle corresponds to the

pressure ratio but not to the metal angle at the leading. The model blade,

however, has a wedge angle in agreement with the pressure ratio and inlet

Mach number. Where the oblique shock strikes the adjacent blade, the flow

turns from the inlet direction through the wedge angle to become parallel to
the pressure surface, thus, as observed in actual flow, there is no reflec-

tion.
There are two options in the model. Either the pressure and suction surfaces

continue uniformly to a blunt trailing edge, or the trailing surfaces are

tapered to a specified thickness at the trailing edge In the former case the

differential equations for the unsteady component of the flow have constant

coefficients and may be solved analytically. In the latter option, the mean

flow in one portion of the blade passage is a slowly varying flow and

numerical integration of the disturbance equations is required A more

detailled description with a diagram and references to experimental examples

of the modelled flow is given in 137]

Method 10: Semi-Actuator Disk Method (Courtesy of S. Kaz).

The semi-actuator disk model converts an actual blade row to a continuous

cascade by inserting many fictious blades in between and parallel to the

original blades. Aerodynamic loading and inter-blade phase change are all

shared by inserted blades. Thus the change of physical quantity in the cascade

direction is given by crossing each blade stepwise, and we can treat the flow

inside a blade channel one-dimensionally,

The first part of the analyses is to solve the linearized governing equations

of mass, momentum and energy for the upstream, inside and downstream field
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of the cascade separately. We have a pressure wave in the upstream field,
two pressure waves going back and forth (and an entropy wave if the total

pressure loss is present) inside the cascade and also we have a pressure

wave, (an entropy wave) and a vorticity wave due to blade oscillation in the

downstream field. The unknown amplitude of each wave is related to the

known amplitude of blade oscillation through boundary conditions at the

leading edge plane and the trailing edge plane of the cascade.
At the leading edge plane we use
* mass flow continuation,

* relative total enthalpy continuation, and
* the condition of total pressure loss change in accordance with flow

incidence.

At the trailing edge plane we can assume a smooth continuation of all

physical quantities, i.e., two components of velocity, pressure and density.

The aerodynamic forces acting on blades can be evaluated by use of the

momemtum principle applied to the control volume taken for a blade channel.

The merits and demerits of the method are:

* Aerodynamic loading
* Total-pressure-loss
* Arbitrary direction of oscillation
* No large inter-blade phase angles

Method 11:

Method 12:

Method 13:

The code is based on the nonlinear transonic small perturbation equation. The
disturbances are assumed to be small. Hence the rnciple of superposition is
applied and the problem is split into a steady and an unsteady part. A method
of characteristics was developed for both the steady and the unsteady

solutions to handle the supersonic flow past a finite cascade of oscillating

parabolic - not necessarily symmetric - blades.

Considerable progress was achieved with the extended treatment of the
unsteady shocks including a shock equation for the unsteady perturbation
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potential. Furthermore the application of the method of charactenstics to
unsteady sliplines, shock intersections and the crossing of a shock with a
slipline was developed.
The results are steady and unsteady pressure distributions, the Integrated

lift- and moment-coefficients and the shock geometry in the cascade. At the
moment the code is for research purposes only. It is planned to rewrite it for
industrial application.

Method 14: Discrete Vortex (Cloud-in-Cell) Method for Unsteady Cascade
Flows (Courtesy of J. M. R. Graham and J. Basuki).

This method represents shed vortex wakes in two-dimensional incompressible

flow by large numbers of discrete point vortices which are convected by the
local velocity field. In the cloud-in-cell method the vorticity associated with
the moving point vorices is transfered to a fixed Eulerian mesh [321. The
streamfunction and hence velocity distribution is calculated from the
vorticity on this mesh using a standard fast Poisson solver.
The present version of this method used to calculate unsteady flow through a
cascade represents the individual aerofoils in the cascade by a boundary
integral method [331 which uses piecewise constant vorticity panels. The

appropriate streamfunction boundary condition is satisfied on the surface of
each aerofoil by summing the contributions of the surface vorticity panels
(including implied periodicity) and the mesh streamfunction. The boundary
condition on the mesh also assumes periodicity along the cascade with the
interblade phase angle limited to a small integral number of aerofoils within
the mesh flow field. The computation follows the evolution of an unsteady
flow by forward time marching, tracking the positions of the vortices.

The program has been used to compute cases with superimposed unsteady
flow, upstream wakes, and blade vibration. In the latter case when the
interblade phase angle is non-zero, exact application of the boundary integral

method requires the influence functions to be recalculated at each time-step
to account for changes in the relative blade to blade displacement. This has

not been done in the present program for reasons of computational cost. The
present boundary condition includes the relative motion but is evaluated on

the mean surface of each blade and Is therefore limited to small displacement
amplitudes compared to the blade spacing.
The program evaluates time histories of surface pressures and forces induced
on the aerofoils by the unsteady flows. Since the method involves time

: .! A - . ..
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marching from an impulsive start fairly long computations are required to

reach a final state free of initial transients.

Method 15: (Courtesy of S. Stecco).

The inviscid planar compressible flow is governed by the continuity, Crocco's

and energy equation:

V(gC) - 0 (M 15. I)
Cx(VxC)+VH-TVS 0 (M 15.2)

dS/dT = 0 (M 15.3)

In the case of practical interest it can be assumed that the total enthalpy is

constant, and that the flow is homoentropic; this leads to the statement of

"irrotational flow-.

The assumption of homoentropic flow is not correct in transonic flow where

the shock waves can introduce entropy gradients, but such gradients can be

neglected, in first approximation, if the shocks are weak as it usually

happens in the passage of blades cascades.

In order to get a pseudo-unsteady formulation, after Viviand, it is possible to

write Crocco's equation in the streamwise direction:

a/at - -(av/ax - au/ay) (M 15.4)

and the continuity equation:

az(@)/at - -(algul/ax + a[v/Iay) (M 15.5)

where Z is a suitable function of density as it will be seen later. The closure

equation comes from the conditions:

VS - VH = 0 (M 15.6)

After Viviand the function Z has been choosen in order to achieve good

stability all over the working Mach number range.

Z(g) = -kl*M* (M 15.7)

4k':. - . .._.
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where k is an integer number and *refer to critical conditions.

In order to increase the convergence rate of equations (Mt5.4) and (M15.5)
two functions and have now been introduced to multiply the RHS and new
stability analysis has been performed.
The choice of these functions is not straight forward because of the presence

of high non linear instability; any way a final expression have been found

which leads to good results.
The equations (MI5.4) and (M15.5) can be written as:

if/at+8F/ax+aG/ay = 0 (M 15.8)

where now:

Z(1)/1

F IV I

Itv I
(M 15.9)

G I-u I

I= M2dZ(q)/dl

q I -M21

The numerical solution of these equations will be carried out by an explicit

scheme, then the stability condition on the time step has been derived from
the CFL criterion that states that the physical dependence domain must be
included in the numerical one.
The boundary conditions are:

* upstream the total thermodynamic conditions and the flow angle (if the
axial flow is supersonic, also the only Mach number) are fixed.

* downstream the Mach number is fixed, i.e. the preassure ratio across
the cascade (if the axial flow is supersonic not any condition Is fixed).

* the solid wall require the tangent condition of velocity that substitutes
the 2nd equation and impose conditions on the flux terms of first equation.

* the ideal periodic boundaries require the velocity vector to be equal in
correspondent point at one pitch distance. When choosing such lines the
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normal velocity component must be subsonic Their treatment results easy in
the numerical scheme.
Finally the trailing edge condition is the really delicate one.
In fact there it has to be simulated the base region, from where the shock
waves system starts in turbine cascades.
We consider a truncated trailing edge and the velocity vector free on the two
points on each side of the trailing edge.
The choice of the truncation must be done carefully owing to its significant
influence on the results. It represents roughly the separation points at the

trailing edge.
Results are obtained with a coarse grid of 10x57 and a fine mesh of 19x57
points, and by using a finer convergence limit.
Now we test the convergence on the inlet-outlet mass flow difference after
the local time variations of the unknowns are within a fixed limit.
Execution time on Honeywell DPS 8:

M2is CPU time n. of iteration

1.2 348s 120
.98 383s 130

.95 514s 170

Method 16: Comouter Code "Cascade" (Courtesy of D. Nixon).

The code will compute the unsteady transonic flow through a nonstaggered

cascade. Thin airfoil boundary conditions are used and the code is an
extension of the XTRAN2L code for isolated airfoils. The algorithm is the
Rizzetta-Chin algorithm for arbitrary frequencies. The code is used for
research purposes and is not a production code.

Method 17:

Method 18: (Courtesy of H. Joubert)

A model has been developed at SNECMA for calculating the unsteady

aerodynamic flow through vibrating cascades in view of studying supersonic
flutter in axial flow compressors.

I , ,t... ... ,
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The calculation deals with an ideal fluid, in unsteady transonic flow,
including shocks, through a quasi three-dimensional cascade.
The explicit Mac Cormack scheme was used to numerically solve the unsteady
Euler's equations on a blade to blade surface. An 80 x 15 grid points mesh
was used which was displaced to follow the blade motion. For further details,

see ref. 1471.
This model has been applied to the seventh standard configuration of the
workshop on aeroelasticity in turbomachine-cascades. Two cases were
studied, the first one corresponding to an exit Mach number of 1.25 and the
second one to an exit Mach a number of 0.99. The unsteady aerodynamic
damping coefficients for both cases are represented (see section 7.7) and the
magnitude and phase lead of blade surface pressure coefficient for two
interblade angles are plotted.

Method 19: Method of Calculating Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces on Two-

Dimensional Cascades. (Courtesu of M. Namba.)

The basic assumptions of the method are that the flow should be inviscid and
isentropic. The gas should be perfect and the blade oscillations small.
The blades are represented by pressure dipoles of fluctuating strength

Ap(xo)eiat + imu (m = 0,±l,...) (MJ9.l)

and the problem is reduced to an integral equation for Ap(xo):

(C
IaP(xo)K(x-xo)dxo = i)n(x) + Uu'(x) (M19.2)
Jo

The Kernel function K(x-x o) is resolved into:

* a singular part K(S)(x-x o) in a closed form
* a regular part K(R)(x-x o) in an infinite series form of uniform
convergence (A sufficient convergence with truncation at the 30th term is

confirmed.)
The dipole distribution function Ap(x o) is then expanded into a mode function
senes.

The flow can be either sub- or supersonic:

* Subsonic Cascade:

.1<!
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K-i

K-0

where
- xO= 0.5c(lI-cost#)
- Y0(y) =cot(O.5tf)

- Yk(Y) =sin(kyf) (ki 1) (Glauert series)

* Supersonic Cascade:

.&p(x 0) =g(x0) + I Fr ((M 19.4)
r 0 :otherwise

where
- r=reflection number (this technique corresponds to the Nagashima &
Whitehead' technique)

K-1
- g(xO) I P000(Y , with xO = 0.5c(I-cosop) (M 19.5)

K=O
- Yk(tf) cosky ( equivalent to shifted Chebyshey polynomials)

The integral equation is converted into algebraic equations for Pk
(k =0,1,2,.K- I.

K- I
I PkYKk(Xj) =iWuOxj) + UOUxj) ,j = 1,2,..K (M 19.6)
k=0

where

- YKk(X) I Yk(ff)K(S)(x-xo)dxo + Yk(yf)K(R)(x-x0 )dxo

(M 19.7)

with the first term calculated analytically and the second numerically
integrated with about 240 integration points from xO 0 to c ). In the present
cases, calculations were conducted with six control points (K=6).
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7.1 First Standard Configuration (Compressor Cascade in Low
Subsonic Flow)

Definition

This configuration is compiled from two-dimensional cascade experiments in
the low subsonic flow region. It is therefore mainly directed towards the
validation of incompressible predictions.
The experiments were performed in air, in the linear low subsonic oscillating

cascade wind tunnel at the United Technologies Research Center and are
included in the present study by courtesy of F.O. Carta (18, 15, 161).
The cascade configuration consists of eleven vibrating NACA 65-series

blades, each having a chord c=0.1524 m and a span of 0.254 m, with a 100
circular arc camber and a thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.06. The pitch-to-
chord ratio is 0.750 and the stagger angle for the experiments presented here
is 550.

The cascade geometry and profile coordinates are given in Figure and Table

7. -I, resp.
The airfoils oscillate, in pitching mode, around a pivot axis at (0.5, 0.0115).

Experiments have been performed with vibration frequencies between 6 and
26 Hz and with two pitching amplitudes (0.50 and 20).
Both the time-averaged and time-dependent instrumentation on this cascade
is very complete, and a large number of well documented data have been

obtained during the tests. The time-dependent instrumentation consists of 10
high frequency response pressure transducers on each side of the center

blade, arranged in a Gaussian array, to obtain maximum accuracy in the
numerical integration of the moment and damping coefficients of the
resulting pressure distributions 115, 171.

Further to the center blade, 5 others and the tunnel sidewall were partially
instrumented to validate the time-dependent periodicity of the flow through

several blade passages.
All the blades in the cascade are vibrated with a cambar system to produce a
highly accurate harmonic motion.

( .. . .. l l
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Fig. 7. 1-I1. First standard conhlIguratiofl: Cascade geomtry
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c 15.24 cm (6 in.)

SIUCTON SURFACE PRESSURE SURFACE

x Y x y

0.0008 0.0020 0.0012 -0.0019

0.0046 0.0053 0.0054 -0.0042

0.0070 0.0064 0.0080 -0.0050

0.0120 0.0083 0.0130 -0.0061

0.0244 0.0116 0.02S6 -0.0077

0.0494 0.0164 0.0507 -0.0098

0.0743 0.0204 0.07S7 -0.0115

0.0993 0.0237 0.1007 -0.0129

0.1494 0.0290 0.1506 -0.0150

0.1994 0.0331 0.2006 -0.0165

0.2495 0.0364 0.2505 -0.0177

0.2996 0.0387 0.3004 -0.0185

0.3998 0.0411 0.4002 -0.0188

0.5000 0.0406 0.5000 -0.0176

0.6002 0.0370 0.5998 -0.0146

0.7003 0m306 0.6997 -0.0104

0M800 0.0223 0.7997 -0.0069

0.8503 0.0176 0.8497 -0.0053

0.9003 0.0127 0.8997 -0.0040

0.9502 0.0078 0.9497 -0.0032

0.997S 0.0030 0.9973 -0.0025

RADIUS CENTER~ Q)ORDINATESf L.E. RADrIUS/c - 0.0024 X -0.0024, Y - 0.0002

[ T.E. RADIUS/c -0.0028 IIX - 0.9902, Y -0.0003

Table 7.1-1. First standard configuration: Dimensionless airfoil
coordinates.
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The time-dependent data were recorded in digit form at sampling rates of
1000 samples/sec. Data for each channel were then Fourier anlysed to provide
the first, second and third harmnonic results.
Details of the experimental procedure and all the data acquired are given in
[151. Furthermore, for convenience, the section on data acquisition and initial
reduction from (151 (pages 15-16) appears in Appendix A4.

Aeroulastic Test Cases

From the tests presented in f[151, 15 aeroelastic cases have been retained as
recommendations for off-design calculations. These cases are given in Table
7.1-2. They correspond to two different mean settings of the cascade,
variable vibration amplitudes, reduced frequencies and interblade phase
angles.

Time averaged Time Dependent Paameters
AeroelastIc MI~ I PI/PWI P2/Pwi 1 2 k Q a f
Test Case No (-) V) () C) () C) ) (Hz)

10.18 2 0.9774 0.9818 62.0 0.122 0.5 -45* 15.5

2 . .5 'V

3 0.17 6 0.9790 0.9852 62.5 'e.45

4 - 2.0 4.*

5 - . --- -56

6 - -18

7 - --- - -135 -

a -90 -

9 - - -0

10 + 90 -

11 # - 135' -

12 0.072 -900 9.2

13 0.151 - 900 19.2

14 -0.301 - 9O0 38.4

15 0.603 - 900 76.8

Table 7.1-2 First standard configuration.

Expeimental values for 15 recommended test cases
M

.44
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All the test cases were extensively treated by several prediction models (see
Table 6.1), wherefore a detailed comparison between experimental data and
theoretical results is possible.

Discussion of Time Averaged Results

The 15 proposed aeroelastic test cases comprise two separate stationary

flow conditions: 20 (cases 1-2) and 60 (cases 3-15) incidence respectively.

These time-averaged results are given in Fig. 7.1-2. It is concluded that the

data agree well with theoretical results from Method 3.

However, some ambiguity seems to exist in the determination of the incidence

angle. It should be noted here that both in the present work and in the study

by Carta [15], the incidence angle, i, is defined towards the mean camberline

angle at the leading edge (Fig. 4.1-1). The experimentally determined values
are iexp= 20 and 60, respectively. It was found by several persons,

independent of each other, that the data for the local time-averaged blade

surface pressure distribution and the analyses agree better if the incidence

angle is slightly modified for the theoretical calculations.

Several possible explanations for this discrepancy can be put forward:
* The experimental cascade consists of 11 blades while the analyses

consider infinite cascades [151.

* The axial velocity density ratio was not measured in the experiment

[15).
* The possibility of separate definitions of the incidence angle between

different researchers must also be considered. In fact, it has been pointed out

by H. Atassi and F.O. Carta [381 that the incidence angle sometimes used by

analysts is the angle between the uniform upstream flow and the airfoil chord
(defined on this page as ichord). For the first standard configuration, the

relationship between the mean camber line (at the leading edge) incidence and

the chordal incidence angle is 1381
i = ichord - 2.5 °

However, as this last remark concerns only the defipition of the incidence

angle and as there is still disagreement about the values given for the inlet

flow angle, it cannot be the sole reason for the differences.

The two most likely explanations for the need to correct the incidence angle

to make the theoretical and experimental results agree well are thus the first

ones, referenced by Carta in 1151.

.-. = l ~ l I I--l:I I III I I -I
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It can be pointed out that, for the two methods with which a detailed

investigation of the steady-state incidence was performed (Methods 3 and 7),

both give best agreement for the same corrected incidence angle (iexp=2 ° ,

itheory=-0. 2 7 *; iexp=6 ' , itheory=2 .2 30 . see [5. 401).

Apart from the discrepancies in incidence angle, agreement with the data is

good (see Figures 7-1-2 for examples), which mutually validates both the

experimental and theoretical time-averaged results.

T.7S r.75
55. 7 55.

A1  M2  E.. I Z 2  o. .5

0 -USDATA Y,.1 .0115 .3s DA . , .0115

X LS5 DATA M, .18 MA
1  

.17

:, 2. uin6 ,,,,.-o':., ,- c,. ...-,,.

IT, -62. 

I, -6 .

M2 0' 
M2 0.15

------ N 7 0 3 In-0 270 ... .. ....H N0

IN,- x K.

Xd .06 .' E .0

0. 
I. 

S 0.

X 
x

PLOT 7,1-1.1, FIRST STANRO CONFIGURATION. CASES 1-2. PLOT 7.1-1.21 FIRST STANOARO CONFIGURATION. CASES 3-IS.
TIIRE AVERAGED NLROG SURFACE PRESSURE TIME AVEAGED ALAOE SURFACE PRESSURE
COEFFICIENT FOR INCIDENCE 2. DEGREES. COEFFICIENT FOR INCIDENCE 6. DEGREES.

a) i...=2 "  b) i.v=6'

Fig. 7.1-2. First Standard Configuration, Cases 1-2. Time Averaged

Blade Surface Pressure Coefficient for 1,,, = 2" and *xIP = 6°
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Discussion of Time-Dependent Results

In total eight methods have presently been applied to the first standard

configuration (Table 6-1). All of these calculate the time-dependent blade

surface pressures, wherefore it is possible to evaluate both these and the

stability limit of the cascade.

Full details of all the results obtained for the 15 aeroelastic cases are given

in section I in Appendix A5.

Inte-rated Parameters

Evaluation of the results shows that the stability limits (=0) of the cascade

are well predicted by all analyses for a reduced frequency of k=0.122 (Fig.

7.l-3a,b). However, some scatter appears in the magnitude of the aerodynamic

damping coefficient around its maximum and minimum values. It is

interesting to note that the dissimilarity in damping magnitude between the

data and the separate analyses at, ±900 interblade phase angles, appears for

some methods mainly because of disagreement in the magnitude of the

moment coefficient, and for some mainly because of disagreement in its

phase lead (Fig. 7.1-3c).

This certainly also indicates some scatter in the unsteady surface pressures.

The analytically determined acoustic resonances (115, 391, see also Appendix

A3), lie for this specific cascade close to a 00 interblade phase angle for the

flow conditions presented in Figures 7.1-3. It is concluded that the

theoretical and experimental results agree well, especially for the damping

coefficient, also in the surroundings of this interblade phase angle, although

the disagreement of Method 4 with the others around a 00 interblade phase

angle is certainly due to the resonance conditions. (If slightly different

interblade phase angles had been used for the calculation in Method 4, the

curve would probably concur with the others.)

An information which does not influence the flutter behavior of a cascade in

the pitching mode, namely the aerodynamic lift coefficient, is given in Fig.

7 1-4. Here some larger disagreement than in the moment coefficient is

found, especially in the magnitude.
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An interesting investigation was performed in 1401, where the unsteady
behavior of the cascade was calculated with Method 7 to investigate the
effect of geometry and incidence on the aerodynamic damping for iexp=6 0, The
trends found In Fig. 7.1-3 were confirmed, and It was noted that, although the
best time-averaged agreement with the data was for itheory=2 230, the best
unsteady agredment was for itheoryfiexp=6 0 (Fig. 7.1 -5).
No explanation for this apparent contradiction can presently be given.
It can also be seen (Fig. 7.1-3) that the two methods which give the best
approximation to the magnitude of the experimental data both use
itheoryiexp=60 (Methods 4 and 7).

4 7-7 tI T 2.7
7.55S

55. 'S5.

91 -US DAT V...-- .0115
X -L.S ATA 7 p yM. .115 X / < LS 0AT M, .18

X ~ ~ 1 :L AAP 66. ' ~ 1 -66.
NthKkn l M I w-.cc8 1. 06 I. AmrMl." ICII, 1. 1OCN1-CC$. 6.
"MOMCONFIGPOIN TURI *'OATA M2 91,.5 0181n- .OATP _ ? 0.25

20. 11 = 0. k2 .- 62.5 20. J= - -62.5

. IS , C . ::6 ""1' .-j4M0 0 - 6 0 ,80 =0*4. ~ .035 * .03S

.\\( .. 122- -I

d .06 d :.06

a9. 911:1 i0.I

1 0. 4k0 0.

:10 0. lob. 0. 0s
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a) b)

Fig. 7.1-4. Aerodynamic lift coefficient versu Interbiade phase angle
arid red.ied frequenicy, rea.
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This indicates that the ambiguity in the steady-state incidence angle, as

discussed earlier, also remains for the unsteady results. From Figures 7.1-3

and 7.1-5 it is concluded that the flat plate calculations (Methods 1 and 5 in

Fig. 7 1-3 and Method 7 in Fig. 7.1-5) give a good qualitative approximation of
the damping coefficient shape. The magnitude is however exaggerated.

This disagreement in magnitude is not dangerous from the flutter point of

view as long as the blades are assumed to have zero mechanical damping.

However, if a certain mechanical damping is admitted in the flutter design

process, the results can be disastrous. Indeed, if a mechanical damping of

rmech=O 6 is assumed in Fig. 7.1-3, the experiments and prediction models 4,

5 and 7 indicate a stable system (i.e. -aer +  -mech>O) for all interblade

phase angles, while the other models still predict flutter between

40<o< 1 O0

Tho ofct of go-e.,y and cidence
on MWodynunlW- c dunping
Cara DCA bled, k= 0.122

/..Fu V opMo y i 2 ° .2 ..

S• //
\. /

1.0

-toi -1i -go -46 6 45 o is140

nlrblade phas aoo (dees) U no,

Fig. 7.1 -5. Aerodynamic damping coefficient versus interblade phase

angle (from / 40/, Fig. 8)
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Blade Surface Pressure Differences

As the largest scatter in the aerodynamic damping coefficient was found at

approximatively :t (450-90° ) interblade phase angles, the largest disagreement
between the predicted and the experimental blade surface pressure
distributions could be expected to exist in this region.
In general, the agreement in blade surface pressure difference coefficient is

good (Fig. 7.1-6), with some exceptions. First of all, the good agreement in
aerodynamic damping coefficient between the data and, for example, Method 3
which was found at ±1800 interblade phase angle (exp= 6°, Fig. 7.1-3) is

confirmed by the pressure difference coefficient (Fig. 7.1-6a). Here, both the
amplitude and phase lead are predicted very accurately. This is also the case
for a flat plate theory, Method 1, for the phase angle, but some small
disagreement is found in the amplitude.
At a -90' interblade phase angle, the agreement of Methods I (Flat Plate) and
3 with the data is still good as far as the amplitude is concerned (Fig.7.1-
6b) This Indicates that the disagreement in aerodynamic damping at this
interblade phase angle (Fig. 7.1-3) probably comes from the differences in the

pressure difference phase angle. However, this is not the case for the +45°

interblade phase angle (Fig. 7.1-6c), although here the phase angle differences

between the analyses and the data close to the trailing edge are very large
(which does not influence the aerodynamic damping to a large extent as the
pressure difference amplitudes are small here)7 . It seems instead that

disagreements in the amplitude of the pressure difference coefficient are
mainly responsible for differences in the magnitude of the damping.
At a 00 interblade phase angle (which is close to the analytically determined

acoustic resonance) discrepancies between the different analyses and the data
are fairly large in the phase angle, although the trend is correctly predicted

by most methods (Fig. 7.1-6d). The aerodynamic nevertheless damping has an
identical value for most methods and the data (Fig. 7.1-3), which is clearly
the case, as the amplitude of the pressure difference coefficent is smaller
than at other interblade phase angles (compare for example Fig. 7.1 -6c,d).

Furthermore, in the part of the blade where the amplitude is large, i.e. close

to the leading edge, the phase angle is almost zero for a 00 interblade phase
angle, wherefore this part of the blade makes only a small contribution to the
total aerodynamic damping.

f 7 This apperently large discrepancy is explained in next section

i 

i I
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distribution. The authors 1551 give as a possible explanation for this
phenomenon the time-dependent aspect of their method. It is not certain that
the periodic solution has been obtained.
It is thus concluded that, in most cases, the theoretical and experimental
results for the time-dependent blade surface pressure difference coefficient
agree well, both in trend and magnitude.
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Blade Surface Pressures on Uoper and Lower Surfaces

If instead the time-dependent blade surface pressures on the pressure (lower)

and suction (upper) surfaces are considered, some disagreement is noted.

In Figure 7.1-7 this information is plotted for the same aeroelastic test

cases as in Fig. 7.1-6 (interblade phase angles = -180*, -90 ° , 0 ° , +450).

From all diagrams it is concluded that the amplitudes of the lower and upper

blade surface pressures are better predicted than the phase angles. It is

interesting to note that the largest disagreements ii) the phase angle seem to

be on the lower (= pressure) surface in the second half of the blade8

Presently, no explanation for this phenomenon has been put forward, apart

from noting that on this part of the blade the pressure fluctuations are small

(and thus the signal/noise-ratio), which automatically gives a larger

inaccuracy in phase angle. Again, there are some discrepancies between

Method 14 and the experimental data (Fig. 7.1-7b,h).

As for the pressure difference coefficient, the surface pressures show large

disagreements, both between the different analyses and with the data, for a

00 interblade phase angle (Fig. 7.1-7f,g,h). Again, the good agreement for the

aerodynamic damping in this range of interblade phase angles (Fig. 7.1-3) can

be attributed only to the fact that the amplitudes are so small that

discrepancies in phase angles are not noted.

The large disagreement (between the analyses and the experiment) in the

phase angle of the pressure difference coefficient close to the trailing edge,

for a +450 interblade phase angle (Fig. 7.1-6c) can now be explained on the

basis of the pressure difference coefficient calculation. This can be seen by

investigating the upper and lower blade surface pressures. Indeed, by

comparing Figures 7.1-6c and 7.1-7d it is concluded that the disagreement is

larger in the pressure difference coefficient than in the upper and lower

pressures The reason for this is probably to be found in the data reduction

method The pressure difference coefficient is calculated by passing via the

real and imaginary parts of the complex pressure coefficients (section 4) In

the specific case shown in Fig 7 1-7d, the real parts of the complex pressure

coefficient on the upper and lower surfaces are almost identical, which gives
a small value of the real part of &E,. while the imaginary part has a larger

value Therefore thp value of the phase angle, as calculated by eq (10a),

becomes uncertain

8 This is confirmed also for other elastic test cases, see Appendix A5

IL .
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However, the same argument cannot be used to explain the differences in
phase angle in Fig. 7.1-6b (which in any case is much smaller than the ones in
Fig. 7.1-6d), as in this case the values of the real parts of the pressures on

the lower and upper surfaces are further apart. (The difference in the
imaginary part betweeen the lower and upper surfaces of the blade is of the
same order of magnitude as the difference in the real part.)

In this context, the interesting investigation of different vibration amplitudes

performed by Carta in 115] can also be discussed. In Fig. 7.1-5 (copied from
ref. [401), the experimentally determined aerodynamic damping coefficient is

represented for 0.50 and 20 vibration amplitudes. A slight difference is found
at a -450 interblade phase angle which, by investigating the surface pressures
(Fig. 7.1-Ba,b), can be attributed mainly to differences in the first 10% of the
blade. Again some slight disagreement, this time between the two

experiments, is found in the lower surface phase angles in the second half of
the blade, where the amplitudes are small. However, the trend for both
vibration amplitudes is identical.
For other cases, presented in [15], the pressure amplitudes in the leading edge
region show smaller differences between 0.50 and 20 vibration amplitude than

in Fig. 7.1-8. This is confirmed also in Fig. 7.1-5, as the experimental
aerodynamic damping coefficient has almost the same value for both vibration
amplitudes. But also for these interblade phase angles, differences appear in
the phase angle of the lower surface pressure in the second half of the blade

(see Appendix AS). A detailed investigation of the data in [15] indicates that
these differences are probably due to run-to-run variations in the unsteady
data, and not to nonlinear effects. This can be concluded from Fig. 7.1-9 and
7.1-10, where the values

l*p =# p ==-# p o=0.5

are shown for two incidence angles, i=2 ° and 60, at 77% and 6% chordwise
position respectively, for both the upper and lower surfaces, as a function of
the interblade phase angle.
In these diagrams, it is seen that:

* The scatter in Op is larger on the lower thai on the upper surface of
the blade in the 77% chordwise position (Fig. 7.1-9a. b). A possible

explanation for this is that the pressure amplitudes are smaller on the lower
than on the upper surface of the blade. The accompaning smaller signal/noise
ratio may influence the accuracy of the phase angles.

4 .. •"~,
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* The differences in 641 are much smaller in the leading edge region
(x=0.06, Fig. 7.1-10a,b) than in the trailing edge region (x=0.77, Fig. 7.1-
9a,b). Again this can be explained by difficulties in determining accurately
the phase angle by small pressure fluctuations.
* The scatter in 60ip, both at the 6 and 77% chordwise position, is

approximately the same for both incidence angles (i=2 ° and 60), which
indicates that the unsteady flow and the experimental accuracy are similar in
both cases (Fig. 7.1-ga,b and 7.1-10a,b).
* The scatter in the absolute value of 6Ep is approximately the same for

the lower and upper surfaces and for both incidence angles in the 77%
chordwise position although, as mentioned earlier, the pressure amplitudes
are in general smaller on the lower surface (Fig.7.1-c,d).
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Fig. 7.1-8. Experimentally determined unsteady blade surface pressure
distributions for two vibration amplitudes (a = 0.009 and
0.035 rad.)
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* In absolute values, the scatter in , s larger for the 6% than the 77%

chordwise position (Fig. 7.1-9c.d and 7 I-lOcod) However, in relative values

(6Ep/Ep0 =20) there is much less scatter close to the leading edge, as here the

pressure amplitudes are higher (Fig. 7.l-9e, 7 I-10e)

* The differences in 64 seem to be independent of the steady incidence

angle.

From Figures 7.1-9 and 7.1-10 it can thus be concluded that a possible

explanation for the disagreement between the predicted and experimental

phase angles in the after part of the lower surface of the blade is run-to-run

variations in the data.
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Cesliusliss for tMe First Stamierd Ceft glurutie

From the controlled excitation work in traveling wavt mod* 0e constant

interblade phase angle between all blades) on a 6X thick conpres$or cLascade

with 100 camber in the low subsonic flow region, it ran be concluded that

* It is todaJ possible to predict Kcurately the aeroelstic behavior of a

thin, low cambered compressor cascade oscillating in traveling wae mod in

low subsonic two-dimensional flow
* The good agreement between the unsteady exenmental data and

predicted results mutually validates both approaches Where disagreements

are found, it is not possible a priori to exclude either theoretical or

experimental inaccuraCies
* For this specific cascade, the predicted time-avaged results agree

better with the data if the theoretical incidence is slightly modified (Fig

7 1-2) However, the agreement betwee the time-depe t predictions and

data is better if the experimentally determined incidence angle is used for

the analyses No explanation for this apparent contradiction has yet be

found (Fig.7 1-5)

Conclusions for eroidynalc daing.

0 The theoretical models accurately predict the stability limits for the

cascade, using the assumption of zero mechanical damping (Fig 7 1-3) The

shape of both the theoretical and experimental damping curves is identical.

but the magnitude shows disagreement This would be dangerous if a non-zero

mechanical damping is assumed in a design phase, as the different prediction

models would then give different stability limits

0 The stability limits of the cascade (with zero mechanical damping

assumed) is predicted Just as well with flat plate theories as with other

models (Fig. 7 1-3) Discrepancies are however present in the magnitude of

the aerodynamic damping coefficient. For conservative stability analyses

(zero mechanical damping), flat plate theories thus seems to be sufficient for

cascades of the kird used here.

* Neglecting the blade geometry (i e. using a flat plate model) apparently

has an effect of the same order of magnitude on the aerodynamic damping as

that of neglecting the incidence angle (using 0° incidence)
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* ~ ~ 1) ' . 'he*I.t rntI.? - nd thp )no,, vith the true qtometrU agree
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0 Thip *.r( Imi~~ 1-n i, urri~i Dredcied witfi all methods The

-I'igifuij- -lqlii 0jiqPVllefj with some of them 'especially the flat
L116 , 'rtule'.[ I

* In most rase-, file Dhase anqlep 060 of the unsteadyj blade suirface
pript,,ure dlifferonce toeftfeitit Dririted well Some d1sagreementS Can

pOffbI'N oe euiplairied bu run-lo-run variations in the data amd by~ the data
,oloui lion pia'H al~uro for fair ulat inq A and g

* Tho small disagreements in aerodynamlic damping between theories and
.yporiment (Fiq 7 1 3 1), can sometimes be traced to dissimilarities in the
,implitude of thep blade surfacp pressure difference coefficients, and
somelimobs to Ihe ph'ase angles l~ig 7 1-6). both for the experiments and the
anatrjse,

* A large part of the aerodynfamit damping comes from the leading edge
regiont For an accurate experimental evaluation of this parameter it is
important to measurep the linsteadli response cloise to the leading edge (which
was doine in the experimnental wonl serving as base for this standard
conf iguratitorn 1151)

Lonclusions for the unisteady blade surface gressures

0 The local unsteady blade surface pressure coefficient on the upper and
lower surfaces is also predicted well The amplitude shows a particularly
good aqreemera, Mween the experiment and the separate analyses
* The local phase angle (#, (US). * 03)) trend is captured well In some

cases the magnitude, especially for small pressure amplitudes (i e low
signal/noise ratio which might indicate data inaccuracies), shows some slight.
disagreement between the experiment and the analyses (Fig 7 1-7)
* The largest disagreement between the experiment and the separate

analyses is found at a 00 interblade phase angle (Fig 7 l-7f,g,h) rhis
behavior can perhaps be explained by the small pressure amplitudes in the
experiments for this Interblade phase angle. The analytically determined
acoustic resonances are also close to a 00 interblade phase angle, which
might influence the theoretical results.
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7.2 Second Standard Configuration

Definition

This Incompressible two-dimensional cascade configuration has been mea-
sured in a water cascade tunnel at the University of Tokyo. The results have
been submitted by kind permission of H. Tanaka 119-201.
The cascade consists of eleven vibrating and six stationary double circular
arc profiles. Each of the blades has a chord of c=0.050 m and a span of 0.100
m, with a camber angle of 160 and a gap-to-chord ratio of 1.00. The water
velocity during the tests was v1=2.4 m/s, with the Reynolds number at

Re=1.2* I05 .The eleven vibrating blades oscillate In pitch, with an amplitude
of 0.059 red (3.40) and a frequency between 1.3 and 13Hz. Thus, the reduced
frequency lies in the range 0.1 tol.O.
The cascade geometry is given In Figure 7.2-1 and the profile coordinates in

Table 7.2-1.
Experiments have been performed with Incidence ranging from attached to
partly-separated and fully-separated flow. Further, the stagger angle as well
as the interblade phase angle and pivot axis have been varied systematically.
The experimental data indicate the unsteady lift and moment coefficients
(amplitudes together with the corresponding phase lead angles). These
coefficients are computed from strain gauge measurements and no time-
dependent or time-averaged pressures are measured on the blade surfaces.

Aeroelastic Test Cases

From the large amount of data obtained during the experiments, and from the

sample presented in (4, 201 0 aeroelastlc test cases have been proposed
(Table 7.2-2).
All 0 correspond to the same steady-state configuration (stagger angle = 300,
inlet flow angle Pl=-300, M1 =0.), and the interblade phase angle is varied.
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Low SsQma m(npm a Proile.

cascade leading __________

edge plane-

upper surface

Vibrati ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ucin surtfaced(x,~)(.50032

d = (thickness/chord) = 0.0524
0( = 3.40 (=0.06 rad)
c = 0.050 m P1  = -300
1' = 1.00 camber = 16.80'
k = 0.4 1 =30
spa= 0.100 m a = variable
Working fluid: Air

Fig. 7.2-1. Second standard configuration: Cascade geometry
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Double Circular Arc Blade

c=0.050 m (1.968 in.)

Suction surface P-osaure surface
(upper surface) (lower surface,

M () y ~')y

0 0 a

5 1.644 -0.404

10 2.637 -0.127

15 3.509 0.115

20 4.262 0.326

25 4.897 0.505

30 5.416 0.650

35 5.818 0.764

40 6.105 0.845

45 6.272 0.893

50 6.334 0.910

55 6.272 0.893

60 6.105 0.845

65 5.818 0.764

70 5.416 0.650

75 4.897 0.505

80 4.262 0.326

85 3.509 0.115

90 2.637 -0.127

95 1.644 -0.404

100 1 0 0

L.E. and T.E. RADIUS RADIUS CENTER COORDINATES

L.E. RADIUS/c =0.666 (%) x=0.666 (A), y =0 %
T.E. RADIUS/c =0.666 (%) k 0.993 '%), Y= 0 %

Table 7.2- 1. Second standard conrlprton: Dimenislonlms airfotI
coordinates.
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For the moment onti4 one mnethod (Method 1) has been applied to this standard
cnnfiguratlon The reason is the resemblance to the first standard
configuration, in which the time-averaged and time-dependent pressures were
also measured on the blades
N4o detailed comparison between the experimental data and the theretical
results can therefore be made presently However, Fig 7 2-2 gives an
indication of the expected results
Here, the predicted blade surface pressure difference coefficient (AEP) is
presented for two phase angles (o=- 1350, 00. Fif 7 2-2a~b) together with the
aerodynamic moment (em) and damping coefficient (3) versus the Interbiade
phase angle (Fig 7 2-2c.d)
it is concluded (Fig 7 2-2c~d) that the same trend exists for the experimriental
data and the results predicted with the flat plate analyses (Method 1)

Atroelastic Time-Averaged Pa amters Time-Dependent. Parameters
Test Case vi 1 0i 1c k
NO (mis) (0) (0) (HZ) H- (red) (

12.4 30.0 - 30 6.1 0.4 0.059 - 135
2 - 90
3 - 45
4 --- 0
5 * - 45

6 + - 90

7 + - 135
8 - - -- - 160

Table 7.2-2 Second standard con? "gwtion.
8 recommended aerolastic test cases
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iowever, judging from the theory. some scatter seems to be present ir, the

expernmentally determ led phase angle #m. which can most clearly be seen in
the veroatnemtc damplnq coefficient (Fig. 7 2-2d) The trend for the
amplitude of the moment coefficient shows a better agreement (Fig 7.2-2c)
although the flat plate theor predicts slightly higher values than the
measured ones This agre s with the results from the first standard
configuration (comrre Fig 7 1-3b and Fig 7 2-2)
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7.3 Third Standard ConfiguratIon

Definition

This quasi three-dimensional transonic turbine configuration is being tested.
in freon, in the annular test facility at the Tokyo National Aerospace
Laboratory The experiments are included here by kind permission of H

Kobayashi.
This configuration, standard configuration N*3, is used with outlet conditions
ranging from subsonic to supersonic flow velocities.
The cascade configuration consists of 16 vibrating cambered (60.8)
prismatic turbine blades. Each profile has a chord of c=0.072 m, with a span
of 0 025 m and a maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of 0. 124 The stagger
angle for the results presented here is 45.70 and the pitch-to-chord ratio is

0.763 (hub)
0.804 (mid-span)

0 873 (tip)
The hub-tip ratio in the test facility is 0.844
The profiles are oscillated in pitching mode, around the pivot axis at

(0 195, -0 1097)
The cascade geometry is given in Figure 7.3-1 and the profile coordinates in

Table 7.3-1
The working fluid is freon gas, with the specific heat ratio = 1 137 (Freon-
II, CFCl 3 ).

Experiments are performed with a variable expansion ratio (Pz/PlV, M2),

oscillation frequency and Interblade phase angle. All experiments are

performed with constant spanwise upstream flow angle and flow velocity.
The time-dependent Instrumentation Includes pressure tappings on a blade
(midspan) and strain gauges The unsteady moment coefficient is determined
with torsional cross spring bars,
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d = (thickneeschred)surface

cx ~ ~ suto sufc 0.l2aM2I~nl kvral

0.873sucio (tp)hr/tpace84

var=ab.0 a72 675 (nominal) vral

Work ing fluid: Freon- I I (CFCI 3) With specific heat ratio = 1. 137

Fig. 7.3-I1. Third standard configuration: Cascade geometry

ILI
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C -0.072,,

(Lw surface) (Upper surface)
x y

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-0.073 -0.0090 0.0247 .0.0108

-0.0115 -0.0Z90 0.0439 00.00"

-0.0OS. -0.0487 0.0711 -0.0073

0.0102 .0.009W 0.0932 -0.0144

0.0296 .0.0918 0.1213 .0.026S

0.0462 -0.100 0.1478 -0.0356

0.0068 -0.1240 0.1742 -0.)434

0.0887 -. 1384 0.2014 -0.0$02

0.1117 -0.1508 0.2289 -O.0S38

0.1358 -0.1610 0.2563 -0.0601

0.1606 -0.1093 0.2840 -0. )637

0.1804 -0.1749 0.3119 -0.0660

0. 21 Z2 -0.171 0.339S -4.074

0.2354 -0.1797 0.3676 -0.0676

0.584 -0.1800 0.3891 -0.0069

0.2814 -0.1793 0.4113 -0.00 2

0.3046 -0.112 0.4329 -o.06S7

0.3274 -0.174S 0.4547 -0.0046

0.3432 -0.1719 0,4765 -0.0639

0.3591 -0.1692 0.4982 -0.0623

0.3748 -0.16S7 o.s201 -0.0613

0.3904 -0.1621 0.5419 -0.059,

O.40SS -o.150 o.S035 -o.os79

0.48" -0.130 o.58so -0.056 ,

o.s552 -0.1208 0.6069 .0-0540

0.6291 -0.1018 0.628S .o.OS19

0.7038 -0.0829 0.6soz .0.049,

0.'780 -0.06040 0.71 .0.0470

o.8szs .0.04sz 0.939 .0.04,6

0.9270 -0.020 0.7152 .0.0419

1.0 -0.0075 0.73" .0.03
0.7583 .a359

o.726 -0.g2s

u.9387 -0.037

0.8792 -0.0176
0. AgS -0.0118

0.9597 *0.00W

1.0 0.0

Tale 7.3-1. Third 3tandad configurlaton: Dimensionless airfoil
coordin tes (spmwIs Identical).
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IranSducer located outside the test-rig, and a calibration for losse-
,;i Irequoncki and amplitude in the pneumatlc tubes4 S DerormeO

Aeroelastic Test Lasts

iri the resulltc obtained from these expenmont 9 aeroelastiL 'Ps' case,
risve beN proposed by H4 Kobayashi for off-design calculation !46! These
were defined after the Cambridge Symposiun a&d thereforp do not correspond
with those presented in j41 The data wort also received late in the project
and for the present no attemvpt has been made to calculate the aeroelastic

behavior of this standard configuration Therefore only the excperimental data
are included here withoout theoretical results It has thus not been possible
to validate either the time-averaged, or the time-dependent data10

The aeroelastic test cases proposed by~ H Kobaashii are given in Table 7 3
The corresponding time-averaged and time-dependent data are presented in

Fiqs 7 3-d2 and 7 3-3 respectively, and in Fig 7 3-4 the measured
aerodynamic damping coefficient is given in dependence of thie reduced
frequeincy

9 Details about the cascade, instrumentation and data reduction was
presented by H. Kobogashi at the 1984 Cambridge Symposium on Aeroelasticity
145).
10 The comparison with theoretical results will be especially interesting as
the idea to use pneumatic tubes for the unsteady pressure responses
signficantly reduces the experimental costs (see 1451 for details).
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0Z Time - Averaged Parameters

-LI

0

0 M, PI PW21PWI PIIP2  P2

I - 3 0303 - 1.2 0964 0.778 0662 - 58.3

4- 6 0334 - 1.1 0.946 0.432 1.242 -56.1

7- 9 0319 -1.2 0.664 0.345 1.390 -55.5

Time-Devenaent Parameters
mt i =Interolae ponase an 1e measured

Amplitude (Nominal 0 Cti745-rad) $ aseto . - ~, __C tomn al .50)..(-2) T 1 2) : C5 o

F (~(a)Hz)f Ku(0 (0) (0) (0) 0

1 0.965 0.952 0.0172 0.996 1.028 25 0057 65.5 73.6 66.6 679 70.2

2 1.006 0.973 0.0172 1.026 1.032 1000.229 76.4 67.4 67.6 646 705

3 1.087 1.024 0.0171 0.966 1.075 2000.457 71.2 68.7 71.8 68.5 707

4 0.965 0.952 0.0172 0.996 1.028 25 0.031 65.5 73.6 666 679 70 2

5 1.008 0.973 0.0172 1.026 1.032 1000.126 76.4 67.4 676 646 70

6 1.087 1.024 0.0171 0.966 1.075 200 0.251 71.2 687 71 C 685 7-r

7 0.965 0.952 0.0172 0.996 1.028 25 0.028 655 736 666 67- r4

8 1.008 0.973 0.0172 1.026 1.032 1000 112 764 67 4 67 E, 6,

9 107 1.024 00171 0.966 1.075 200 0223 712 66 7 7 1 6 6H

Table 7.3-2. Third standard configuration: 9 recommenoed aeroelastic
test cases (Fluid used is Freon- 11; all values are at m idspn)
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M, X 1 195 P~ 12 z .19S

P 2  p,,:-II.110P
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PT 5.3 "1 .33

PI~ -1. P, -1

A 142 0.8M, .4
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III I . 121
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P T.3I THIRD SANDRD CONFIGURATION .CASES 1-3, PLOT1 7.3-1.2, THIRD STANDARD CONFIGURA TIRW A SE 4 ae I-A,
TIRE AVERAGED OLAIDE SURFACE PRESSURE ITIME AVERAGED IIAI SURFACE PRESSURE
COE FFICIENT. CCOEFFICIENT.

a) b)
C .q72

M, T:.8041

4S11.70

A~m-S OA P2 Y.,:-.110
M, .319

P, -1.2
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d 1 12.4
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ITx
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pressure ditiuinfr- .8 .4ad13 eP

I'd .11
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c .072Iq c .072M

. 00q FIT .804

2  Ia. -. .195

S. 1 10 " I -I10
."03 . . . .303

-a .682 ON , P, .682

P.-56.3 P2 -58.3

s.0172 a.0172

1S7 t, 0. -,3a628

S x 1 .057 k .229

.r a 67.5 - a t67.5
d s.124 Xd t .124

i UMTAO[NM i UInRLE

SIOSE551

- o. ' '. . .o.- -5. . . a - - a 0.

PLOT 7.3-2. 1, THIRDO STANDARRD CONIFIGURATION ,CASE[ I* PLO 7.-2alTH STANDRD CONFIGUfRATION , S 2.1[a

MAGNITUDE AND PHASE LEAD Of" UNSTEADYT SLADE H:GN|TUDE AND PHASE[ LEA0 O NTEROT BLADE

SURFACE[ PRESSURE CO[IICI -#T SURFA EI PRE[ LINE C E[FFIC ENT.

a) b)

-0s. 7 1 /2 .

... Alaas M25 X.z : . 195
- as Y. -.0 , I s -.110

, .303 M , M' , .334

-0. P0. hA, -. 1. 072 

.01 72

It .3t MkI .031

x x !j
x a67.5 Px67. 5

<x I .12% x d .12q
-ISO. , , 5 . - 0. -to 5.
-90. 90. -- IS

_ LSI Ba-110. xT X,

.. .0. -- _e' -
I ID. -S0. SO -ISO.

UBSTASLE[ ,a UNITASLE"

-,o0 .0 . . .. a,0o _ .,

PLOT 7.3-2,1 THIRD STOIOiA CONFIGUATNIO N CASE 3. PLOT 7.3-2.0, THIND STiAIOAM CAFIGuaO m - CAiSE 4.
WHITMS . m P.tNSE LIAO OF U LSTEADY SLAOE ARGNITUOE ANE PHASE LEAD OF UNSTEROT SLADE
SRFACE PRE0SUME C09PFICINT. SURFACE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT.

c) d)

Fig. 7.3-3. Continued on next page
dW-

0 _ .
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0 072H.072 
M1

9 ~~m .80804~

745.7 4S 711.7
4 t.195 -M, .195

i,.334 M, .334

,1Uatic'. E:,AM: 1.242 Mo,.. 1,3- H2 1
40. -56.1 0. P2 -56.1

* B.0: - -- -- - -- El - -iB, -

= .0172 i ! : .0172

- u628 ~ ,O.*----i----S--iw12S7
20., f r
, It~ t1 k.t26 1 A :.251

mxx d:.1 4 x d . 12

6 =. , - - __ 86. o:7.
D . -+-- 0. t -.~ 1

tSTABLE STABLE
00. I -IO0. -90. - , -, - , -980.9 -- W [ -1t .9o

Cr'sl . OIS) 4lU~ x 0
S0 -~-x"-,- I p 0. ,T ,x.-, ,-

-90. ---- .9o -90.
UNSTABLE' UNSTABLE=

0 1. 0 1. 10
L0T 7.3-0.5:St l STAI NDUADO CONFIOeURBilON ,CASE S. PLOT 7.3-2.iii THIRD STANDARD CDNFIGURATION . CASE A.

HAGNITUDE AND PHASE LEAD OF UNSTEADY BLADE AAGAITU8O AND PAASE LEAD AF UNsIrEAO BLADE
SURFACE PAESSURE COEFFICIENT. SURFACE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT.

e) f)

• r : .804 
. 07

* / 7:745.?7 1 74.5.'US DH H , ,:: A TiPRoc, .

le 1 . 95M 2  
45:. 79P2. ," -. 2x,,105 I" .85 IATA P2 _- k  I.1

., IS: l .319 M, .319
P,. -. 2AP :-1.2

M2. 1.390 M2 1.390

-- 4 - g-

8,- - d x x

X67.5

0. -4 . . . .- ,-4

-90. p I Olt STABLE STABLEt -9. -9, - 20-

U 0. x1

X! , II

90. 90. 090.

UNSTAB UNSTABLE'

.0 .0

PLOT 7.3-2.7s THIRD STANRDAHA CONFIGURATION , CASE 7. PLOT T. HR-2.8, THIS STANORAiD CONFIURIION . CASE B.
OROITUDE AND PHASE LEAD OF UNSTEADY BLADE MAGNITUDE AND PHASE LEAD OF UNSTEADY OLA0E
SURFACE PIESSURE COEFFICIENT. SURFACE PRESSURE COE FFICENY.

h)

Fig. 7.3-3. Continued on next page.
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.072H

:115S. 7

- .195_D uspa.,-.,,0
P1 , -1.2

M,, 1.397
10. -. P, -55.5

0 [ h, -

0 9 .0172
el :12S7

k t .223

-at

" 67.S

-190.

-90. 
90 S TABL

0, 0
0.sI 0 4 0lLSII

* o. -

-20 .90.

U StOSeLE"

PLOT 7.3-2.9, TWAO STf5ORO CONFIGURATION . CASE S.
AONEITUOE ANO P"06 L.R0 OF UNSTEROY OLAO
SURFAICE PAESSURE COFFICIENT.

I)

Fig. 7.3-3. Third standard configuration. Time-dependent blade surface
pressure distribution for the nine aeroelastic test cases
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7.4 Fourth Standard Configuration (Cambered Turbine Cascade In

Transonic Flow)

Definition

Ouasi three-dimensional cascade experiments on high load turbine rotor

sections are being performed in the annular cascade facility at the Lausanne

Institute of Technology 122). The experimental data have been made available

by Brown Boveri & Co and are included in the present report by kind

permission of A. o61cs [21-251.

The fourth standard configuration is of interest mainly because it represents

a typical section of modern free standing turbine blades. This type of airfoil
has relatively high blade thickness and camber and operates under high

subsonic flow conditions. It normally exhibits flutter instabilities in the

first bending mode.

The cascade configuration consists of 20 vibrating prismatic blades, each

with a chord of c=0.0744 m and a span of 0.040 m, with 450 turning and a

maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.17.

The stagger angle is 56.60, with the pitch-to-chord ratio of the cascade:

0.67 (hub)

0.76 (midspan)

0.84 (tip)

The hub-tip ratio in the test facility is 0.8.

The cascade geometry is given in Figure 7.4-1 and the profile coordinates are

tabulated in Table 7.4-1.

Experiments are performed with variable inlet flow velocity and angle (MI, ),

expansion ratio (pz/Pwl, M2 ), vibration mode, oscillation frequency and

interblade phase angle. All the experiments presently being performed have

constant spanwise flow conditions upstream.

The time-averaged instrumentation consists of static pressure tappings on

the outer and inner tunnel walls, as well as blade surface pressure tappings

(14 on pressure surface, 15 on suction surface, Tabie 7.4-2) on two adjacent

blades The Inlet flow conditions are determined by wedge probe traverses

0.09 chord

lengths upstream, in the axial direction, of the midspan leading edge plane

The outlet flow angle is determined using cone probe traverses and the outlet

.. .. | I I I BI • I IIIIIm mI • I • I I II i• I
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"isentropic" Mach number, in the present test cases, was calculated from a

linear interpolation in the static pressures measured on the outer (tip) and

inner (hub) walls, together with upstream stagnation pressure.

The outlet conditions are measured 1.14 chordlengths downstream of the

trailing edge plane (in the axial direction, at midspan).

Boundary layer suction is performed at three different locations, both on the

inner and outer walls. The first is located just downstream of the inlet guide

vanes, the second 1.3 chordlengths upstream (in the axial direction) of the

blade leading edge plane, and the third 1.2 chordlengths downstream of the

blade trailing edge plane (in the axial direction). This last suction is applied

only at the outer wall.

The experimental accuracy of the steady-state data presented herein are

estimated to be approximately ±10 in the flow angles1 1 and approximately

±0.01 in the Mach numbers. It is also possible that the inlet flow angle may

not correspond exactly to the one at infinity upstream, as it is measured less

than 0 1 chordlengths upstream of the leading edge plane.
The stationary three-dimensional shock structure in the cascade has been

visualized with laser holography 1241, and the same profiles have been tested

(in steady state conditions) in a linear test facility [251. In the latter

investigation high-speed Schlieren visualization was performed.

The time-dependent instrumentation consists of 11 high frequency response

pressure transducers, 6 on the suction surface and 5 on the pressure surface

on two neighboring blades (Table 7.4-2). The blade vibrations are determined

with straingauges (on each blade).

All the blades in the cascade are vibrated with an electromagnetic excitation

mechanism 1261, which allows for variation of the blade vibration amplitude,

frequency and interblade phase angle.

The time-dependent data are registered on an analog tape recorder and

processed

off-line, with acceleration correction of the pressure transducer response.

The data reduction follows with a cross-correlation technique 127, 281 (data

reduction method "c" in section 4.4) and the dxperimental accuracy for all

unsteady values is evaluated with a 95% confidence interval. This method is

briefly reported in Appendix A4.

11 The probe support E stems showed some drift, and the tests are

scheduled to be repeated.

2>. .
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Hjigb Sihnonii/TuMol1c Twhline Prof Ii.-

cascade leading
edge plane

O* 0 ~ ~ u.ere surface

-0.2

o 0.2 0.L4 ' 0.6 0.8 1.

Vibration In first bending mode 6 = 60.40
d = (thickness/chord) = 0.17

y =56.60 k = variable
c = 0.0744 m span = 0.040 m
-r = 0.67 (hub) camber = 4.

0.76 (midinpan) hub/tIp = 0.8
0.84 (tip) f = 150HNz

K&= variable $a - variable
Nominal values: M1=0.31; PI-44. i*; "1=.90; P2-72.*
Working fluid: Air

Fig. 7.4-1a. Fourth standard configuration: Cascade geometry
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ASTEADY PRESSURE TAPPINGS

/

* UNSTEADY PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

Fig. 7.4-l1b. Fourth standard configuration: Location of Pressure
measurements on blade surfaces.
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C .•744 N

IFMM mK ACK Low mvACr

x yI y x x y

.• 6.000 .514 .03 6.000 0.3000 -. 163
003 .10 .524 -. 055 .o -. 011 453 -. 6SO

.020 .013 .53 -. o33 .003 -.Ol .464 -.:58

.0410 .0l .346 -. 0= .001 -. 031 .474 -. 256

.031 .022 .536 -. am3 .010 -. 041 .42I -.15

.042 .022 .56? -. 05 .014 -. 032 493 -. 15
.032 22 . -. 03 o020 -. 06 ".3 -.149
.063 .020 .we -. 039 .023 -.069 .516 -.146
.074 .01: .599 -. 034 .031 -. 076 .3-6 -. 144
.014 .01 .610 -. 054 .033 -. 08? .5l6 -.141

0J .026 .020 -. 33 .044 -.0a" .547 -. 139
.103 .04 .636 -.05 .0. -.102 .557 -. 136
. 16 .0O2 .64 -.0m .09 -.1 to .361 -. 134
.126 .020 .632 -.6e 0 .067 -. 517 .378 -.131
.136 .00 .663 -.030 .076 -.114 .so -.129

.147 .006 .673 -.049 .064 -.130 .313 -.126

.25? .004 .64 -.041 .01l -. 13 .59 -. 123

.16t .001 .93 -. 047 .22. -.241 .6-1 -.122

.11 -.002 .703 -.046 .121 -.147 .6,9 -. 121

.16 -.003 .716 -. 044 .120 -.153 .640 -.115

.1M5 -.006 .726 -.043 .230 -.137 .650 -.113

.209 -.01 .7"3 -. 414 .139 -.162 .660 -.220

.220 -.011 .747 -.040 . 14 -.266 .G?! -.207

.230 -.023 .738 -.039 1",1 -.170 .d82 -.2 04

.240 -.01 .76 -.037 .16 -.173 .1,1 -.101

.21 -. 0131 .7" -. O6 .179 -.176 .701 -.0a9

.261 -.020 .73, -. 34 .9 -.2179 .72 -.0 96
.271 -.022 .10 .?92 -. 093
.212 -.025 .311 -.030 .M11 -.I32 .732 -.090
•292 -.027 .121 -.029 .21 -.14 .?4 -.007

.303 -.029 .M -.027 .113r -.193 .753 -.004

.313 -.031 .642 -. 023 .243 -.205 .763 -.0at

.324 -.033 .632 -. 023 .23 -.166, .773 -.2"6

.334 -.0 .663 -.021 .MS4 -.116 .733 -. 075

.343 -.037 .673 -.011 .274 -.196 .794 -.072

35 -.039 .804 -.01? .MIS -136 .304 -.06
•363 -.042 .114 -. 80 .2J6 -.28! .624 -.066
.376 .043 .905 -.013 .306 -.164 .824 -.063
.387 -.044 .915 -.010 .317 -.183 .834 -.010
.397 -.046 .9e6 -.001 .323 -.102 .944 -.057

.401 -.047 .I3n -.006 .330 -.121 .M -.054

.413 -.040 .946 -.004 .349 -.279 .863 -.030

.42 -.041 .937 -.002 .39 -.71 .8 7' -.047

.439 -.051 .967 .001 .370 -.276 .835 -.044

.4540 -.0317 .973 .003 .30 -.173 .13 -.041

.461 -.03 .900 .006 .392 -.173 .903 -.037

.47 -.053 .401 -.171 .926 -.032

.42 -. 054 .422 -.29 .g3s -. 028

.493 -.054 •.42 -. 9167 os -.024
.503 -.:5 .433 -.15ir .9% -.022

.96 -017
976 -.014
.:u6 -,01I
.996 -.007

Table 7.4-1. Fourth standard configuration: Dimensionless airfoil
coordinates (spanwise Identical).
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Location Type of pressure measurement
x US/TA US/TD LS/TA LS/TD

0.01 - - x

0.04 x - x -

0.10 x 9 x x
0.17 x - x

0.24 x - x x
0.30 x x x
0.37 x - x

0.44 x - x x
0.50 x x x -

0.57 x - x x
0.64 x x x
0.71 x - x x

0.77 x - x -

0.84 x x x x
0.91 x - x -

1.00 x - x-

US/TA: Upper surface, time-averaged
US/TD Upper surface, time-dependent
LS/TA: Lower surface, time-averaged
LS/TD: Lower surface, time-dependent

Table 7-4-2 Location of blade surface pressure measurements
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Aeroelastic Test Cases

A large amount of data (approximately 250 aeroelastic cases) has been

obtained to date [221. Of these, 8 have been selected as -test cases for the

fourth standard configuration 1211. These cases treat all vibration in the first

bending mode, with a vibration frequency of f=150Hz and a vibration direction

of 60.40 (see Fig. 7.4-I).
The 8 aeroelastic test cases are presented in Table 7.4-3. The variation over

outlet Mach number for a -900 interblade phase angle was chosen as the

cascade here shows a slight instability for transonic flow conditions.

Time-Averaged Parameters Time-Dependent

Parameters
Aeroelastic MI Pi M2is P2 9 k h0  I

Test Case () (0) () (0) (0) () () (0)

1 0.19 - 45 0.58 - 71 -90 0.168 0.0038 60.

2 0.26 0.76 0.128 "

3 0.28 0.90 0.107 - "

4 0.29 1.02 - 0.095 0.0033 "

5 1.19 " 0.082 0.0036 -

6 0.28 0.90 +180 0.107 0.0033 -

7 +90

8 - 0 "

Table 7.4-3. Fourth Standard Configuration.

8 Recommended Aeroelastic Test Cases.
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Discussion of Time-Averaged Results

The 8 proposed aeroelastic test cases include 5 separate stationary flow

conditions at nominal flow angle, with outlet flow Mach number varying from

subsonic to supersonic conditions. These results are given in Figures 7.4-2,
together with predicted results from Method 7. Furthermore, results are

presented from a two-dimensional steady-state time-marching code by Denton

(141, 42], indicated as Method 99 in the figures).
The good agreement in the results presented indicates that both the

calculations and the experiments are of high quality. The differences in the
forward 30% of the blade may probably be explained either by inaccuracy in

the experimentally determined inlet flow angle and/or by a stream tube

height variation in, the experiments. It should be pointed out here that the

results of Method 7 have been obtained by adjusting the stream tube height so

as to adapt the computed outlet conditions to the measured ones, while

Method 99 is a two-dimensional model.
The mutual validation of both the experiments and the computations can also

be seen from Figure 7.4-3, where an example of experimental data from the
annular facility (with span/chord = 0.54) 1231 are compared to data from a

linear test facility (span/chord = 1 .06) [251, both at midspan, and to computed
results from the two-dimensional Denton-code [42].

However, there seems to be some ambiguity about the outlet flow conditions.

The outlet lisentropic" Mach number is determined experimentally from the

local static pressure (linear interpolation between the inner and outer channel

walls), which includes losses, and the upstream stagnation pressure. As the

static pressure contains losses, this value is not the true isentropic value

which might be found from an inviscid flow computation. However, the

computed flow angles seem to be within the experimental accuracy although
some stream tube height variation (up to 15% in some cases) is introduced in

Method 7.

The agreement between the different theoretical models and the experimental

data for the aft portion of the blade is best for the subsonic flow conditions.

In the transonic and supersonic ranges, reflections of shock waves on the

blade suction surface are not predicted by the theories, although the sonic

transition is captured well. This is seen especially in Fig. 7.4-2e where the

sharp decrease in blade surface Mach number at 50% chord is due to such a
reflection. Furthermore, the second small decrease in Mach number
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6)

(at xz0.75) is due to the reflection of the first shock on the wake of the

neighboring blade (see Schlieren picture Fig. 7.4-6c), and can hardly be
predicted by present theoretical models.

Discussion of Time-Dependent Results

Before the comparison between the experimental data and the theoretical

results is given, the Influence of the ambiguity in the inlet flow angle on the

time-dependent blade surface pressure responses should briefly be clarified.

It was concluded from Figures 7.4-2 and 7.4-3 that the theoretical models

and the experimental steady-state data showed some discrepancies in the

forward 30% of the blade, which probably appear because of an inaccuracy in

the experimentally determined steady-state inlet flow angle. Such a

difference may significantly influence the aeroelastic response for some

cascades.

-' I
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It can, however, be concluded from Figures 7 4-4 and 7 4-5 that this is not

the case around the nominal incidence angle, for the aft 90% of the turbine
blade presented here (the first pressure transducer is situated at x = 0.101).
In Fig 7.4-4 the measured time-dependent pressure, normalized with the

upstream stagnation pressure, is represented along the chord for two inlet

flow angles (-390 and -45o) for a subsonic outlet Mach number (M=0.6). It is
seen here that the amplitude of the pressure fluctuation is, within the
accuracy of the experiments, independent of an eventual error in the

experimental inlet flow angle, both for the pressure and suction surface
(&P1j=6). This is also true for the phase angle on the blade lower (suction)

surface. The phase angle on the pressure side indicates instead a somewhat
higher value, up to about x=0.4, for the case with the higher (negative) flow

angle (inlet angle t -450) However, the pressure amplitude is small in this
part of the blade and the inaccuracy in the determination of the phase angle
is thus fairly large I2 . The absolute difference in the phase angles can thus

vary somewhat.
In the case of a supersonic outlet velocity, the same representation (Fig. 7.4-

5) indicates that the pressure amplitude on the upper (pressure) surface is

fairly independent of an experimental inaccuracy in the inlet flow angle.

Again, the higher (negative) flow angle (inlet flow angle = -450) shows a

higher phase value in the forward part of the blade.
On the blade suction (lower) surface, the pressure response is influenced by
shock waves in the blade passage. The steaoy-state shock position is, as
expected, the same for both inlet flow angles (Fig. 7.4-6, X3hiock = 0.45).

Upstream of this position, the unsteady pressure coefficient phase angles

($pUS, * 13) are close to the ones at the subsonic Mach number (M2i, = 0.6. Fig
7.4-4), but change suddenly as response to the shockwave impinging upon the

blade surface (Fig. 7.4-5, see also Schlieren picture in Fig. 7.4-6c).
However, the phase angles for both incidence angles are close to each other

also in the vicinity and downstream of the shock, apart from the transducer
at x=0.71 for 1800 interblade phase. But here the pressure amplitudes are

small, which again gives greater inaccuracy in the phase angle.
It can thus be concluded that, although a certain ambiguity exists in the

absolute value of the inlet flow angle, a small variation around the nominal

inlet angle (= -440) does not seem to influence significantly the unsteady
experimental blade surface pressure response, from x=0.l onwards. Obviously,

12 This phenomenon is explained in more detail in the following sections,

see e.g. Fig 7 4-8.

..*1..:...
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a change in incidence angle will influence the unsteady response closer to the

leading edge

Care should still be taken when comparing the ampl'tude of the unsteady
pressure coefficient, AEp This coefficient, as can be seen from eq. (3), is

normalized with the steady-state dynamic pressure (p. - 51), which is

dependent on the inlet flow angle.

Integrated values

The number of pressure transducers on the blades (6 on the suction surface, 5
on the pressure surface) is not enough to determine the blade force and

aerodynamic damping coefficients accurately. However, as long as the
unsteady pressure response along the blade is smooth (see for example Fig.
7.4-4) the trend of the integrated values should be correct although the
magnitude will be inaccurate, depending especially on the pressure response
close to the leading edge.
In Fig. 7.4-7a the aerodynamic damping coefficient is presented as a function

of the interblade phase angle for two different inlet flow angles. For an inlet
flow angle of -100 the tests have been performed with a variation of 180

interblade phase angle. The aerodynamic damping coefficient is represented
together with the experimentally determined 95% confidence interval (see
Appendix A4). The sinusoidal shape, as also seen for the first and second
standard configurations, is recognized, although with some higher harmonics.
It is concluded that the cascade shows instability for some interblade phase
angles at an outlet Mach number of M2i3=0.9.

In the same diagram the four interblade phase angles defined as aeroelastic

test cases (00 , 90* , 1800, 2700) for a -450 inlet flow angle are presented.
Also at this flow angle the cascade shows instability in the region of a 2700
interblade phase angle.
The same sinusoidal form is also recognized for other outlet flow velocities
(Fig. 7.4-7b). Here it is also noted that, as already seen in Fig. 7.4-7a, the
cascade is unstable, in subsonic flow, for interblade phase angles around 2700

(=-90°). However, for a supersonic outlet Mach number of M2i 1 .19 the
aerodynamic damping coefficient indicates instead a stable blade vibration at

this interblade phase angle. This phenomenon which is also present for other

flow angles, will be discussed at the same time as the local blade surface

pressures

Up till now, only two methods (NO 10. semi actuator disk theory; NO 7, finite
element, potential flow) have been applied to calculate the aerodynamic

.t . r1 -
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damping coefficient. These results are given in Fig. 7.4-6, together with the
experimental data (including 95% confidence interwals) for the 8 aeroelastic
test cases selected. It can be seen that, by comparing Fig. 7.4-8a and c, the
shape of the aerodynamic damping coefficient versus the interblade phase
angle is similar for both theory and experiment. The results of Method 7 and
the data agree well, apart from at ==9o. However, the maximum damping
value is not reached at the same interblade phase angle for Method 10, and
the predicted results for this method are one order of magnitude larger than
the measured ones.
The experimentally determined aerodynamic damping coefficient versus the
outlet Mach number, for g=-900, agree well with the results predicted by
Method 7 (Fig. 7.4-8b). However, the shape for Method 10 does not agree with
the data (figs 7.4-ab,d).
Although the order of magnitude of the damping coefficient is the same for
both the Method 10 and the experiment, the theory predicts a stable vibration
for subsonic Mach numbers, whereas the experiments (and Method 7) indicate
a stability for the supersonic Mach number instead. At present the reason for
this discrepancy is not clear, and the author of Method 10 believes that the
effect of blade camber in the semi-actuater disk theory should be validated
1561. Obviously, an inaccuracy in the experimental results cannot be excluded
a priori but the experimental data agree well with results from Method 7 , so
it is probable that the experiments are correct in trend and order of
magnitude of the aerodynamic damping coefficient.
The reason for the discrepancy between experiment and Method 7 at 900
interblade phase angle is found by examining the local blade surface
pressures, and will be discussed in that section.

,:oA '~=I II ~ Ii I
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Blade Surface Pressures

Theoretical results from one method (NO 7) have been obtained for this

standard configuration. In general, data and the predicted results agree well

(Fig 7.4-9), both as regards the amplitude and the phase angle of the
pressure coefficient cp(x,t) along the blade chord.

The experimental accuracy, represented in Fig. 7.4-9 as a 95% confidence
interval (see Appendix A4), shows as expected that the uncertainty in the
measured phase angle is greater when the pressure amplitude is smaller

Considering this confidence interval, the data and the prediction agree
extremely well for the subsonic cases (Fig. 7 4-gab,c; compare Fig. 7.4-2a,b,
c for steady-state blade surface distribution) at -900 interblade phase angle.
This is true for both the amplitude and the phase angle.

Especially interesting to note is that the trend is correct for all cases. On
the pressure (upper) surface of the blade the only notable exception is the
first pressure transducer (x=0.l) which indicates a low pressure amplitude,
whereas the theory predicts a higher value here.

Towards the trailing edge (last transducer at 84% chord) both theory and
experiment predict an increase in the unsteady pressure amplitude on the
pressure surface, The value here approaches the magnitude of the pressure
amplitude around the 20% chord on the blade suction surfac( . This can
possibly be explained by the fact that the last transducer on the pressure
surface and the second on the suction surface are both situated in the vicinity

of the throat (see Fig. 7.4-1b), and that the aerodynamic coupling effects are
therefore high It can also be seen that the phase angles in these two
positions are fairly close together (e.g. #i us (x=0.14) = +1700 , *plS(x=O 24)

+ 1600 in Fig. 7.4-9a).

The same conclusions can also be drawn from other phase angles, as long as
the flow is subsonic (Fig. 7 4-9f,g,h for 1800, 900, 00 respectively), apart
from the phase angles with in-phase blade motion (Fig. 7 4-9h). In this last
case the experimental and theoretical results show instead a discrepancy of

the order of 900 or more, and the experimental data on the suction surface
show some fairly large irregularities. The phase shift of 1800 between the
two pressure tranducers located at x=0 24 and x=0.44 is particularly
interesting. The same phenomenon is found also for all other inlet flow angles

and outlet flow velocities investigated [231, but no explanation for this has
yet been put forward However. it should be noted that the unsteady pressure
signals at @=04 are weak, and the confidence interval is large for almost all
pressure transducers

S-A I m III II I _
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"The re:' t ' f the differece in 3erod'4r, anllc damr'p ing coefficient between

experiment and Method 7 at q=9W0
, as found in Fig 7 4-8a. can now be

e:pIained on the basis of Figs.7.4-9. It is here seen (Fig 7.4-9g) that the

theory predicts a somewhat higher pressure value along the whole suction

surface than the experiment for this interblade phase angle. The phase angles

are predicted just as well for g=900 as for other phase angles, wherefore the

difference in Z" can be attributed to differences in the pressure amplitude

However. no explanation for why the difference in tp(US) between experiment

and theory is larger for v=90 ° than for other interblade phase angles is

presently put forward.

As the back pressure is lowered towards transonic and supersonic outlet

velocities the unsteady pressure amplitude and phase angle on the pressure

surface do not significantly change from the result in the subsonic cases (Fig.

7.4-9d,e). On the other hand, larger differences are notable on the suction

surface.

First of all it is concluded from Fig. 7.4-2d and 7.4-9d that the transition

from subsonic to supersonic flow on the blade suction surface (x=0.45)

introduces a phase shift in the unsteady pressures for a transonic outlet

condition (Mzis=1.02) at a -900 interblade phase angle. This shift is present

both in the experimental and theoretical results, although to a larger extent

in the experiment. Aft of the sonic transition the theory indicates an increase

in the unsteady pressure amplitude, which is not seen in the experiment.

Towards the trailing edge both the theoretical and experimental pressure

amplitude increases probably due to the presence of a shock wave, although

not on the same scale. It should however again be noted that the last pressure

transducer is situated at 84% chord and the experiments indicate that the

shock at an isentropic outlet Mach number of M2 i,=1.02 is situated somewhat

closer to the trailing edge (Fig. 7.4-10).

Again, as in the subsonic cases, the experimental increase in pressure

amplitude towards the pressure surface trailing edge is larger than the

theoretically determined one. The pressure surface phase angle (4p63 ) is,

however, well predicted (Fig. 7.4-9d).

- ,a-
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As the back pressure is lowered (M2is=1.2, Fig. 7.4-9e), the experimental and

predicted results still agree well on the pressure surface. This is also true

for the suction surface, upstream of the shockposition (xshock=0.5, see Fig.

7.4-2e). However, for this outlet Mach number, contrary to test case 4

(M215=1.02), the experiment shows a larger influence of the shock on the

unsteady pressure amplitude than the theory. Furthermore, the suction surface

phase angle (*,i3) snows some discrepancies between theory and prediction

aft of the shock.

As seen in Fig. 7.4-Ba the cascade configuration showed an instability at high

subsonic Mach numbers at #=-900, whereas other interblade phase angles

showed stability. The reason for this change of sign in the aerodynamic

damping coefficient can be found by investigating the unsteady blade surface

pressures for g=-900 and 5=+900 at an outlet Mach number of Mzis=0.90 (Fig.

7.4-9c,g). It can be seen that the experimental blade surface pressure
amplitudes (Ep) are similar in both cases. Case 7 (w=900) is stable mainly

because the forward 60% on the suction surface are stable. However, case 3

(g=-90 ) is unstable as the whole suction surface is unstable.

No physical explanation for this change of stability can presently be given.

It is also interesting to note that the two last pressure transducers on the

suction surface indicate almost the same amplitudes and phase angles for 6=-

900 as for 5=+900, and that the first four suction surface tranducers change

at an almost constant value with the variation in interblade phase angle.

(6pi1pi3(5=+90°)-4pi3(5=-90 ° ) = 620, 550, 710 and 71, resp., see Figs. 7.4-

9cg and data sheets in Appendix A5, section 4.). The same trend can be

recognized from the prediction model 7 for x<0.6. Aft of this position a larger

difference is found in Pl3 between theory and experiment. A possible

explanation for this phenomenon could be the hypothesis of a small separation
bubble on the last 30% of the suction surface at M2Q,=0.9 [281.

From Fig. 7.4-8b it was also concluded that the cascade configuration became

stable with an increasing Mach number. Once again, the reason can be found by

investigating the unsteady blade surface pressure distribution (Fig. 7.4-9c,e

for M zis=0. 9 , 1.2 resp.).

It can be seen that the pressure surface data are identical for both Mach

numbers. However, the suction surface pressure amplitude and phase angle

are different at x=0.5. At M2is=0.9 the phase angles indicate instability at

x=0.5, while at M2is=1.2 the same transducers instead show a high stability

($plS=-90i). This change in stability can thus clearly be attributed to the

presence of the shock at 50% chord, and it can be concluded that the shock

has -a stabilizing effect, at least for low supersonic outlet flow velocities.

4'I

-F,' .• b.
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Conclusions for the Fourth Standard Configuration

From the controlled excitation study in traveling wave mode (i.e. constant
interblade phase angle between all blades) on a 17% thick, 450 cambered
steam turbine cascade, experimentally investigated in an annular test facility
in subsonic and supersonic flow, it can be concluded that:
* The fact that the unsteady experimental data and the (by Method 7)
predicted results agree well validates mutually both approaches, at least for

shock-free flows.
* Prediction model 7 gives a good overall view of the unsteady blade
surface pressures for subsonic outlet flow conditions. In the transonic and
supersonic cases some discrepancies between the experiments and theory can
be found in the vicinity of the shocks.

Conclusions for aerodynamic damoing:

* The experimental date indicate a slight instability at subsonic outlet
Mach numbers (for g=-900), and stable vibrations for supersonic outlet flow
conditions. This behavior is predicted by Method 7 but not by Method 10
(semi-actuator disk theory) (see Figs. 7.4-7, 7.4-8).

Conclusions for unsteady blade surface pressures:

* The local unsteady blade surface pressure coefficient on the upper and
lower surfaces is well predicted by Method 7 for subsonic flow conditions,
especially by considering the experimentally determined 95% confidence
interval (Fig. 7.4-9). The only noticeable exception is the first transducer on

the pressure surface, located at x=0.101.

* Also for supersonic outlet flow conditions, the experimentally
determined unsteady pressures on the upper (= pressure) surface are predicted
well, both as regards amplitude and phase angle (Fig. 7.4-9d,e).

* Some discrepancies between the unsteady pressure data and predicted
results exist on the suction surface for supersonic outlet Mach numbers (Figs.
7.4-9d,e). Here, the unsteady shock impinging on the blade suction surface
does not appear in the same way in the theory and the experiment.
* The change in stability at approximately sonic outlet conditions can be
attributed, both in the experiment and in Method 7, to a change in the local
unsteady blade suction surface pressures in the vicinity of the shock.

ILI
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7.5 Fifth Standard Configuration (Compressor Cascade in High
Subsonic Flow).

Definition

This two-dimensional subsonic/transonic cascade configuration has been

tested in a rectilinear cascade air tunnel at the Office National d'Etudes et de

Recherches Arospatiales (ONERA). The configuration and experimental results

are included by kind permission of E. Szechenyi ([29-311).
The cascade configuration consists of six fan stage tip sections, each blade

with a chord of c=0.090 m and a span of 0.120 m. The maximum thickness-to-

chord ratio is 0.027, with no camber and a gap-to-chord ratio of 0.95. The

present configuration was measured with a stagger angle of 59.3 °

The cascade geometry is given in Figure 7.5-1 and the profile coordinates in

Table 7.5-1.
The two center blades can vibrate in pitch about several axes, and then the

aeroelastic coefficients for different interblade phase angles can be computed

by linearized summation of the unsteady pressure responses on all six blades.

Experiments have been performed with oscillation frequencies between of 75

and 550 Hz, inlet Mach numbers of between 0.5 and 1.0 and with incidence

angles between attached and fully separated flow (20 to 150).

Both the time-averaged and time-depencent instrumentation on this cascade

is extensive and a large amount of well-documented data has been obtained

during the experiments. The large number of flush-mounted high response

pressure transducers on one blade (9 on lower blade surface and 10 on upper

blade surface) allows the determination of resultant time-dependent blade

forces.
The upstream and downstream steady-state flow quantities are determined 2

chord lengths upstream of the leading edge plane and 0.5 chord length

downstream of the trailing edge plane, respectively.
The unsteady pressure measurements are all filtered, simultaneously sampled,

multiplexed, digitized, averaged over a certain number of periods and recorded

on disc after which the pressure, lift and moment coefficients are computed

[291.

-- s, ,+
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c 0.090 m

Upper surface Lower surface
(Suction surface) (Pressure surface)

xy y

0. 0. 0.
0.0124 0.0016 -0.0016
O.0250 0.0018 -0.0018
0.0500 0.0026 -0.0026
0.0750 0.0033 -0.0033
0.1000 0.0041 -0.0041
0.1500 0.0053 -0.0053
0.2000 0.0062 -0.0062
0.2500 0.0079 -0.0079
0.3000 0.0101 -0.0101
0.3500 0.0103 -0.0103
0.4000 0.0111 -0.0111
0.4500 0.0119 -0.0119
0.5000 0.0124 -0.0124
0.5500 0.0128 -0.0128
0.6000 0.0133 -0.0133
0.6500 0.0135 -0.0135
0.7000 0.0135 -0.0135
0.7500 0.0128 -0.0128
0.8000 0.0116 -0.0116
0.8500 0.0098 -0.0098
0.9000 0.0076 -0.0076
0.9500 0.0048 -0.0048
1.0000 0. 0.

LE radius TE radius- -= 0.002
c c

Table 7.5-i Fifth standard configuration Dimensionless Airfoil
Coordinates
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Aeroelastic Test Cases

A large amount of data has been obtained durinq the tests [31., Of this, 29

cases were recommended as test cases in [41

Of special interest in this fifth standard configuration is the extensive

variation of time-averaged parameters, such as inlet flow velocity (MI ) and

incidence (i).

The inlet Mach number is varied from MI=0.5 to MI=1l0, and the range of

incidence is from fully-attached (incidence less than 50) up to fully-

separated (incidence greater than 100) flow conditions.

At the Cambridge Symposium [31 it was concluded that the present state-of-

the-art of prediction models does not allow for the calculation of stalled

flow (7]. Therefore, the 29 recommended cases from [41 were reduced to the

ones dealing with attached flow only. A total of II test cases were then

selected. These are contained in Table 7.5-2.

Time Averaged Time Dependent Parameters Flow
Aerolastic MI  i P21Pwi a a f k

Test Case No. (-) () (-) (rad) (0) (Hz) (-)

1 0.5 2 0.84 0.00524 180 200 0.37 Attached
2 4 0.86 " "

3 6 0.87 Part. sop.
4 4 0.86 75 0.14 Attached
5 " 125 0.22

6 -" 300 0.54
7 " 550 1.02
8 6 0.87 " 75 0.14 Part. sep.
9 " 125 0.22

10 -"300 0.56

I I 550 1.02

Pitch axis at (x, ya) = (0.5, 0.) for all the above aeroelastic test cases

Table 7.5-2. Fifth standard configuration.

11 recommended aeroelastic test cases (restricted set from /4/)
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Discussion of Time-Averaged Results

The 11 proposed aeroelastic test cases comprise three separate stationary

flow conditions, all at the same inlet flow velocity ( 11=0.5), but at different

incidence angles (i=20 , 40 and 60, respectively).

These data are presented in Fig. 7.5-2, together with the theoretical results

of Methods 2 and 3. The data and the theoretical results agree well, if the

theoretical incidence is slightly modified. The theoretical incidence angles

for Method 3 in Fig. 7.5-2b,c are itheory= 2 .50 and 4.0 ° , compared to the

experimented ones (and theoretical for Method 2) iexp=4.0 and 6.0 ° ,

respectively. This change in steady-state incidence angle corresponds fairly

well with the change introduced in the first standard configuration for

similar reasons (&i=2.30 to 40 in standard configuration I; Ai=1.50 to 20 in

standard configuration 5).

It should also be noted that the theoretical results obtained using Methods 2

and 3 agree extremly well for the same theoretical incidence angle (Figs. 7.5-

2a, b for itheory=20; Figs. 7.5-2b,c for itheory=40).

It is thus likely that an experimental effect, which is not taken into account

in the inviscid theoretical flow models, is responsible for the need to correct

the experimental incidence angle in order to achieve a good steady-state

agreement.

The largest discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical results is

found on the suction (=upper) surface in the leading edge region. This effect

becomes more pronounced with an increase in incidence angle. It is found that

the difference in the leading edge region between Method 3 and the

experimental data is somewhat larger for the present cascade than for the
first standard configuration (Fig. 7.1-2). This can perhaps be attributed to the

higher flow velocity and the sharper leading edge in the present case.

However, calculations with other methods should be performed before any

detailed conclusions regarding the reasons for this discrepancy can be drawn.
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Discussion o'f Time-Dependent Results

Up till now, four unsteady prediction models have been applied to the fifth
standard configuration (Table 6.1). From the results, both the time-dependent
blade surface pressures and the stability limits of the cascade can be
evaluated.

When comparing the unsteady results it should be considered that the
experiments were performed with only one blade vibrating (i.e. only the
influence of the blade on itself was considered), and that aeroelastic coupling
effects between neighboring blades has not been corrected for. This is
unfortunate, but the objective of the experiments was to investigate flutter
at high incidence angles, for which the aeroelastic coupling effects have been
determined [311. It was only because it was found that present prediction
models cannot treat such flow conditions that the low incidence angle
experiments were selected as test cases.

In order to estimate how large the aerodynamic coupling effects are, a
breakdown of the theoretical results obtained from Method I has been done.
This study shows that if only one blade is vibrated (in Method 1), the results

approach the experimental values. This fact will be discussed in the following
sections.

Integrated Parameters

The experimentally determined aerodynamic damping coefficient (one blade

vibrated) and the predicted results (all blades vibrated) agree well for an
experimental incidence angle of iexp=60 (Fig. 7.5-3a), over a wide range of
reduced frequency (0.22<k0.02). However, the agreement is not so good for

iexp=4 ° (Figs. 7.5-3b,c), althougq the stability trend is again correct.
The same information is found by examining the moment coefficient (Figs.

7.5-3d,e,f).
It is presently not possible to explain the sudden change in the experimental
curves around iexp=40 (Figs. 7.5-3c,f).
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A certain discrepancy is found also for the different theories The flat plate
theory (Method 1. Itheory=Oo.) and Method 2 (ltheorv=lexp, full blade geometry

taken into account) agree well, whereas Method 3 (full blade geometry,
itheory=2 5 and 40 resp in Figs. 7.5-3a-f) is somewhat nearer to the

experiments. It is found that the difference is largest for the magnitude and
that all the predicted phase angles *m are close to the measured ones.
The reason for the differences between the theoretical model predictions are
not apparent at the present time.
The aerodynamic coupling effects can be estimated by considering the
decomposition of the results of a calculation with all blades vibrated, into
the separate influence coefficients of each blade [28. 30. 591. This
investigation, based on results obtained from Method I (flat plate, itheory=0 °),
is shown in Fig. 7.5-4 for a 1800 interblade phase angle. It is concluded that,
for w=1800, the amplitude and phase angle of Em(x,t) does not change if 2 or
more blades are vibrated. However, a certain change is found if only one blade
is oscillated. In the present case the amplitude and phase angle of a single-
blade vibration are Em= 1.24 and #m=-250, resp., whereas the corresponding
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values are cm = I 58 and 4m=-230 for 6-4 blades viorated (Fig. 7 5-4) The fact

that the phase angle does not vary with the number of vibrating blades is

clearly the reason for the good agreement for the phase angle (#m) between

the experiment and the theory in Figs. 7 5-3d,e,f. The study indicates also

that, if all blades were vibrated in the experiment, the experimental 6m value

would probably be somewhat larger than the ones prespnted, and thus

approach the theoretical curves in Figs 7.5-3d,e,f.

Blade Surface Pressure Differences

As the blades in the fifth standard configuration are thin (2.7%) it is of

interest to evaluate and discuss the blade surface pressure difference

coefficient AY(x,t-). This parameter is given in Fig. 7.5-5, for different

incidence angles (iexp=2, 40 and 60) at a reduced frequency of kexp=0. 3 7 .

It is concluded that, for iexp=20 (Fig. 7.5-5a), the phase angles (#6p) of the

pressure difference coefficient in the experiment and in the different

theories agree well. A certain discrepancy exists, however, in the magnitude

(A,). Methods I and 2 predict identical values, whereas the experiments

indicate lower pressure difference amplitudes along the whole chord. This

effect becomes more pronounced in the forward part of the blade for larger

0.6- MOMENT COEFFICIENT

CONTRIBUTION OF EACH PAIR

OF BLADES

REFERENCE BLADE :0

0.0 ..............-NUMBER OF BLADES =64
em

or* ble Several blades
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Fig. 7.5-4. Aerodynamic coupling effects for o=1800, with the number

of blades as parameter ( 64 blades used for the

decomposition)
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incidence angles At iexp=4 0 (Fig. 7.5-5b) the first measured pressure

indicates a higher AZP-value, whereas the following ones show somewhat

smaller values. Aft of about 50% of the chord, the AEp-values are identical

for iexp=20 and 40

At iexp=6° (Fig. 7.5-5c) the first two pressures measured indicate higher

values, whereas no significant change appears for the other transducer

locations.

From Fig. 7.5-5 it is also seen that no change appears in the pressure

difference phase angle (#Ap) for the aft 70% of the blade as a result of

variation in incidence angle. However, some slight variation is found in the

forwad 30%. This difference of &E and #Ap in the leading edge region for

various incidence angles can probably be attributed to unsteady viscous flow

effects in the experiment (possibly local unsteady separation), which are not

considered in the inviscid theories being investigated.

In Fig. 7.5-5 the full line corresponds to a flat plate calculation, with a 00
incidence. It is seen that, as the incidence increases, the difference in A6P

between Method 2 and the flat plate results increases as expected, and the

results obtained from Method 2 approach the experimental data. However, no

significant change is found in the phase angle (4 Ap).

As for the aerodynamic damping coefficient, on the basis of the calculations

obtained from Method 1, it is possible to estimate how large the aerodynamic

coupling effects can be.

Considering a breakdown of the theoretical results from Fig. 7.5-5a into

separate individual influence coefficients, different results are found along

the blade chord. These are given in Fig. 7.5-6. It is found that the pressure

difference phase angle Oap (=tan-i(Im p]/ReEp])) is not influenced at the

9.5% chordwise location (Fig. 7.5-6a) if one or several blades are considered

as oscillating. However, the magnitude decreases from AEp=12.4 to AEp=9.5 if

only one blade oscillates.

At the 342 chordwise location (Fig. 7.5-6b) the change in phase angle is now

noticeable, but still small (increase from *ap=+l 10 for all blades vibrated to

,&p=+160 for only one blade oscillated). Similarly, the magnitude decreases
from &p=5.7 to AEp=4.8.

At 75% chordwise location (Fig. 7.5-6c) the phase angle changes somewhat

more (increase from *Ap=29* for all blades vibrated to #*p=450 for one blade
vibrated). However, the variation in magnitude of 01) is now smaller

(decrease from aF-p3.5 to AE p=3.0).

The blade surface pressure difference coefficient thus obtained, with one

blade vibrated, can be compared to the results for all blades vibrated (Fig. It

- " ~., - ,
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7.5-6d) It is found that, if only one blade is vibrated, the magnitude of A-p
decreases along the blade (mostly for x<0.03). Simultaneously, the phase
angle (*p) increases somewhat (mostly for x>0.03). A comparison between

these results and the experimental data (Fig. 7.5-6d) indicates that the
theoretical results with only one blade vibrated agree better with the data
than if all blades are oscillated. It is thus established that a large part of
the differences between the data and the theoretical results comes from the
fact that only one blade was vibrated in the experiment. If the neighboring
blades had also been oscillated, the agreement would have been better
This result should be kept in mind while examining all results for the fifth
standard configuration.
In Fig. 7.5-7 results are shown for iexp= 4 °o at various reduced frequencies. It
is concluded that the experimental pressure difference coefficient changes
significantly in the leading edge region with increasing reduced frequency.
The differences between the theoretical results and the experimental data are
largest at the higher reduced frequency (Fig. 7.5-7d). The largest
discrepancies between the different models are also found here, although a
certain difference exists also for the low reduced frequencies (Fig. 7.5-7a).
The same information as in Fig. 7.5-7 is given in Fig. 7.5-8, but here for the
iexp=6° incidence angle. The same conclusions are drawn. Furthermore, it is
noted that neither the experimental data, nor the theoretical results are
influenced by the variation in incidence angle, except in the leading edge
region (compare Figs. 7.5-7a, 7.5-Ba; etc). It should again be noted that the
theoretical incidence angle for Method 3 was slightly modified to obtain a
better agreement with the experimental time-averaged blade surface pressure
distributions. It was found (in Fig. 7.5-2b,c) that the steady-state pressure
distributions for Methods 2 and 3 agree very well if the same theoretical
incidence angle is used (itheoru=4 ° for Method 2 in Fig. 7.5-2b; itheery=4 for

Method 3 in Fig. 7.5-2c).
However, this is not the case for the time-dependent pressure difference
distribution (itheeru=40 for Method 2 in Fig. 7.5-7; itheorf=4° for Method 3 in
Fig. 7.5-8). Here, the differences in the unsteady pressure distributions

persist.
The reasons for these differences between Method I and Methods 2, 3,

especially at high reduced frequencies, can probably be explained by
considering that Method 1 is a flat plate theory. However, the reason for the
differences between the predictions of the two geometry models (2 and 3) are
not apparent at the present time.
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Blade Surface Pressures on Upoer and Lower Surfaces

As was also found for &Ep. the experimental data and blade surface pressure
distributions predicted using Method 2 (RpU3, Zp13) agree well at a 20 incidence
angle (Fig. 7.5-9, kexp=O.37). The agreement is also good for iexp=4 ° and 60,
although the same discrepancies as found previously in AEp are present in the
leading edge region. Especially noteworthy is the excellent agreement in the
phase angles (Opus, 4 pl). This good agreement is found also for Method 3 (Fig.
7.5- 1Oa), although some discrepancies are found at the high reduced frequency
(kexp=1.02), and especially at igxp=6 ° . But, as mentioned earlier, it is probable
that the inviscid theories cannot model the viscous flow for these operating
conditions.
The magnitudes of the pressure coefficients (E.U3, ePlS), however, do not
correspond, either to the data or between the different prediction models.

Conclusions for the Fifth Standard Configuration

From the controlled excitation study, with one blade vibrated in the
experiment, on a 2.7% thick, 00 cambered, compressor cascade, in subsonic
attached (and separated) flow (MI=O 9), it can be concluded that:
* No attempt was made to predict the unsteady flow in the stalled

operating range.
* Two prediction models (plus one flat plate theory) predicted the

unsteady flow.
* Some of the differences between the experimental data and the
theoretical results may be explained by local unsteady flow separations and
the fact that only one blade was vibrated in the experiment. A study of the
results using a flat plate theory indicates that the data and the theories
would agree better if the aeroelastic coupling effects were to be considered

in the experiment (Fig. 7.5-6d).
0 From the comparison between the experiments and the theories it can
be judged that the results obtained are encouraging for moderate subsonic

Mach numbers, around thin compressor profiles, in attactied flow. No theories
seem to be available for stalled or partially-stalled flow.
* More investigations are necessary to determine the reasons for some
discrepancies between the theoretical models.
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Conclusions for aerodynamic damping

* The trend of stability versus reduced frequency and incidence is
correctly predicted. The predicted magnitude is, however, not correct.

Conclusions for unsteady blade surface oressure difference coefficient

0 The experimental data and the theoretical results agree well for a 20
incidence, at moderate reduced frequencies. At larger incidence angles, and
especially at higher reduced frequencies, some larger discrepancies are found,
both as regards the experiment and between the theories.
* The data and the theories agree better for the phase (#,p) than for the
magnitude (0d').
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Conclusions for unsteady blade surface pressures

* The experimental and theoretical results agree extremely well as far as
the phase angles (4)us, #p13) are concerned.
However, fairlg large differences appear in the magnitude of EpU3, E p

although the trends are identical.
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7.6. Sixth Standard Configuration (Steam Turbine Tip Section in
Transonic Flow)

Definition

This configuration is directed towards investigations of steam turbine rotor

blade tip sections in the transonic flow regime.
The experiments are performed, in air, in the annular cascade test facility at

the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne /22/. The data are
included in the present study by kind permission of A. B61cs and the
sponsoring company, Brown Boveri Co., Baden /18/.
The cascade configuration consists of twenty vibrating low camber prismatic
turbine blades. Each blade has a constant spanwise chord of c=0.0528 m and a
span of 0.040 m, with 140 camber and a maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of
0.0526. The stagger angle for the experiments presented here is 73.40, and
the gap-to-chord ratio is:

r = 0.952 (hub)

1.071 (midspan)
1.190 (tip)

The hub-to-tip ratio of the facility is 0.80.
The cascade geometry is given in Fig. 7.6-1 and the profile coordinates in
Table 7.6-1.

Experiments are performed with variable inlet flow velocity, incidence angle,
expansion ratio, vibration mode shape, oscillation frequency and interblade
phase angle /18/. In the case of self-excited blade vibration tests the blades
oscillate without external excitation. Outside these flutter regions all 20

blades in the cascade are vibrated with an electromagnetic excitation system
/26/.
Presently, only a limited number of pressure transducers are mounted in the

blades, therefore it is not possible at this time to integrate the time-
dependent pressure signals to obtain overall unsteady forces. Instead, the
self-excited flutter limits of the cascade have been established for several
parameters. Furthermore, after the experiments with the true self-excited

blade vibrations /18/, another test series with 10 pressure transducers on
the blades is scheduled /20/. This will allow for a first approximation of the
overall unsteady forces and a comparison with the previously determined
flutter boundaries.
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~upper surface

(pressure surface)

0 0.2 0.J 4 x 0.6 0.8 1.0

Trannic-Steam Turbine Prof iles-

Vibration in first bending Mode 6 =43.20
d =(thickness/chord) = 0.0526
1 73.40 k = variable
C =0.0528 m span = 0.040 m

z0.952 (hub) camber = 14.o
1.071 (midspan) hub/tip = 0.8
1. 190 (tip) IF = 226 Hz

V =varied PI = varied
cl = varied
Nominal values: MI-=o.40; P~z-620; M,,=1.34; P2-71
Working fluid: Air

Fig. 7.6-i1. Sixth standard configuration: Cascade geometry
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C - 0.05277 4

UPPER S.RFACE LOIER SIMOVACE

X Y X y X y X Y

0.0000 0,0000 .5033 .01s 0.0000 0.0000 .4930 -. 0151
.0078 .0063 .5135 .0189 .0008 -. 0097 .5032 -. 0148
,0t76 .0090 .523F .0187 .0085 -.0161 .5133 -.0145
.0275 .0109 .5338 .0185 .0178 -. 0202 .5234 -. 0142
.0375 .0127 .5439 .0183 .0275 -.0232 .5326 -. 0138

.0475 0143 .5540 .0181 .0373 -.0256 .5437 -.0135
.057 .0157 .5642 .0179 .0473 -.0274 .5538 -.0132
.0676 .0171 .5743 .0177 .0573 -.0288 .5640 -.0130
.0777 .0184 .5845 .0175 .0674 -. 0298 .5741 -.0127
.0877 .0195 .5946 .0173 .0775 -.0305 .5843 -.0124

.0978 .0204 .6047 .017t .0877 -.0309 .5944 -.0121

.1079 .0213 .6149 .0169 .0978 -. 0310 .6045 -.0119

.1181 .0221 .6250 .0167 .1080 -. 0310 .6147 -.0116

.1282 .02n5 .6352 .0165 .1181 -. 0307 .6248 -.0113

.0383 .0230 .6453 .0162 .1282 -.0303 .6349 -. 0111

.1484 .0235 .6554 .0160 .1384 -.00M8 .6451 -. 0108

.1586 .0239 .6656 .0158 .1485 -. 0294 .6552 -. 0106

.11,87 .0242 .6757 .0156 .1586 -. 0289 .6654 -. 0104

.189 .0243 .6859 .0153 .1688 -.0284 .6755 -. 0101

.1890 .0243 .6960 .0151 .1789 -.0278 .6856 -. 0099

.1991 .0243 .7061 .0149 .1890 -.0274 .6958 -. 0097

.P033 .0242 .7163 .0147 .1991 -.0269 .7059 -. 0095

.2194 .0240 .7264 .0144 .2093 -.0264 .7161 -. 00"3

.2296 .0239 .7366 .0142 .2194 -.0259 .7262 -. 0091
.2397 .0237 .746? .0140 .2205 -. 0254 .7363 -.00oe

.2419 .0236 .758 .0137 .2397 -. 0250 .7465 -.0087

.2600 .0235 .7670 .0135 .2498 -. 0245 .7566 -.0085

.2701 .0235 .7771 .0133 .2599 -. 0240 .7668 -. 0083

.2803 .0234 .7873 .0130 .2701 -. 0236 .7760 -.0082

.2904 .0233 .7974 .0128 .2802 -. 0232 .7870 -. 0080

.3006 .0232 .8075 .0125 .2003 -. 0227 .7972 -. 0078

.3107 .0231 .8177 .0123 .3005 -. 0223 .8073 -. 0077

.3208 .0229 .8278 .0120 .3106 -. 0219 .8175 -. 0075

.3310 .0227 .8380 .0118 .3207 -. 0214 .8276 -. 0074

.3411 .0225 .8481 .0115 .3309 -. 0210 .8377 -. 0072

.3513 .0223 .8582 .0102 .3410 -.0206 .8479 -. 0071

.3614 .0220 .8684 .0110 .3511 -.0202 .8590 -. 0070

.3715 .0218 .8795 .0107 .3613 -.0198 .8682 -.0068

.3817 .0215 .8886 .0104 .3714 -.0194 .8783 -. 0067
.3918 .0213 .8988 .0102 .3815 -.0190 .8884 -. 0066

.409 .0211 .9089 .0099 .3917 -. 0106 .8986 -.0065
.4121 .0210 .0101 .00% .4018 -.0183 .9087 -.0064
.4222 .0208 .9292 .0093 .4119 -. 0179 .9189 -.0063
.4324 .0206 .9303 .0090 .4221 -. 0175 .9290 -. 0062
.4425 .0204 .9495 .008 .4322 -. 0172 .9392 -. 0061

.4526 .0202 .9596 .0085 .4423 -. 0168 .9493 -.0060
.4628 .0200 .90697 .0082 .4525 -. CI64 .9504 -. 0060
.4729 .0198 .9799 .007S .4626 -. 0161 .0

9
60 -. 005%

.4831 .019 .0000 .0076 .4727 -. 0158 .9797 -. 0058
.4132 .0103 1.0002 .0073 .4829 -. 0154 1.0000 -. 0057

Table 7.6-1. Sixth standard configuration: Dimensionless airfoil
coordinates (spanwise identical)
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Aeroelastic Test Cases.

From the tests, 12 have been selected as test cases. These correspond to five

separate time-averaged flow conditions where the outlet Mach number has
been varied from sub- to supersonic (see Table 7.6-2), and they represent

cases both inside and outside the experimentally-determined flutter limits of
the cascade /10/. As the cascade exhibited flutter in the first bending mode,
the cases reported here are in this mode, with a vibration direction of

6=43.20.
All the experiments presented here have been performed with constant
spanwise upstream flow conditions.

Time Averaged Time Dependent Parameters
Aeroelastic MI P1 P2/PI M2 is  ho f k 0 6

Test Case No. (-) (o) (-) (-) (-) (Hz) () (0) (a)

1 0.53 70 0.27 1.63 0.0030 226 0.068 0 +43.2

2 + - " +45
3 " +90

4 ""+135

5 " " -180
6 " " " +135
7 " " " - 90
8 - -45
9 0.52 0.50 1.20 - 0.092 -90
10 0.54 1.14 0.097
I I 0.62 1.02 0.108
12 0.65 0.98 0.113

Table 7.6-2. Sixth standard configuration: Recommended aeroelastic test
cases.
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Discussion of Time-Averaged Results.

Fig. 7.6-2 shows the experimental time-averaged blade surface pressure
distribution for the different backpressures. Due to the high expansion
present in the leading edge region, major difficulties may arise in the
numerical prediction of the steady-state flow conditions. Up to now, no
theoretical steady-state resilts for this standard configuration have been
obtained.
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Fig. 7.6-2. Continued on next page
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Discussion of Time-Dependent Results.

At this time, as mentioned above, the aeroelastic forces have not been

determined experimentally. However, the experiments indicate regions of

self-started blade vibrations, i.e. domains where the aeroelastic forces are
large enough to overcome the mechanical damping of the system. These

flutter limits are shown in Fig. 7.6-3, for three different aerodynamic
excitations. In the first, a well-tuned cascade (blade vibration frequency

f=230±0.5Hz) was used, with endplates at the tip of the blades to decrease
the aerodynamic excitation from tip-clearance flow. In the second, the same

cascade was tested, but without the endplates. Finally, in the third, the
cascade was randomly mistuned (f=223,5Hz). It can be concluded that thO

mistuning, and the reduction of the secondary flow in the tip-clearance, damp

the blade vibrations.

t4 Strong vibration in 1. bending mode4V

34 (D Weii-tuned cascade with end-plates

2 Well-tuned cascade without end-plates
28. - Mistuned cascade without end -plates

22-

16 --
0.4 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.6M2.,

Fig. 7.6-3. Experimentally determined regions of self-started blade

vibrations (copied from /18/, Fig. 11).
f 'f
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Theoretical results obtained from Method 10 indicate the same trend as the

experiments. This can be concluded from Fig. 7.6-4. Here, the blade vibration

is stable for subsonic, and unstable for supersonic, outlet flow conditions at

a -900 interblade phase angle (Fig. 7.6-4a; compare Fig. 7.6-3). At the

supersonic velocities the vibration is unstable for -180°<,<0O, whereas for

subsonic outlet flow conditions the vibration is stable for all Interblade

phase angles (Figs. 7.6-4b,c). The reasons for this instability are explained in

/18/ to come mainly from instability on the blade suction surface in the

throat region (Fig. 7.6-5).

COnCiuslm for the Sixth Standard ConfiguratiOn

The results of both the experiments and one prediction model(semi-actuator

disk theory, Method 10) indicate that the blade vibration in the sixth

configuration is unstable for supersonic outlet flow velocities in the

interblade phase angle range -l0°<o<O ° . The stability limits are accurately

determined by Method 1013

No comparisons between theoretical and experimental local blade surface

pressures could be made in the present study.

I

13 This is somewhat surprising as for the fourth standard configuration this

method showed large discrepancies between both the data and Method 7

(compare section 7.4). A possible explanation for this is the difference in

camber between the fourth (camber=450) and sixth (camber-140)
configurations.
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7.7 Seventh Standard Configuration (Compressor Cascade in
Supersonic Flow).

Definition

The seventh standard configuration has been tested in the detroit Diesel
Allison rectilinear air test facility, and the results are included here by
courtesy of the sponsoring agent, D.R. Boldman at NASA Lewis Research
Center (48, 491. The configuration is representative for the tip sections of
turboreactor fan stages (multiple circular arc transonic profiles. The profiles

are taken from the 86.7% span section of the second stage of the five-stage
TF41-A 100 LP-IP compressor rig). Each blade (5 blades in the cascade) has a

chord of c=0.0762 m and a span of 0.0762 m, with a -1.300 net camber 3nd a
maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.034. The gap-to-chord ratio is 0.655
and the stagger angle 61.550.
The cascade geometry is given in Figure 7.7-1 and the profile coordinates in

Table 7.7-1.
The airfoils oscillate in pitching mode round a pivot axis at (0.50, 0.00), with
a frequency between 710 Hz and 730 Hz. The pitching amplitude of the
reference blade lies between 0.06 ° and 0.2 ° , depending on the test conditions,
with some scatter in the motion amplitudes between neighboring blades (due
to the high realistic frequencies).

Both the time-averaged and time-dependent instrumentation on this cascade
is extensive, and data have been obtained of different interblade phase angles
and axial velocity ratios. 20 blade surface pressure tappings were used (10 on

each surface) to determine the steady-state blade surface pressure
distribution and 12 dynamic pressure transducers were mounted on one blade
(6 on each surface) to determinate the unsteady flow conditions.

Aeroelastic Test Cases

From the tests, a total of 12 aeroelastic test cases are presented here for

analyses.

These cases are included in Table 7.7-2, and they correspond to two different

time-averaged flow conditions. The inlet Mach number is the same in both
cases (M1 =1.315) and the outlet pressure ratio varies, corresponding to

M2 =1.25 and M2=0.99.
The blade vibration frequencies of the tests are very high (f=725 Hz),

corresponding to reduced frequencies (based on semi-chord and inlet flow

I ~
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C - 0.0762 0 (3.00 in)

Upper surface Lower surface

(SUCTIO SURFACE) , (PRESSURE SURFACE)

.Y X -Y

0 -0.0029 0 0.0029

0.0026 -0.0004 0.0027 0.0056

0.0278 0.0015 0.0279 0.0066

0.0655 0.0041 0.0657 0.0079

0.1032 0.0065 0.1035 0.0092

0.1410 0.0087 0.1412 0.0103

0.1788 0.0107 0.1790 0.0113

0.216S 0.01Z4 0.2168 0.0123

0.2S43 0.0139 0.ZS46 0.0131

0.2921 0.0132 0.2923 0.0138

0.3Z99 0.016Z 0.3301 0.0144

0.3551 0.0168 O.3SSZ 0.0148

0.3929 0.0175 0.3930 0.015Z

0.4307 0.0179 0.4308 0.0155

0.468S 0.0181 0.468S 0.0158

0.S063 0.0181 0.5063 0.01$9

0.5441 0.0179 0.5440 0.0159

O.S820 0.0174 0.5818 0.0158

0.6198 0.0167 0.619s 0.0156

0.6576 0.0158 0.6573 0.0153

0.6828 0.0150 0.6824 0.0131

0.720S 0.0137 0.7202 0.0146

0.7583 0.0122 0.7580 0.0140

0.7961 0.0105 0.7958 0.0133

0.8338 0.0087 0.8336 0.0124

0.8716 0.0067 0.6714 0.0112

0.9093 0.0047 0.9092 0.0098

0.9471 0.0026 0.9470 0.0082

0.9848 0.0003 0.9848 0.0063

0.9974 -0.000S 0.9974 0.0037

1.0000 -0.0029 1.0000 0.0029

L.E. RADIUS/C- 0.007

T.E. RADIUS/C- 0.0027

Table 7.7-1. Seventh standard configuration: Dimensionless airfoil
coordinates
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velocity) of approximately k=0.45. However, due to these high vibration
frequencies, a certain amount of difficulty was encountered in the nominal

amplitudes and interblade phase angles, and in keeping these constant over
the five blades in the cascade [48, 491. Therefore, both the nominal and

measured amplitudes and interblade phase angles are given in Table 7.7-2. As
the prediction models used for calculating the aeroelastic behavior of the

cascade consider travelling wave modes over a large number of blades it is
expected that some discreapancies between the experimental data and the

theoretical results will be present. Therefore, good agreement is hardly to be
expected. However, it should be noted that due to the considerable
complications involved in measuring unsteady transonic flow in cascades, the

data presented are representative for the state-of-the-art of aeroelastic
investigations on compressors in the transonic flow region.

Discussion of Time-Averaged Results

The 12 aeroelastic cases correspond, as mentioned above, to 2 steady-state
conditions (MI=1.315; M2 =1.25 and 0.99). The time-averaged data are given,

together with the results obtained from Methods 7 and 18, in Fig. 7.7-2. It is

seen that the trend of the predicted time-averaged blade surface pressure
coefficient agrees with the experimental data. However, absolute values do
not agree well, either for the low (M2=1.25) or the high (M2=0.99) pressure

ratio case.
For the lower pressure ratio, the Schlieren pictures indicate that the leading

edge shock is slightly detached and that it impinges on the blade suction

surface at about 90% chordwise position.

In the case of the higher pressure ratio, the Schlieren pictures indicate
instead a boundary layer separation downstream of the shock wave

intersection of the airfoil (at about 40% chord) [481. This separation was
taken into account in Method 7 by performing a boundary layer analyses and

then correcting the blade geometry to consider the increase in the

displacement thickness of the boundary layer [40]. The correct shock position
and exit flow conditions were obtained in Method 7' by adding this extra

thickness onto the aerofoil. However, no such attempt to match the

experimental data was made in Method 18, which to some extent may explain
the large differences between the two predicted results.
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Discussion of Time-Dependent Results

When discussing the time-dependent results the experimentally determined

steady-state boundary layer separation at about 40% chord for the high
pressure ratio should be kept in mind. Both prediction models 7 and 18 are
inviscid and cannot deal with unsteady response to shock/boundary layer
interactions.

The non-constant blade vibration amplitudes and interblade phase angles in
the experiments also influence to a certain extent the agreement between the
data and the traveling wave analyses. It was shown in 1401 that a flat plate
theory with variable blade vibration amplitudes agreed better with the data
than the same model assuming a constant blade vibration amplitude 140, 64].

c,.076m c .076M
Aj ".815 ,:.855

6t .55 ,_ _ _ " 7 :61.55

a -. T "Et,, M, M

M - U S D A T A . n ". .U D A AP Y 9
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/ X -LS DATAr M , 1.315 • X -LS DATAR, 1. 1

OT D, -62.8 N P, -6.

WWI - i

-0.8 " " ".....r- EnO Ihx -6 . 0 . . -............... HE" TE HOO, P2 -6 .

ME - - - I0IHO 7 - - - - - -h, = - h,=

•" I (, = . "" .............. .. ................ ' (,J =

.. 8 : "x x . ° - : 8 -

. :.034 "d- .034

0, . ..........

i 4 10 . -

0. .5 I. 0. .5
R x
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TINE AVERAGED BLAOE SURFACE PRESSURE TIRE AVERAGE 8LROE SURFACE PRESSURE
1STRIBUTION FOR OUTLET VELOCITT R?-IUS D ISTRIBUTION FOR OUTLET VELOCITy N 0 99 .

a) M2 = 1.25 b) M2 = 0.99

Fig. 7.7-2. Steady-state blade surface pressure distribution at Ml=1.315,
p,=-64.0o.
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Intergrated values

The aeroelastic lift, moment and damping coefficients were calculated in the

experiments from the measured blade amplitude and the unsteady pressure

coefficient and its phase angle relative to the blade motion. The leading edge

and trailing edge values were obtained by extrapolating the 15% and 85%

chord data.
For the low pressure ratio (M2=I .25, Fig. 7.7-3a) the trend of the aeroelastic

damping coefficient -3, versus the interblade phase angle, is correctly given by
the two models (7, 18) using the full blade geometry. This is also the case

for a flat plate analyses (Method 5), using a zero mean incidence angle (i.e.
PI=-61.55°). All the theories predict the most stable situation around a=-

1200, and the most unstable around g=+450. This is also seen to be the case
for the data. However, the magnitude is different according to the different

theories.
Also at the high pressure ratio (M2z=0.99, Fig. 7.7-3b), the trend of the

thoeries agrees well with the data. In the least stable position (w=+900) the

data and Method 18 indicate a slight instability, whereas Method 7 lies just

at the stability-line. It should be noted here that the stage was believed to

be deeply into flutter at M2=0.99 and out of flutter at M2=l .25 1401.

Considering the theoretical and experimental difficulties involved in

determining the unsteady flow in the transonic flow regime, and the
experimental accuracy (especially while integrating with 12 transducers at

the high pressure ratio), the results are encouraging.
Also the calculation of the magnitude of the moment coefficient (Em) shows a

good agreement between the trend of the data and the theories, especially at
the low pressure ratio (Fig. 7.7-3c,d). However, a discrepancy can be found in

the phase angle. It is especially interesting to note that, although the

aerodynamic damping coefficient from Method 7 agrees well with the data at
the high pressure ratio (M2=1.25, Fig. 7.7-3b), a fairly large difference is

found in the moment coefficient (Fig. 7.7-3d). In the phase angle *m,

differences of up to A4m(=$m,Theoru - *m,Exp) =I80° are noted.
The aeroelastic lift coefficient (El(t)) does not influence the stability of a

pure harmonic pitching motion. This information is given in Fig. 7.7-4 It is
concluded that the trend of the magnitude (El) is correct, but that the phase

angle (#I) shows a general discrepancy of up to =#jhl,Teory- l,Exp= 180 °

IL
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Blade Surface Pressure Differences

The trend of the magnitude of the time-dependent blade surface pressure
diference coefficient (&AY is correctily predicted at the low pressure ratio
(M2=1.25, Fig. 7.7-5). However, the predicted phase angles disagree with the
measured ones, along the whole chord, while the theories agree well with
each other.
The flat plate analyses (Method 5) predicts a discontinuity in a at the
position where the trailing edge shock impinges on the blade pressure surface
(xshock=0.55).

N1  .. S

~.s~y p -6'4.0 IL 66.0

1,. '0 .

-034

U.,-

a - - -S. aadI77,2N 7>I V. l," MW I P.--

a) Lift coefficient, P1 = 1.25 b) Lift c@fvi Iien~t, Piz= 0.99

Fig. 7.7-4. Arov'nwic lift coefficient versa interblade ~hi angle
forPI2= I 25 andNM= 0"9
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Some slight indication of this can possibly also be found in the experimental
data, whereas Method 7 smears out the unsteady response of the shock
impingement on the blade. Away from this region, the flat plate analyses

(Method 5) and the full geometry, potential flow solver (Method 7) give
similar results.
Also at the higher pressure ratio the trend of the magnitude (.Zp) as

predicted by the theories agrees well with the data, both for the flat plate
and full geometry solvers. Again, the phase angle (#a,) is not well predicted.
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Fig. 7.7-6. Time-dependent blade surface pressure difference coefficient
along blade chord at M2 = 0.99.
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Blade Surface Pressures

From the few predicted blade surface pressure results obtained on this
cascade, a modest agreement is found in the magnitude (EpU3, Ep1) both for

M2=1.25 and M2=0.99. Again, discrepancies are found in the phase angles (Fig.

7.7-7), especially towards the trailing edge region where the experiments
indicate a boundary layer separation. However, these differences seem to be
smaller than the corresponding ones for the pressure difference (46,).

Conclusions for the Seventh Standard Configuration

From the study on a 3% thick, low cambered compressor profile in supersonic
flow at a high reduced frequency, oscillating in pitching mode, it can be
concluded that:
* The experimental steady-state blade surface pressure distribution
cannot be fully reproduced by theoretical methods. Indications of the boundary
layer separations on the suction surface on the aft part of the blade exist.
This phenomenon certainly influences both the steady-state and time-
dependent flow response.
, The experimental blade vibration amplitudes and interblade phase
angles were not constant between the 5 blades in the cascade (Table 7.7-2).
This fact influences the agreement with the traveling wave analyses. It is
expected that the agreement would be better if the prediction models also
considered non-constant blade vibration amplitudes and interblade phase

angles.

0 Both the experiment and the available theories indicate the same trends
for the aeroelastic damping coefficient versus the interblade phase angle and
outlet flow velocity. The magnitude Is however not fully predictable.
* The range of predicted instabilities, or near instabilities, agrees well
with the experimenta data.

0 For low pressure ratios the stability margins are predicted just as well
with a flat plate anlyses as with models considering the full blade geometry.
0 The amplitudes of Zm(t), 0(x,t) and ZlUS,l8(x,t) are modestly well

predicted. However, the corresponding phase angles do not agree with the
r data. Again, for low pressure ratios, the flat plate analyses agree well with

the full geometry solvers.
0 Further work, both experimental and theoretical, is necessary to
establish the origin of the differences found in this standard configuration.

.. . 7.' -
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7.8 Eighth Standard Configuration (Flat Plate Cascade in Subsonic
and Supersonic Flow)

Definition

The eighth and ninth standard configurations are directed towards the
investigation of basic aeroelastic phenomena and the influence of thickness

effects on numerical calculations, especially In the transonic flow region.

Configuration number eight deals with a two-dimensional cascade of flat
plates. Theoretical analyses of such unsteady configurations have been
performed for many years now, but the problem is still of great interest,
mainly due to the following factors:
0 In modern compressors, operating in the transonic and supersonic flow
regimes, the actual blades are rather thin and have a low camber. They can

thus mostly be fairly well approximated as flat plates
0 Supersonic two-dimensional flat plate prediction models are often one
of the main aeroelestic tools used by the designer of large turboreactors
0 In the incompressible flow domain, analytical flat plate solutions are
available.
* It is possible to establish, with different theories and for the purposes
of the present comparative work, the aeroelastic response of a flat plate
cascade over the whole Mach number range from incompressible to supersonic

floIw conditions.
0 The strip theory assumption should be validated, in the transonic flow

domain, in a fairly simple case This requires validation not only of
theoretical results, but also of two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional
experimental data on thin airfoils

The cascade being Investigated as the eight standard configuration Is shown
in Fig 7 0-I

Aerelestic Test Cass

In this eight standard configuration, the main emphasis will be laid on the
change in the aeroelastic behavior of the cascade in dependence of the inlet
flow velocity, pressure ratio through the cascade, stagger angle and solidity
The U"steadyj blade surface pressure distributions will thus be compared In
detail only for a few aroelastic cases
It Is assumed that the two-dimefsional airfoils oscillate in pitch about mid-
chord (0 5, 0), with an amplitude of 2" (0 0349 red)

• I
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As the main interest for this configuration lies in the variation of the time-

averaged parameters the calculations should be performed at zero mean
incidence, with a constant interblade phase angle of 900 and with a fairly
high reduced frequency, k= 1.0.

During the project it was found that this high reduced frequency may
introduce inaccuracies in the calculated results. However, such problems are
of special interest in workshops of the present kind, so the results are
presented nonetheless.

35 aeroelastic test cases have been selected for analyses (Table 7.8-1). This
is the largest number of test cases for any single standard configuration,
which may seem strange for such a simple configuaration. However, as can be
seen from Table 6.1, a larger number of predictions were made using this
standard configuration than any other. This is clearly the case as more flat
plate prediction models exist than methods which take into account the full
geometry of the profiles.

Flat Plate Profileme
cascade leading

edge plane

LY pper surface /

.4

Vibration In pitch round (xy 5) = (0.5,0.)

a - 2.00 (u0.0349 rid)
c a 0.1 m II = 00
r - vrill.(0.5-1.0) Icw.er 00

kt = 1.0 ji =vaiale (00
Sa 90* variable (0.0-1.5)

Fi. 7.5-1. Etth dwds coniguawtwn: Cascade geometry

_ i I l l I l l I I'I mIII I I • I I m i e 
.

•.
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Time - Averaged

L) z
Z1 Normal Shock

(0) (0

1 Incompressible 0 60 0 75
2 4

3 30
4 IF10

5 0.5 60
6 06
7 03 7
a 0.6
9 09
10 0.95

I I 0Z8 45
12 30
13 0
14 c0 0.5

15 ___ --- L.
16 1.1 075
17 4at L.E.
18 ______ at L.E
19 1.2
20 4at I.E.
21 ______ at I.E.
22 1.3
23 4at L.E.
24 _______at I-.E.
25 1.4
26 4at I.E,
27 _______at L.E.
28 1.5
29 4at I.E.
30 ________ at I.E. ___

31 130.5
32 1 0

33 at LE 0.534 41.0
35 _____45 075

Table 7.0- 1 Eighth Standard Configuration 35 recommended
aeroelastic test cases
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Discussion of Time-Dependent Results

In total eight models were used to predict the unsteady flow around the flat
plate cascade. In general, the results of the different analyses agree well,
with a few notable exceptions.

Integrated parameters

The first results presented are taken from the investigation regarding the
influence of the steady-state stagger angle on the aerodyjnamic damping
coefficient (Fig. 7.8-2).
It is found that the results obtained from the different prediction models
agree extremly well for a low subsonic flow velocity (Fig. 7.8.-2a),
whereas some

c0. 1 0 I
0s.7S C .0.751

0 ~ ~ 2 )-US ORt 7.M A 0.0500 o o~ .
I~o -U . )TO.

A X LS ATA X~O X.LS OA M,0.8

_ 400 0IT4 Wan 2
hMTOO M . M2 -8

- : 0349- s:0349

- hs.0 11.0

a 90. 9 0.4

0. C. TAL S 0. ___________ ~ uNTA0I
STABLE SAL

: : : 1I DO 0.: S100,

PLO 16.1, EIGHT" STANOWB COW IGI"MA I 101 C Asts 1-4. PLO' .- 12 £ 10 1 ANW060 CONFIGURATION. CASES B. I -13
UafOOOYIONIC MORM am ~!N&, COEFFICIETS AFAoeosNsC meow AND DAMPING COMPICI ENT

L0 PLOT 7- 1. E I0O STAGCT. 0000£ 1. U(PfNOMHC1 Of S01061 ANGLE,

a) l1,=O. ) M1=O.8
Fig. 7.8-2. Aerodynamic damping coefficient versus stagger angle for

M,=O. and M,=0.8. respectively.
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discrepancies appear at a high subsonic flow velocity (M1=0.6, Fig. 7.8-2b).
However, all the methods predict stability for subsonic Mach numbers at the
specified time-dependent flow conditions (k= 1.0, ir=90°).
The good agreement between the theories, for subsonic flow, is also seen in
the aerodynamic damping coefficient versus Mach number (Fig. 7.6-3a).
Here, the differences in "a between Ml=0.0 and MI=0.5 come about because of
the interpolation-routine in the plot program, and the sharp.peak at M1=0.5
depends on the closeness to the acoustic resonance (M1 ,ac.res=0. 53 ). However,
some small differences can be found between the different analyses at the
higher flow velocities (MI>0.5). These differences become somewhat larger

for supersonic flow conditions.
If a strong shock is positioned at the leading or trailing edge (Figs. 7.6-3b,c,
respectively) the potential flow solver 7 predicts only a slight change in
magnitude of the aerodynamic damping. However, a flat plate anlyses (Method
19), with special care taken in simulating the leading edge shock (Fig. 7.8-
3b), predicts instead an instability in the Mach number range .3<MI<1.5. The
reasons for these differences are not apparent at the present time, but it is
found (Fig. 7.8-3d) that differences between Methods 7 and 19 exist in both
the magnitude and phase angle of the moment coefficient (Em and #m, resp.).

Blade surface oressure differences

At low subsonic flow velocities the results obtained from the different
prediction models agree extremly well (Fig. 7.8-4a, where 1=60 ° , lt=0.75).
This is also seen to be the case at higher flow velocities (Fig. 7.8-4b,
M,=0.8). Evaluating these results, it can be seen that the differences in
aerodynamic damping coefficient at MI=0.8 (Fig,7.8-3a) probably come about
because of a slight discrepancy in the magnitude of the blade surface
pressure difference (W) In the different models.
However, the trend is the same for all models, both as regards the magnitude
(A) and phase angle (06,).
For supersonic flow velocities a larger disagreement is found in the pressure
difference coefficient (Fig. 7.8-5). The trend of AE, is the same for two flat
plate analyses (Methods 5 and 19 in Fig. 7.8-5a), whereas a finite element
potential flow solver (Method 7 ) does not indicate any specific
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*:hange, either in At or in #&p, in the neighborhood of the steady state (weak)

shock wave impingement on the blade surfaces (see sketches in Figs. 7.8-5;

xShock=O 62 on the lower surface, xShock=0. 9 5 on the upper surface). However,

the flat plate analyses also show some disagreement in the case of a detailed

companson

If a strong shock wave is positioned at the leading edge (Fig. 7.8-5b), the

finite element solver (Method 7) indicates some change along the whole chord,

both for the magnitude and phase angle (,&Ep, #A,). Here, the differences

between the two methods are larger than in the case with weak shocks. The

discrepancy is fairly large for both the magnitude and the phase angle. From

this Figure. it is clear why the stability of the cascade was different in

Methods 7 and 19 (Fig 78-3b) In the forward part of the blade the phase

angle #,p indicates instability for both methods. However, for Method 7 this

phase angle is close to

c , 0. IM
r 0.75 " - : 0.75

-, 0.5 ____III  .- H2. 0.

, .0. -15 AT M , 0.8

i.Il 60. . ,-60.M2 --

-, .034iE .. OD. 2 hxmf- " ... ME TRW I S'

.039 - -- - --- 0 ; .0349

1 .0 k 1.0

+- ... ..-
a 90, O 90.
d d -

+o

" f USTABLE

0 I' S'1111R CN ICUA1 AES

OL-AC 1 UD 4D,'S LEA OF 80TED B'0LAD

SUW QC '80VE IFAKEDSRIU1
* 90

a) =0 b) MI:0.8

Fig . 7 81-4- Blade surface pressure difference coefficient for

differmt subsonic flow velocities.
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fr hoe for Meto~td 19 it is close to .9(r Theref ore, the forward part of
the iod dea not cotriute o 0 large extent to the loredtiil domuing

for Method 7. whereas it dos for Method 19 For both methods. the leedmnq
edge shockwave .s c oInVa sena an increase in n1I Ude (xgm* zO 65. ig
7 8-5b), althouh to a similar extent for the potentiul flow solver then for
the analytical flat plate medel In the latter, the shock woke is also
noticooble as a jwim in the ~ha angle, wherma the former does not showlb UN~ signif icant ifluence
In Fig 7 6-S5c the sam calculation is presened, but with a strong trailing
edge shock wove insead of a loading edge one Woe, results ors available for
the potential flow solver only The ini IVmnm of the shockweve on the ble
surfaces is noted (m, =0 35), both in megntuf and ~hs It is interesing
to note that, although the aereqpiemic domiing coefficient did not chanlge
significantly (according to l ohod 7) if the steady-state shock wove was
positioned at the lading or trailing edge (Fig 7 6- 36,c), the blae unlac
Pressure difference coefficient change along the whole chord. in a non-
negligible maniner, for both the magnitude and phase angle (Fig 7 8-5b,c, note
however the difference in scale in At.)

Sledo surfacea rasures

As for £A9(x, t0, the local surac pressurs (U."(xO), 1010(o) u
extremely well in two different potential flow methods for s4sNwic Mach
numbers (Fig. 7 8-6), both as regards the magitude and phase angle
For supersonic velo1citisS, only two resuts (Methods 7 and 9) were submit ted
(for all results, see Appendix A5)
The potential flow solver (Method 7) gives almost identical resuts for the
case with weak shocks (Fig 7 5-7a) and with a strong trailing edge shock
(Fig 7 8-7c), apart from the lower surface in the vicinity of the strong shock
wave (xsw&kO 35).
However, for a leading edge shock wave the rsponse is quite different (Fig
7 8-7b) Here, as already found for h~p(x,t), there are some larg differences
between the Methods 7 and 19 Presently, no explanation for this can be given
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7.9 Ninth Standard Cefiguratie (Double Circular Arc Profiles in

Subsonic and Supersonic Flow).

Definition

The ninth standard configuration is selected to be a continuation of the flat
plate investigation The emphasis is now placed on blade thickness influence.
especially in the high subsonic flow region, on the numerical results from the
different prediction models
To this end, Double Circular Arc profiles, with thickness/chord ranging from

001 to 0.10, are defined (see Figure 79-I)

Apart from the profile thickness, the influence of the inlet Mach nwmber on

the aeroelastic response of the cascade will be investigated
For this configurtaion, the same vibration mode, reduced freiquency end

interblade phase as in the eighth configuration (I 0 and 90 reasp ) are chosen
The stagger angle has been defined to be 45 and 60", mainly to allow for

realistic conditions at high velocities, although in some computations they
may introduce influence of distorted calculation grids

Aeruelastic Test Cases

In the configuration, 21 aeroelastic cases are defined for comparison (see
Table 7.9- I).
For the subsonic cases the incidence should be close to 0", and for the

supersonic cases It should satisfy the unique incidence condition

Discussion of Time-Averaoed Results

Time-averaged results were received from one prediction model (Method 3),

for the flat-bottomed test cases in high subsonic flow These are given in
Fig. 7.9-2. It should be noted that Method 3 predicts a shock at 40X chord for

an inlet Mach number 11=0.9 (Fig. 7.9-2d)

Discussion of Time-Deendent Results

Time-dependent results have been submitted from two prediction models
(Methods 2 and 3). Furthermore, for comparison with the flat-plate cascade in
the previous section results of a flat-plate analyses (Method 1) are given
when available.
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AMlMtlc TIuw-AMVerg PuWWetS
__ __-___ ___ _ I () _ _ _ h ) I-) I -)

1 0.0 60 -60 0.01 0.01 002
2 0.02 0.02 0.04
3 " 0.03 0.03 0.06
4 0.05 0.05 010
5 0.5 0.01 0.01 0.02
6 0.7 0.005 0.005 0.01
7 0.01 0.01 0.02

"a0.0015 0.0015 0.03
9 0.02 0.02 0.04
10 0.6 " 0.01 0.01 0.02
11 1.3 " "
I? 1.4
13 1.5 -
14 0.0 45 -45
15 0.5
16 0.7
17 0.8
1 a 0.5 0.05 0.0 0.05
19 0.7 " -

20 0.8
21 0.9

Table 7.9-I Ninth stdard configuration. 21 seroelastic test cases

VI.
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Integr attd Pat ameter

The trend and magnitude of the aerodynamic damping coefficient of the

,lifferent models versus inlet Mach number agree well for a 2 thick

symmetrir double circular arc profile (Fig 79-3a)14 in the high subsonic

flow region the flat plate analyses predicts a somewhat higher aerodynamic

damping than the potential flow models Or a flat-bottomed. 5% thick, profile

some larger differences are found (Fig 7 9-3b)

Blade Surface Pressure Differences

The unsteady blade surface pressure difference distribution was submitted

for several aeroelastic test cases For moderate thicknesses, symmetric

blades, and low Mach numbers (MzO 0) the full geometry models predict the
same unsteady behavior as the flat-plate analyses (Fig 7 9-4a) For 10X

thickness, a slight difference is found (Fig 7 9-4b)
At higher Mach numbers, differences are found at lower thicknesses (Fig 7 9-

5)

For the supersonic inlet flow conditions, only one prediction mode) was

submitted (Fig 7 9-b) This model indicates the same pressure response for
I 3<M1<l 5, with a 2% thick airfoil This is clearly the case as, for Mach

numbers larger than MI:I 3, the leading edge shock wave passes downstream

of the trailing edge of the neighboring blade (compare Fig 7 8-5a) The

results obtained from a 5X thick flat-bottomed DCA-cascade, at high subsonic
inlet flow conditions, show larger differences between the flat-plate

analyses (Method I) and a potential flow solver (hethod 3) than on the

symmetric profiles These results are given in Fig 7 9-7
As the Mach numtbr increases from Mi=0 5 (Fig 7 9-7a) to M,:0 9 (Fig 7 9-

7d), it is found that the differences between the flat plate analyses and the
potential flow theory increase, both in magnitude (-p) and phase angle (46p)
For the highest Mach number the Influence of the shock (at xshock=0.4) Is

clearly seen with the potential flow solver (method 3), whereas the flat plate

anlyses indicates different distributions for AE and' 4Ap (Fig 7.9-7d).
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Blade Surface Pressures

As for the blade surface pressure difference, the blade surface pressures

agree well for the Methods 2 and 3 for low Mach numbers and moderate
thickness (Fig. 7.9-8a). However, although &Z, agreed well, some slight

discrepancy is found in the local pressure values at a moderate inlet Mach
number and blade thickness (M,=0.5, d=O.02; Fig. 7.9-8b). This discrepancy

can possibly be explained by the fact that the theoretically determined
acoustic resonance is situated close to M=0.50 (Mac.res=0 .5 3). At higher Mach
numbers (M1=0.7, 0.8) the discrepancy is also present, although now rather in

the phase angle than in the magnitude (Fig. 7.9-0c,d).
For the supersonic cases, only one model (Method 2) was applied (Fig. 7.9-9).

As for the pressure difference coefficient, only small differences are found in
the region 1.3<11 d1.5. It is seen that both the upper and lower surface

values (Ep) decrease with increasing Mach number. Zhis simultaneous change
is the reason for the fact that 01) is practically constant for these different

Mach numbers.
For the flat-bottomed DCA-cascade, the local blade surface pressure

coefficient is largely influenced by the inlet flow conditions (Fig. 7.9-10)l5.
As the Mach number increases, the phase angle encounters phase shiffs. This
is especially clear at M1=0.9, where the suction (upper) surface phase angle
(#Pus) performs three shifts over the chord (Fig. 7.9-lOd).

Recent Exoerimental Results

Recently, time-dependent experiments on cascades with Double Circular Arc
profiles in the high subsonic velocity domain have been started [46,60,62].

Some theoretical results on the experiments presented in (60] have also
recently become available [5,61,631. Both the experimental and theoretical
difficulties in this velocity domain are considerable, and it is our hope that

some of these new investigations may be presented and discussed in detail at
the Aachen Symposium on Aeroelasticity in 1987.

15 The results at Ml=0.5 may be influenced by the acoustic resonance at

Mac.res=0. 5 5 .

It
L'
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Conclusions for the Ninth Standard Configuration

The study on Double Circular Arc profiles in sub- and supersonic flow

indicates that only a few prediction models which consider the full blade

geometry outside of the incompressible flow domain presently exist. For the
study, two methods were used (Methods 2 and 3). The results from these two
methods agree well in most cases presented. However, discrepancies can be
found at high subsonic Mach numbers. These increase with increasing Mach
number and/or thickness ratio.
It would be of large interest to the aeroelasticity community if the present
experimental and theoretical efforts [5,60-631 could be coordinated as to

simultaneously perform both experiments and predictions.
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B. Summary and Conclusions

Summary

An international study to define the state-of-the-art of theoretical and
experimental aeroelastic investigations in turbomachine-cascades has been

conducted.
The project, which was initiated during the second Symposium on

Aeroelasticity 12), has given the first general comparison of aeroelastic
information between a larger set of experimental data and the major

theoretical prediction models available presently.
Through the interest shown by both industrial and governemental institutions,
it has become clear that the study corresponds to an urgent need for
establishing the state-of-the-art of aeroelastic investigations in
turbomachines, and to coordinate and initiate new experimental and
theoretical projects. This Is especially important as the understanding of the
physical phenomena causing flutter, especially in the transonic flow domain,
can be achieved only by mutual experimental and theoretical approaches.
The configurations under investigation consist of different blade and cascade

geometries, various steady-state and time-averaged flow conditions, and
different blade vibration modes. However, as no prediction models for
separated flow were offered for analyses, the study was confined to attached
flow conditions. Furthermore, all experiments offered as test cases

considered rigid, uncoupled, body motions in either torsion or bending,
therefore the conclusions are not valid for coupled and/or non-rigid blade
vibrations.

The study indicates well in which flow domains, and on which sort of
profiles, present two-dimensional theoretical models can accurately predict

the aeroelastic behavior of a vibrating cascade and, in particular, its stability

margins.

State-of-the-Art of Aeroelasticity In Turbomachine-Cascades

With present experimental methods it is possible to measure accurately the
time-dependent pressure fluctuations on vibrating turbomachine blades, as
well as in the blade-passage between the blades, in linear and annular wind
tunnels In the subsonic attached flow domain. However, the procedures are

costly, far from routine, and considerable efforts are necessary to guarantee
the accuracy of the results. Among the difficulties to consider can be
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mentioned, apart from the problems in establishing periodic steady-state
flow conditions in cascades:
* establishment of unsteady flow periodicity conditions
* realization of sufficiently high blade vibration amplitudes
* control of interblade phase angles
* determination of data accuracy
* determination of unsteady boundary layer separations, especially local
separation bubbles.
Also in the transonic and supersonic flow regimes It is today possible to
obtain highly accurate data. However, shock waves and shock/boundary layer
interactions can considerably complicate the measurement accuracy.
Furthermore, the manner of integrating the aeroelastic damping coefficient,
and the number of pressure transducers used, may influence the magnitude and
stability limits, especially in the transonic flow region where strong, mostly
unsteady, shocks are present.
As regards the theoretical methods, it is today possible to predict accurately
the local blade surface pressure distribution, aeroelastic lift and moment
coefficients, as well as the aeroelastic damping coefficients, for blades of
different shapes in two-dimensional subsonic, attached flow. This has clearly
been demonstrated in the first (6% thick; 100 camber; M=0.2; compressor
cascade) and fourth (17% thick; 450 camber; MI =0.2; turbine cascade) standard

configurations. Different theories (including flat plate methods) predict
similar results in the low subsonic flow regions on thin airfoils (first
standard configuration), whereas discrepancies are apparent for higher flow
velocities with thin (eighth standard configuration) or moderately thick (fifth
and ninth standard configurations) blades at high reduced frequencies.
At lower reduced frequencies it is possible to predict very accurately the

unsteady pressures on thick, cambered turbine blades in bending vibration
(fourth standard configuration)

Local pressure differences (on the blade surface) between experimental data
and predicted results on a compressor cascade in moderate subsonic flow
(fifth standard configuration) may possibly be explained by local unsteady
separation bubbles, as well as by the fact that only one blade was considered
to vibrate in the experiment.

Also in the supersonic flow domain the prediction methods (including flat
plate anlyses) seem able to predict fairly accurately the aeroelastic damping
coefficient (seventh standard configuration). This is clearly the case as
compressor blades in this flow region are thin and moderately cambered.
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However, in this flow regime major discrepancies are found between the

predicted and the experimental pressure and moment coefficients, especially

in the phase angles (seventh standard configuration). It is not clear a priori

whether these discrepancies should be attributed to the theoretical models or

if scatter in the data, as well as shock/boundary layer interactions and

boundary layer separations, plays a significant role.

Indications that a strong leading edge shock wave may significantly alter the

aeroelastic behavior of a flat plate cascade in supersonic flow at high

reduced frequencies were given (eighth standard configuration). However, a

more detailed study should be performed before any conclusions about these

results are drawn.

The trends of the aeroelastic behavior of thick, cambered turbine blades in

the transonic flow domain are predicted (fourth standard configuration) The

agreement between the data and the predicted results ranges from extremly

good (subsonic flow) to moderate (transonic flow).

In general it can be concluded that although the fundamental physical reasons

for the flutter are not fully understood, present two-dimensional prediction
models give good approximations for test cases in attached two-dimensional

and quasi three-dimensional flow. However, no fully three-dimensional models

(with blade thickness taken into account) exist, and no attempts were made

to predict the aeroelastic behavior of stalled flow.

Further Work

The results of the study are encouraging, but a lack of understanding of

flutter phenomena exists in several domains. The project has shown that it is

presently possible to predict flutter in some cases, at least in two-

dimensional attached flows. However, the detailed pressure distribution on

the blades cannot be predicted as well, especially in transonic flows.
Furthermore, three-dimensional effects and their influence on the stability of

turbomachine-blades are not well known.

Hence, to model the physical aspects of flutter better, projects in the

following domains are solicited:

* transonic two-dimensional attached flow in turbines and compressors

* quasi three-dimensional and three-dimensional investigations in attached

flow, throughout all velocity domains

* stalled two-dimensional flow

o rotating machines
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* accuracy analyses of time-dependent pressures and their phase angles

towards the blade motion
* experimental techniques to evaluate the unsteady pressures in rotating

machines
* experimental determination of unsteady wave propagations up- and

downstream of blade rows in linear and annular cascade facilities
* experiments with coupled blade vibration modes
* unsteady boundary layer investigations
During the project, several interesting experimental and theoretical
investigations were started. One of these concerns experiments on transonic
turbine profiles, and the results are included here as the fourth standard

configuration. Among the others can be mentioned:

* In the experimental domain:
- two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional studies on Double Circula

Arc profiles in high subsonic and transonic flow domains (46, 49, 60, 62]
- two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional studies on a fan section

in the high subsonic, transonic and supersonic flow domains [651.
- flat plate investigations (turbine) in the transonic flow region [691.

* In the theoretical domain:

- two-dimensional unsteady perturbation solvers, based on the Euler
equations.

- two-dimensional fully unsteady Euler solvers [47, 67, 68].
Simultaneously, considerable improvements have been made on experimental
and theoretical projects already started.
It is hoped that new results will continue to be introduced in the workshop so
as to continue the international collaboration which has now been established.

Such a collaboration will certainly make aeroelastic knowledge progress
faster than if only individual and independent projects are considered.

Applicability to Flutter in Rotating Machines

The final objective of the aeroelastician is obviously to give the designer the
necessary tools for preventing flutter in rotating machines. However, such a

far-reaching objective does not correspond to the state-of-the-art of
aeroelastic knowledge, either for prediction models or as regards well-

documented experimental data to be used for the validation of theoretical
models. The best approach today to blade flutter prevention in turbomachines

is to use existing two-dimensional prediction models, couple them
extensively with in-house empirical data and then perform comprehensive
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tests on the machine. However, this procedure is extremly costly, and will

give an answer only for the aeroelastic response of the machine being tested.

This has especially been seen in the present study, as prediction models gave

correct stability limits in some cases, while being far out .in the prediction

of the unsteady pressure forces acting on the blades. Furthermore, most

flutter failures seem to appear in the transonic and/or stalled flow regions,

for which only a few prediction models (mostly empirical) and experimental

set-ups exist today.

It thus seems to the editors of the present study that several basic

experimental and theoretical research projects still have to be carried out to

clarify the flutter phenomena in cascades (see the previous section). Only

with such an approach will it be possible to find out exactly why a certain

stage fluttered although it was perhaps predicted to be stable.

Simultaneously, detailed flow surveys in the machine under flutterconditions,

which are very difficult, and especially the feedback of this information into

cascade tests and prediction models, are necessary. Obviously, this last piece

information will mostly be of a proprietary nature.

It is the editors belief that although cascade experiments and two-

dimensional prediction models can replace full-scale machine tests only to a

small extent, a continued, long-term joint scientific collboration of the

present kind will, be of benefit to the designer of turbomachines, especially

as long as a large data-bank of detailed three-dimensional unsteady blade

surface pressure data is not available.

II--
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Appendix AI: Pressure Response Spectra Contributing to the
Aerodynamic Work in Two-dimensional Flow With Rigid Body
Motions.

The fundamental consideration of the data reduction processes most often

used for evaluation of aeroelastic experiments is that, although the pressure
response on the vibrating blades may be highly non-harmonic, it is only the
frequency (or frequencies in the case of higher harmonics), of the pressure

response spectra corresponding to the blade vibration that contributes to the

aerodynamic work. This follows from the orthogonality, over a period, of the

components of the Fourier series expansions, and can be demonstrated as

follows /15,28/.
Assume a blade vibration, in pitching mode, &(t) and an unsteady perturbation
moment signal Em(t), which can both be expressed as Fourier series with w as

the fundamental frequency:
00

( t) >_ ne i .[ n w J t+ n 4 ]

n= I

00

zm(t) = Cmk ei.k W t+k Om)

k=l

With d4(t) [d&/d(t)].d((t)

the aerodynamic work c, becomes, according to (Eq. 13)

21 oo 00

cV  = J Re(>- Ok'Cmk eil[kw t+k mJ}.Re{i.> naneiIf w t+n *c}'d(ot) =

0 k=l n=l

21 oo

-- I {. uk'cmk'cosIk(t+k#m] }'

0 k:l
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00

{2Znan si nfn6)t+n4cl} Ma~t)

n=l
c0 00 21

n O kCmnkhn J COS(k6t+k~m-slf(fl)t+flOu) d(o~t)
k=1 n=l 0

00 00

With the abbreviation 01) = -A n UkCmk~n

k=l n=l

we obtain:

CV nf(z)-J {cos(k(at)-cos(k*m)-sin(koit)-Sin(k4m)V-
{sin(nwt)-cos(n$,,)+cos(n~at)rsin(n4,,)) -d(ot)

=f(flj {cos(kat) 'sin(riat) tos(k*m) cos(n~Oc) +

cos(kot)-cos(nwt)-cos(k~m)-sin(n~ou)-
sin(ko)t)-sin(n6t)sin(k~m)-cos(n~ca)-
sin(kat)-cos(nat)sin(k#m)-sin(n#a)1 d(at)

=0 .5*f(fl) J {sin(0tfk+nl)-sin(o)t[k-nI)1-cos(ktm)tcos(nfa) +

fcos(uotfk+nJ)+cos(o)tlk-nJ)P-sin(kfm)tcos(nf~a) -

[sin(0tfk+nJ)+sin((tfk-n)F-sin(k~m)-sin(nfcu)1 d(6)t)z

=-0.5 k k2Cmk 2i-cos(k~m)-sifl(k~u)-sin(ktm)tcos(ksc)J =

kzl

00

1' A Gc k2CmkSin(kI#m-9ctJ)
kl

as only the integrals
21r
J..(k-n) ;r 0 if and only if kan.

0

Thus, in computation of the aerodynamic Work and damping coefficients, only
the frequencies of the pressure response spectra corresponding to the blade
vibration frequencies contribute to the resulats-

IL.
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Appendix A2. Definition of Positive and Negative Aerodgnamic Work.
Stabilitg Limits.

Depending on the geometry of the blades and the stagger angle, as well as on
the time-averaged and time-dependent flow conditions, the aerodynamic work
done by the flow on the blade can be either positive or negative. If the work
is positive, the flow giires energy to the blade every vibration cycle, which
implies that the blade vibration amplitude will increase every cycle. If, on
the other hand, the work is negative the blade gives energy to the flow which
implies that the flow damps the blade vibration
The sign of the aerodynamic work depends on the phase angle between the
blade vibration and the time-dependent force acting on it. This is clearly seen
in the case of harmonic blade vibration and force response (a:

h(t) = h oet  (Translation mode)
ch(t) z cO eit44I)

where # is the phase angle between the blade motion and the force response
(positive when the force leads the motion).
By considering the aerodynamic work over a cycle of vibration as the integral
of the product of blade velocity and force, we obtain:

CVh f Re(dh(t)) Reihch(t)) = _h2 -ch-jo2Vsn(wt)coS(Wt+4.1)
- f/.h2 ch-sin4h

Therefore, the blade vibration is

unstable If 0 f # 4 0lo0e
stable it 10 < 9& < 3600
The stabilitg limits (Cvh=O) are thus found to be * e = 06 and 160.
The same result Is found also If a non-harmMnic force response Is assumed
(compare Appendix A 1).
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Appendix A3: Acoustic Resonance.

The acoustic resonance is a phenomenon which theoretically puts an infinite

cascade of flat plates into resonance. It appears (for linearized theories)
when the interblade phase angle corresponds to the time a perturbation takes
to travel from one point on blade 0 to a corresponding point on blade "+l"
(Fig. A3.).
Two different methods of approach for explaining this phenomenon are given

in the following. The f4rst is a purely geometrical interpretation, whereas the

second introduces a small perturbation theory.

Geometrical interpretation.

If the blade movements are assumed to be simple harmonics with constant
interblade phase angles (w), then

ho = h-sin(ot) (A3.1)

h, = h-sin(ot+)

where the indexes o and I denote the blades O and "+1", respectively.
A perturbation propagates from blade "0' toward blade "+1" along the pitch
with the velocity (Fig. A3.1):

qp± q tcos(90-) ± a'cose (A3.2)

where

a = velocity of sound.

cosu =1-M 12sin2(90-))0.5

Thus, the time for a perturbation from blade 0 to reach blade "+1" is

At = r/qp± = r/(a.[M Icos(90-1) ± (l-MI2.sin2(90-1))0.51)

(A3.3)

p
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q+

B~~aBlad -Bl de1"

Blade 0+1

BI e -BaeI

to t1  to+TO

Fig. A3. 1. 1Ij ustration of acoustic resonance.
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A perturbation leaving blade "0" at time t=tO will thus reach blade "+1" at
time t=tl=tO+at.

If the interblade phase angle is such that blade "+I" is in the same position at
time t I as blade "0" was at time tO, then (Fig. A3. 1)

6+wAt = n'wTo  , where n is an integer. (A3 4)

Thus, eac.res -a-t (as To is the period of a cycle) (A3.5)

wherefore

gac.res± -- r/{ail 1'cos(90-1) ± 0-M 2.sin2(90-i))0.5J)

(A3.6)

The acoustic resonance can thus be predicted analytically.

In linearized theories (see below), the infinity number of blades leads to an

infinite series expression for the unsteady pressure field. This serie has a

singular term as the interblade phase angle approaches vac.res± and resonance
is observed /72/.
From eq. (A3.6) it is concluded that for every blade vibration frequency, two

phase angles exist when the cascade comes into resonance condition
(wac.res). If, for a certain interblade phase angle in subsonic flow the
vibration frequency is less than this value, i.e. j<(ac.res, Verdon /72/ and

Samoilovich /58/ have classified the blade vibration as subresonant.
Similarly, if 6)>wac.res the vibration is said to be superresonant. (This

classification is only valid in the subsonic flow domain /72/.)
According to linearized theory in subsonic flow, unsteady disturbances

attenuate for subresonant motions, but they persist in the far field when the

blade vibration is superresonant (/72,58/).

Interpretation based on small perturbation theoru.

Departing from the full Euler equations describing, the two-dimensional

unsteady, inviscid, compressible flow through a cascade, written in

differential form as in eq. (4.1), and performing a small perturbation on an

otherwise undisturbed flow as g g + , where g is any steady-state flow
variable, and § the unsteady perturbation part, the following perturbation

eouation system can be obtained (w velocity in x direction, v velocity in y
direction):
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a*,at + jaw/ax + waj/ax + ja0/ay + _Va8/ay = 0
Ww/at + w'ba/x + -y-/Way + (0/ax)/a= 0 (A3.7)
a +/at wa/ax + _Qay + (a /ay)/j 0

In this equation system only first order perturbation terms have been
retained.

Furthermore, assuming that the unsteady part of the flow variable g can be
written as § = O.ei{t + cx + Ay), the equation system (A3.7) becomes,
together with the isentropic relationship a2=0/j:

O(w~cW.+~) + aijcW + )~a2j 0
0 (e.cw+v)w + 0 0 (A3.8)

O* +0 + (~.Ww+_)f 0

This equation system has a non-trivial solution if, and only if, its
determinant is zero, wherefore:

(+¢;;+Xv) 3 - (a2"2 + a2 2).((j.Cw.v) = 0 (A3.9)

In x direction this equation has 3 solutions:

C -(e+)-)/ ; i. e. c is real
r =-w.(gv) ± a.I(W)v)2 + N2.(w 2-a2)Jo.5)/{w 2-a 2); c real or complex

(A3.10)

In the case that c is complex (c = E + i,), the unsteady perturbations will

attenuate in x direction as

g = §.ei{}t + x + ) = + x .ec x  (A3.1 1)

If instead r is real, the unsteady perturbations will propagate through the
flow field unattenuated

If the perturbations attenuate, the unsteady flow phenomena is called
"subresonant" (or "cut-off condition"). If however the perturbations do not
attenuate, the flow is called "superresonant" /72,56/.
From equations (A3.10) and (A3.11) it is seen that the sub- and super-
resonant regions depend on the factor f= [(,,,X)2 + X2.(w 2-a2 )I. If this value
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is f< 0, the flow is subresonant, whereas it is superresonant if the factor is

f>0.

Thus, for subresonant flow,

[(W+Xv)2 + A2.(w 2-a2 )i <0 - (3-W) >

which indicates that the subresonant and superresonant regions are different

for sub- and supersonic flows.

At the separation between the two domains, the factor f= ()+ NNW

a2)] is zero. t is then real, and the unsteady perturbations can propagate in z
direction. In this case, a special phenomena, the acoustic resonance, can
appear in y direction (=pitch direction, see Fig. A3.1). If

w -'cos
v qt~sin

S(i-211n)/r, with n = integer,

then f *(+), )2+ X2.(W2-a2) = 0 g
At (a2-w 2)o.5 /t- 2 1-a0

O_ 2vn - ((TrI/{a(Mlsinl±(1-M, 2cos 2T) 0 51)

which is the expression for the acoustic resonance in equation (A3.6).
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Appendix A4. Time-Dependent Data Acquisition and Reduction
Procedures Used in the Standard Configurations.

First Standard Configuration.

iror convenience tWis section of the present report hs been copied from the
NASA Contrirtor Report 3513 by F 0 Csrte /151)

During unsteady testing, data are collected by two systems, one which stores
and computes pertinent steady-state parameters and provides on-line

monitoring of external flow conditions, and one which collects and stores all

unsteady, high response data for subsequent processing. The latter is here
described briefly.
Unsteady blade and sidewall pressures and blade angular displacement are
obtained as time varying voltages which are conditioned and amplified in an
instrumentation package mounted close to the wind tunnel (to reduce

transmission noise of low level siganals). These high response transducer

outputs are acquired and recorded in digital form for subsequent off-line
processing by the Aeromechanics Transient Logging and Analysis System

(ATLAS) which accepts up to 26 channels of data. Each channel may be
amplified and filtered as required. The heart of the system is a 26 channel
transient recorder which digitizes and stores each channel simultaneously at
sampling rates up to 200 kHz as selected by the operator. System control is
provided by a Perkin Elmer 7/16 minicomputer system which interfaces with
the operator through graphics display terminal. The data system is capable of
self-calibration using a built in programmable voltage standard which is

under computer control. The system offers several modes of operation ranging
frm fully manual, where each step in the sequence (calibration, acquisition,
and recording) is under operator control with the capability of aborting at any
time, to fully automatic where these tasks are computer controlled according

to preset parameters. Data acquisition may be initiated manually, by the
computer, or on receipt of an external trigger pulse. For this program, the
system was run in the manual-trigger mode. Typica;ly, the operator at the
computer console instructs the system to acquire data, using the

preprogrammed software on the minicomputer program disk and several

specific instructions pertinent to the particular experiment in progress.
Acquired data, consisting of 1024 time-correlated samples for each active
channel, can be spot-checked by the operator by displaying the contents of the
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memory of each channel on a built in scope, or can be recorded directly on a
digital magnetic tape for subsequent off-line processing.
The acquisition rate for all unsteady data was set at 1000 samples/sec. Thus,
for the three nominal test frequencies, f=9.2, 15.5, 19.2 Hz, there were 9.4,
15.9 and 19.7 cycles of data available for analysis, or conservatively, there
were 9, 15, and 19 full cycles available. Data for each channel were Fourier
analyzed, primarily to provide first, second, and third harmonic results for
ease in analyses, but also to provide a compact means of data storage for
subsequent use. These data have been completely tabulated in a companion
data report [15] in which each run/point combination is fully documented and
described, and the data are arranged in several convenient forms. In each case
a total of 10 harmonics are displayed for each unsteady channel. It is seen
that this is well within the bounds of the conventional sampling theorem
requiring 2 or more samples/cycle in the highest harmonic of interest.

Third Standard Configuration.

(For ronvenience, this sect/on of the present report has been copied from the
publication "/nsteady Aerodynamic Force Actig on Controlled-Oscillating
Transonic Annular Cascade "by H Kobaashi /451)

The measurement of time-dependent data includes airfoil oscillatory
displacement, unsteady aerodynamic moment and unsteady pressure

distribution on the oscillating airfoil surface. All time-dependent data were
recorded on FM Magnetic tape recorder with frequency response 2.5 kHz and
analyzed with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer.
Instrumented airfoil motion was measured with the combination of a small
rod fixed on airfoil tip section and eddy-current type displacement sensors.
Unsteady aerodynamic forces are acquired with two measuring methods. One
is the net work of dual strain gauges on the cross spring bars machined on
the trunnion of instrumented airfoil, which gives the information of unsteady
aerodynamic moment caused by aerodynamic force acting on the entire blade
surface. This method has the advantage to understand synthetically the
unsteady phenomena of oscillating airfoil, but it connot offer the information
of local unsteady phenomena on oscillating blade surface. The measuring data
obtained by cross spring bars contains the inertia force of blade and so the
aerodynamic moment is calculated with the difference between the moment in
flow and the moment in vacuum condition.

I
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The other is the measurement of unsteady pressure distribution on an

oscillating blade surface, which can offer the unsteady aerodynamic moment

per unit span and the unsteady phenomena on the local blade surface. As for

the measuring instrument of unsteady pressure, minute pressure transducers

are used in combination with probe tubes in blade, berause even this thinner

transducer cannot be enclosed in a thinner part of the blade section and also

transducers have to be used many times for other measurements. 22 probe

tube systems were prepared for the measurement of chordwise unsteady

pressure distribution.

Now, the measuring time-dependent pressure signals, amplitude Ao and phase

lag 40, are necessary to be corrected with the frequency response

characteristic data of probe tube measuring system (A., #,), and that of

electronic data acquisition system including DC amplifier (AD, #D), and Data

Recorder (Ar, r). Finally, unsteady aerodynamic amplitude A, and phase lag

#, can be obtained according to:

Ap = Ao/(As*AD*Ar}

p : { O+s+#D+#r}
Frequency-response characteristics (A., #,) of probe tube system were

measured with an apparatus for measurement of probe tube frequency-

response characteristics. In the apparatus, the fluctuating pressure is made

by the interaction between jet flow and a rotating disc with sinusoidal lobe

shape and is injected into flow from opposite side of two transducers to

make unsteady pressure in flow. Frequency of fluctuating pressure can easily

be controlled by rotational speed of disc.

The frequency response characteristics of electronic data acquisition system,

DC amplifier and Data Recorder are also measured with a function signal

generator and an FFT analyzer.

Using 32 time-averaged transfer function data of blade oscillation signal and

corrected time-dependent pressure signal, unsteady aerodynamic moment and

chordwise distributions of unsteady pressure amplitude and phase lag

referenced to blade oscillation, and element aerodynamic energy were

calculated.

Fourth Standard Configuration.

MCourtesy of 0. Sh/sf/i [/)
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The unsteady data are low-pass filtered and then recorded on an analog tape

recorder By reproducing the data at a lower speed than recorded, this

procedure allows the limitations of the analog-to-digital conversion speed on

the computer to be overcome. The data reduction procedure is as follows. The

frequency of the forced vibration is know Thus the harmonic part of the

signals can be evaluated straightforwardly by computing the first term of the

corresponding Fourier series In this case, the sampling frequency need not be

an integer multiple of the signal frequency as required by ensemble averaging

and FFT techniques.

The total recorded time of the digitized unsteady signals is split up in

sections, for which amplitudes and phase angles in relation to a reference

signal are computed. The result of each section is then considered as a single

piece of data. These results are averaged in their turn to yield the final

result (amplitude and phase angle). The variance of the section results is used

to estimate a 95% confidence interval Typical values are 2'560 samples per

section and 10 sections per total record length (i.e. 25'600 samples per

channel and per test)

With these settags, the 95% confidence limits are roughly twice the sample

mean standard deviation (based on the elementary estimation theory, using

Student's T-distribution) from the mean value.

The sampling frequency is selected at 10-15 times the fundamental of the

signal frequency, in order to avoid aliasing problems.
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Fifth Standard Configuration.

jFor convenience, this section of the present report has been copled from the

the pullication -A Straight Cascade Wind Tunlo Study l Fan 0/ode Flutter

inStar/ed Supersonic Flowll by P Szechenyi. / Cafareli. C Notin. L/ P Grault

1701)

Two distinct types of aeroelastic measurements are made: those giving

"direct" coefficients (the case of forces acting on a vibrating blade with all
other blades fixed) and those giving coupling coefficie" (the influence of
the vibration of neighboring blades).
Only one blade is instrumented to mesure aeroelastic coefficients but it can
be placed in any position in the cascade. One of the blades is made to vibrate
in either pitching or heaving. The pitching mode is usually about the mid-
chord axis.
The aeroelastic force coefficients are determined as the transfer functions
between the vibratory motion and the resulting lift or moment.
In this testing technique, the assumption is made that the direct and coupling
terms combine linearly so that a vectorial addition can be made. Thus the
total coefficient for a blade in an infinite cascade is:

+00

ctotaI = I Cneine

n=-00

where

* n is the blade index (n=O is the vibrating blade, n<O are the "upstream"
blades, n>O are the "downstream" blades)
* cn is the complex coefficient measured on blade n,

* u is the blade-to-blade phase angle.
The imaginary part of the coefficient, ciotal, is a measure of aeroelastic

damping. For ctotal<O, aeroelastic damping is negative and flutter conditions

exist.
The experimental verification of this assumption is reported in detail in 7il.

From the above equation it is obvious that the total coefficient is to a great
extent a function of w. For a compressor cascade this blade-to-blade phase
angle depends on the number of blades and on the normal mode of vibration. In
order to have a valid stability criterion one calculates the minimum possible
value that ctt I can attain for 056<21 The negative sign of this ctotal(min)

then reveals possible flutter conditions.
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Sixth Standard Configuration.

(Idem fourth standard configuration}

Seventh Standard Configuration.

oear convenience, this section of the present report has been copied from the
NASA Contractor Report 1593/ by R f Piffel and A D Rothrock [481)

The fundamental time-unsteady data of interest is the complex airfoil surface
chordwise pressure distribution. This data, together with the airfoil motion
data, determines the aerodynamic stability. The unsteady force (lift) and
moment on the airfoil are calculated from this pressure and airfoil motion

data.

The instrumentation used to acquire unsteady data are included in the

following.

* Strain Gauges: Two per airfoil with one on either side of the tunnel.

* Kulite pressure transducers: Six flush-mounted per surface on center
airfoil of the cascade (a total of twelve transducers on blade 3).
* Heated film gauges: Five surface-mounted per surface (a total of 10) on

the center airfoil of the cascade.
The heated film gauges were used to qualitatively examine the transition and
flow separation phenomena on the airfoil surfaces for the conditions where
the measured unsteady work per cycle attains its maximum and minimum
values. The dynamic characteristic of each heated film gauge at a particular
operating point were determined from the taped oscilloscope traces of the
blade motion as defined by the signals from the strain gauge and the
particular heated film gauge. In addition, high speed Schlieren movies were

taken.
The strain gauge and pressure transducer data was acquired simultaneously.
The on-line analysis was performed on the strain gauge signals concurrent
with the magnetic tape recording of the signals from the instrumented blade's
strain gauge and pressure transducers. The on-line analysis involved eight
channels of strain gauge data; two per airfoil. The twelve surface dynamic
pressure signals, six from the pressure surface and six from the suction

surface, along with the reference strain gauge signal from the instrumented
blade were taped for each data point.
In this investigation an analog-to-digital converter having a rate of 100'000
points per second was used. Data, either real time or taped, was digitized and
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stored on a magnetic disc for evaluation. An "n" cycle data averaging

technique was adapted early in the test program to eliminate backgrouno
noise from the unsteady pressure signal. The data is sampled at preset time.

triggered by a square wave pulse supplied by the airfoil drive system
computer. The analog-to-digital converter is triggered by the positive voltage

at the leading edge of the pulse, initiating the acquisition of the unsteady
pressure data. The data can be sampled for -m" ensembles and "n- cycles and

an average data set obtained.
The data analysis comprised the following three techniques.
* Amplitude calculation

* Frequency calculation
* Phase calculation

In the amplitude calculation, a second order least square fit of the data on

the positive and negative sides of the time axis was made for each half cycle

of motion. The signal amplitude becomes the average of the positive peaks
minus the average of the negative peaks.
The frequency of the time-dependent digital data was determined through the

autocorrelation function. This function describes the dependence on the values
of the data at one time, Xi, on the values at another time, Xiwr. The lag time,
AT, is inversely proportional to the rate at which the data are digitized. An

autocorrelogram of the digitized data exhibits the features of a sine wave
plus random noise. A second order least square fit function was fit to the

data depicting the second positive peak of the autocorrelogram. The inverse of
the time at which this least square function is a maximum is equal to the

frequency, f, of the time-dependent data. Additionally, the frequency is known

from the computer commanded input and an on-line, electronic counter.
The phase difference between the time-variant digitized signals was

calculated through the cross-correlation function. This function, for two sets
of data, Xi and Yi, describes the dependence of the values of one set of data on

the other. As in the frequency calculation, a second order least square curve
was fit to the data in the nearest to zero time positive peak of the cross-
correlogram. The time, tp, at which this least square function is a maximum

was analytically determined. The phase difference, in degrees, was calculated

as
#p = t9'f 360

where f is the frequency calculated for the airfoil motion from the strain

gauge data.
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The reference signal for all the phase angle determinations was a strain

gauge signal from the instrumented airfoil. This signal was common in both

the on- and off-line data acquisition.
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